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The purpose of this research is to evaluate
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CBLVPTERl
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Precipitating Factors
In

defining vision.

Dale

Theological Seminary, states,
which

are

not, but

are

Galloway, leader of the Beeson Institute

"A vision is the

ability

or

God-given gift to

detached from

one

pride

in the

evangelicals

evangelical

in

in the

Gibsonburg are scattered, they do

not

and

family life.

Such

local schools, sports programs,

goodness leads to a dilemma and ultimately

Spirit- revealed vision. Unfortunately, Gibsonburg really wants God to remain

intimate with the
to the

goodness. Fortunately, God desires to

people of Gibsonburg; thus,

God has

become

more

given a community-minded vision

Trinity United Methodist Church. The vision began when prayerful people

Trinity earnestly sought God
resulted in

a

list of the

for revival in the church and

superintendent of the Toledo disfrict, presented the

superintendent of the Portsmouth district,
position.

I

was

read the

such

revival. Bob

Ball,

list to the cabinet of the West

qualities

and

quickly pictured me

1999. Over the past nine

I have listened to these prayer warriors and other Christians in the
a

a

Gary Campbell, the disfrict

appointed to Trinity Church in June

reflected upon what I have heard, and

at

community. Their prayers

pastoral qualities that would encourage

Ohio Conference of the United Methodist Church.

the

a

for Christ.

quality of their village govenmient,

outside in order to protect their

the

things

villagers consider themselves good people in a good community. They take

community gatherings,
to a

those

Gibsonburg Christians of an evangelical persuasion are

Because

significantly impact the village
The

The closest

They attend a variety of evangelical churches

another.

surrounding communities.

see

(Taft 1).

Gibsonburg is a relatively unevangelized commimity.
church is twenty minutes away.

Asbury

I believe that God has

becoming a reality" (Small Group 2).

vision for the 2,579 residents of Gibsonburg, Ohio

at

vision became clear to

me

village.

in

months,

I have

before the close of
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1999. In the

village,
have

to the

congregation of Trinity Church,

verbally affirmed the vision.

vision. For

Also,

subsequent months, I have presented the vision to certain Christians

example,

several

several

and to the

original people of prayer. They

A number of them have

community Christian families

Trinity people of prayer continue

to

in the

adjusted themselves
now

attend

to the

Trinity Church.

publicly share the changes

in their

thinking and actions over the past nine months.
What is the vision? The vision is,
clear

picture of the risen, living Jesus

know how to

come

into

a

of their

How will this occur? The

of God in

themselves,

model this

the

Gibsonburg have

village will

Third, and foremost, this clear

Jesus.

Spirit is already drawing together Christians who

in their

a

being.

village churches,

Several small groups within the local churches

Gibsonburg. Also,

person in

Christ. Second, each person in the

relationship with this

picture will permeate to the core

more

first, that each

are

and in their

want

community itself

prioritizing intercessory prayer for

Holy Spirit is calling Trinity United Methodist Church both to

picture of the living Jesus

and to mentor other

intimate

churches, institutions, and

individuals in the

community into a more

relationship with Jesus.

intentional work.

Trinity Church caimot effectively model and mentor others into this

Yet without

relationship with the living Jesus.
What
its internal,

are

the first

steps? With the help of the Spirit, Trinity Church must develop

disciple-making structure. Then, Trinity Church can take the most socially

rejected persons

in

Gibsonburg and lead them to Christ at the Spirit's opportune time.

They will be planted into the

nurture of our

fellowship.

God will grow and prune them

through Trinity Church's discipleship training. They will be developed

disciple-making leaders

in

our

church and witness for Christ who

can

into

fruitful,

impact the

community.
However,

a

preliminary step is

necessary. The

major influencers

in

Gibsonburg

Trinity Church must ask the Spirit to develop them into disciple-makers who consistently

Merkes 3

model this

picture of the living Jesus-disciple-makers who can competently mentor

others into the

relationship.

This first step

was

serendipitously addressed through the

Asbury Theological Seminary Doctor of Ministry leadership development class
January

2000. Dr. Dale

Galloway challenged the

small group of church leaders. As his Small

believes that God is

in

students to first and foremost mentor

a

Group manual implies. Galloway strongly

renewing and expanding his Church through small

groups.

The Problem

Trinity United Methodist Church of Gibsonburg, Ohio has declined in the past
twenty-five years.

Between 1984 and

1993, membership

attendance fell 34 percent; and, church school
Board

was

down 29 percent;

membership dropped 30 percent (General

1). Until recently, worship attendance had declined below the

Church is

presentiy back to seventy-seven Simday morning worshipers, the

(1). Several

factors have led to this decline. In the past

attendance in the United States has fallen
has also declined in

perhaps

the decline

other factors

(Maxwell,

of visionary

dramatically.

21 Laws

Trinity

1993 level

forty years, mainline church
The United Methodist Church

membership during this time period. Trinity is

mainline United Methodist church.
these and

1993 level.

a

typical, loyal

Trinity Church reflects the national trend. While

impact tiiis decline, leadership
8-10).

hi

an

is the ultimate factor in

appointive system,

leadership. According to anecdotal descriptions,

the church

was

deprived

the pastors tended toward

patriarchal, maintenance style of leadership. Also, these pastors came from a variety of
theological orientations.
pastorates.

In addition,

In response, the church

personal problems

a

recent

and maintenance.

tangibles of money and property,

and

product of the pastoral leadership and resulting structure. Trinity

United Methodist church still lacks the

Only a few disciple-makers
were

some more

developed a structure for survival

This structure focused upon the pastor, the

maintenance. As

affected

are a

developed input and process to make disciples.

part of Trinity. Until the past nine months,

missing. Those involved in the church structure have

not

converts

envisioned the church's

a

Merkes 4

internal mission
not

as one

of offering

a

development process for disciples. Trinity could
in the church's

adequately birth disciples or nurture them

church

was not

able to

develop them

into Christlikeness

The

existing fellowship.

through discipleship; hence.

Trinity United Methodist Church could not produce many disciple-makers.
A few individuals may

disciple-makers are as

roughly fit into a disciple-maker category. Qualities of

follows:

through Jesus Christ; (2)

with

encouraged the Holy Spirit to

(1)
an

the

disciple-makers have

relationship

a

with God

adequate biblical knowledge, disciple-makers

mold their character into

a

have

dwelling for the Spirit's work;

and, (3) through them, God has impacted others, both believers and non-believers.

Refusing to take credit for these qualities

of character and their

disciple-makers point to God (e.g.. Matt. 5:16;

John

impact, these

3:21).

Only a few Trinity congregants roughly qualify as disciple-makers.
individuals have not conceived of themselves
process.

They have

manifest

or

not had

a

being a part of a disciple-making

disciple-making church or small

encourage this vision. As

effect. Most

as

a

result,

Even these

these

group

community to

disciple-makers are blunted in their

notably, they have an integrity between biblical knowledge and character.

They lack the confidence and competence

haphazardly raise disciples
In the Great

within the

to transfer it.

Overall, they can only

congregation.

Commission, Jesus commands his disciples

to make

disciples (Matt.

28:18-20). Disciple-makers multiply. They birth and nurture disciples who themselves
become

disciple-makers. Gibsonburg,

Ohio and

Trinity United Methodist Church need

disciple-makers

who

impact both the community and church. The goal

disciple-makers

who

produce this greater impact.

is to

produce

Theological Foundations
Jesus
into

produced disciple-makers.

disciple-makers.

He spent three years

Near the end of this

tomb. His resurrection facilitated

a more

training,
intimate

he died

developing twelve disciples

on

the

cross

and

rose

relationship with the twelve

from the

and future

Merkes 5

disciples.
Spirit,

modem

who have
person

into

In essence,

disciples

placed their entire trust

in

our era.

organism must have

programming.

a

healthy organism

Since the

respond to his
Through this

disciples.

grows

the

his

invitation.

love

They exercise

relationship,

He nurtures three

healthy
is

The result is the

dynamic,

same:

properly on both the inside and the outside.

living being interacts with its

enviroimient.

what is

dangerous,

growth.

disciples. Through the Holy Spirit,

leam to discem his voice.

A

living entity by nature

waste. The result is external

properly programs

Disciples

a

experience of the living,

efficiently takes in what is beneficial, deflects

disposes of that which is

them.

Jesus is not

calling disciples and developing them

What follows will elucidate this

maintaining stmctural integrity,

God

Thus,

comprehension of this disciple-making process.

proper

The cell exercises. It
and

Jesus is

programming leads to a disabling growth or decline.
In contrast,

gives this Holy Spirit to all

in the life of believers.

A model aids the

While

with Jesus. God

in Jesus Christ alone for salvation.

historically locked into the past.

interpersonal Jesus

death.

apprentices of their master, Jesus. Through the Holy

disciples relate to and interact

disciple-makers

wrong

are

Jesus dwells in

They train to immediately and appropriately

perseverance,

Jesus seeks to

staying with his

develop the

command.

internal stmcture of his

primary pieces of this stmctural frame: knowledge,

character, and witness. He guides their interactions with their enviroimient in order to
grow their extemal influence for his

glory. Through this

process, Jesus

produces

disciple-makers developed enough to impact and influence their surroundings. Following
Jesus'

lead, these disciple-makers

in conversion and

are

consistently and competently able to birth disciples

develop them through discipleship into disciple-makers.

God Is at Work around Us

On the

earth like the

option.

day that the Father has foreordained, the knowledge of God will cover the
ocean

(Isa.

1 1:9; 1 Cor.

All will know him

15:28). Denial and rebellion will

no

longer be

(Jer 24:7; 31:34). God himself will be the temple in a

an

new

Merkes 6

Jerusalem

(John 4:21-23;

Rev. 21 :22). At that

gathered or burned in the unquenchable
present, Jesus is seated

at the

in heaven and earth has been
the future. God is
Jesus

Christ, is

a

Lord at this time

way

Phil.

2:6-11;

(Col. 1:20;

of this reconciliation

(2

Cor.

1).

In the

eternity

All

authority

future. The Son of God,

control, and Jesus

is

10:10-11).
He is the

fullness of Jesus who fills up

physical life,

Rom. 5:9-1

Rom.

body, the Church (Col. 1:18).

body, the Church is the
In his

in

28: 1 8-20). In summary, God controls

central factor in this culmination. Thus, God is in

(Eph. 1:22-23).

cross

heavenlies,

placed all created things under his feet.

culminating the present in that unshakable

Jesus is the head of his
master As his

Father above all

granted to him (Matt.

(Eph. 1:9-10;

At

(Matt. 3:10, 12; 13:42, 49-50; 25:46).

right hand of the

The Father has

(Eph. 1:20-21; 2:6).

fire

time, people will either be reconciled and

living, interactive

everything in every

Jesus reconciled the world to himself on the

same

way, his

body, the Church,

is

an

ambassador

5:17-21). However, the Church must integrate knowledge,

character, and witness in order to manifest this reconciling mission (Eph. 4). God's

gravitational

power,

drawing all things to God's

very

self, encourages this integration.

Yet, the Church's sinfulness resists it (1 Cor. 1). Through exercising this mission

together, the Church grows
Also, God is
himself (Col.

into the

headship of Jesus (1

at work in the universe around the

Cor.

12; Eph. 4:14-16).

Church, reconciling all things

1:20). Of course, the forces of darkness fight against this reconciling

gravity (Eph. 6:12).

God

develops the integrity of the Church in order for the Church to

against these

forces

(Eph. 6:10-18). Thus, although the body of

join him

in his work

Christ is

composed of many disciples, this Church operates as one disciple (Eph.

Rom. 12:4-5; 1 Cor
an

the

12:12).

unbelieving world (2

These interwoven

Cor 2:14-16; Phil.

1:27-28).

This extension often

Discipleship is unto God the Father, through the
of the

4: 1-13;

disciples extend the knowledge of God in

suffering of the body of believers (e.g., Phil. 1:27-30;

means

to

Holy Spirit. Again, "apprenticeship" is

a

1 Pet.

requires

3:13-17).

Son of God, Jesus the

Christ, by

rough translation of the term

Merkes 7

discipleship.

This

apprenticeship requires an interactive Master and grounding in a

nurturing community (Eph. 3:14-19).
Jesus Calls and Makes

Disciples

In summary, what

has God revealed? God is in control. Jesus is Lord.

knowledge

He is the head of the Church. The Church is to operate

revelation lead

Spirit. Yet,
operates
love

(1

regarding disciple-making? First,

God is

as one

John

one

(see Matt.

4:16). God first loved humans,

disciple.

Where does this

God is Triune-Father, Son, and

28: 16-20; Oden

(John 5:19-23; 14:6-7). God

as one

181-224).

Holy

God is individuated, but

in God's transcendence and immanence is
not vice versa

(1 John 4:10;

Rom. 5:6-1

1).

Thus, the Triune God takes the initiative. Truly, God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,
calls and makes
individuated

John 4:1

disciples.

In

a

similar maimer, God operates

through the

Church in its

diversity. God acts, and the Church is to follow (Matt. 4:19; John 15:16;

1

1-12).

God beckons

people to conversion through the Church.

As

Church, Jesus'

apostles went forth to seek converts and make disciples (Matt. 10:1-10; 28:18-20).
Christians

were

sent and even scattered in order to herald Jesus

(Matt. 10:1-10;

Acts 8:1,

4). The Spirit prepared the recipients and connected the Church to those who responded

(Acts 8:26; 9:3, 11).
God
their

incorporates these new converts

allegiance to Jesus,

behaviors

into the Church's

converts leave behind certain old

nurturing fellowship.

loyalties, attitudes,

In

and

(Matt. 10:18, 21, 35-39; 19:22-24; Rom. 12:2; Eph. 4:20-5:2). They require

reorientation into their

new

master and his

personal qualities through a supportive

community of Christians. Without this incorporation, the new converts easily
into the old

loyalties and patterns (Rom. 14-15;

chooses whom he will

bring into

his

incorporate the

new

believers in the

1 Cor. 8,

body (John 15:16).

nations those whom God has chosen.

a

10). Again,

God

fall back

ultimately

The Church must seek from all

Then, the Church must adjust itself in order to

fellowship.

Merkes 8

By means of the Church's discipleship training, God sharpens and refines these

disciples. Through the fellowship, God provides affirming ground for the growing
disciples.

In this

the Bible. This

good soil, disciples

are

knowledge is revealed.

first broadened in their

It is not

experience of God. Secondly, the disciples
character to this

are

simply an intellectual

disciples truly experience God

in this

Will

a

an

knowledge the Spirit reveals. The

knowledge. Through this experience, God brings

them to crises of belief requiring faith and action

confi-ontation demands

exercise but is

encouraged and challenged to adjust their

God is present in the

knowledge.

knowledge of God and

response. Will

(Blackaby and King 212-31).

they trust God and commit to his

This

will and

ways?

they encourage the Spirit to adjust their character? Finally, these disciples are

trained to

accurately and effectively act upon and communicate this knowledge and

lifestyle to others. They are Christ's witnesses (Acts 1:7).

God has

given his disciples

great hope (Eph. 1:11-12; Heb. 6:16-19). They must be ready to give
great hope

at all times

(1

Pet.

for this

3:15). They must convey this great hope through their

character in what they say and do. These
world

a reason

a

through evangelism and social

disciples will to leam how to impact their

witness.

They seek to serve the whole

person:

mind, soul, and body. The discipleship training of today's Church develops the

knowledge, character,
are

and what they

others
can

are

and witness of the

At this

God

the

they

God is able to make

disciples through them. They
The Church's

discipleship

has reached culmination.

produces disciple-makers

mission in the world. First,
a

point,

disciples and develop them into disciple-makers.

training process

them to

This witness exudes from who

becoming. They have become models of the Christian life for

(1 Thess. 2:7-12).

birth

disciples.

who know their

place in the oile

disciple-makers know their place

particular place and fimction within the Church.

integrity of knowledge, character,

Church and their

in the Church. God calls

These

disciple-makers have

and witness in order to discem this

calling (Rom.

12:1-8). Second, disciple-makers know their mission because they experience their God.
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At this

the Church and its

point,

their witness,
In

disciple-making mission are intrinsic

conclusion, the Triune God works through his

essential and central in the

Jesus' Presence in Us

as

one

Church. God

reconciling operation in the universe. Thus,
called

disciple-making process

made outside of the Church.

Disciple-makers are

Individual

The Triune God operates

being. By

in union with the Church.

they make disciples

coimects the Church with his

to their

Disciples

not

uniquely
the Church is

discipleship. Disciples are

not

independent from the Church.

in the Church

through individuated disciples in the one Church.

When

people fransfer their trust to Jesus Christ alone for salvation, they are adopted as disciples
and receive the

Holy Spirit (John 1:12; Eph. 1:5; Gal. 3:2-5).

Jesus himself is

truly

present in the Holy Spirit (John 14:23; Matt. 28:20). Through the Holy Spirit, Jesus lives
in each of the

2:4).
not

The

disciples but within the context of the

disciples are

independent (1

not fimction

This

one

Cor

one

Church

(John 14:16-17;

Acts

body individuated into many parts. They are interdependent,

12-13).

When

disciples operate independently, the body does

efficiently (Eph. 4:1-16).

living and active master, Jesus, transforms his disciples into

increasing Christlikeness (2

Cor.

an ever

3:18). Maturity in knowledge, character,

mark this Christlikeness. Yet, what do Christlike

and witness

disciples ultimately model?

When

are

disciples Christlike enough to develop other disciples into disciple-makers?
Christlikeness is
is love

penultimatley a perfection in love,

(1 John 4:16-18; Lewis 149). Disciples

this Christlikeness; however,

prime mover

as

the

2 Cor

his

disciples

and seek after

further into his

The lover, Jesus, seeks his

He desires to grant them

picture of himself (John 14:19-21;
intensifies

comprehend, desire,

only Jesus Christ graces

Christlike love. God remains the

disciples in the Church.

can

because Jesus Christ is God, and God

a

beloved, the

clearer, deeper, and more intimate

3:12-14, 18; 1 Cor 13:12). This pictiu-e

disciples more wholeheartedly love Jesus and one another (Matt.

22:37-40; 1 Pet. 1:22-23). The products of his grace, disciple-makers,

are

Christlike.
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These Christians overflow with Jesus' love

(Phil. 1:9-10). They love their neighbor as
Christ who lives in them.

(Matt. 22:37-40). They model the

themselves

good infection, they have become "little Christs" (Lewis 151). They
Jesus and mentor others

this fruitful
In

as

are

Through this
able to model

Christ continues to mentor them. Jesus has matured them to

knowledge, character,

love, they develop others into

a

and witness

through his

love

relationship with them.

clearer, deeper, and more intimate picture of Jesus.

The Internal Structure of Disciples and Their Growth

The

Spirit frames the living and active picture of Jesus within each individuated

disciple.

The frame is the inner structure of the

triangle.

The top

necessary, but the
1 Thess.

pieces are

interconnected and

are

godly

an

inverted

character and

fully touching the picture.

All

Spirit first stirs knowledge (Rom. 6:17; 12:2; Eph. 4:20-22;

1:4-5). Godly character and witness

cannot exist without

Through this knowledge, the Spirit develops a matrix
As the

The frame is

The other sides

piece is godly knowledge.

v^tness. The three

disciples.

are

Col. 1:5,

godly knowledge.

for character and witness.

Spirit deepens the cormection between this picture of Jesus and the

structure of the

disciples,

this frame grows. The

9;

internal

picture itself also becomes larger,

clearer, and deeper. The result is increased intimacy. What is happening? The growing

disciples

leam to

10:3-4, 14;

more

Rom. 6:1

completely yield themselves to the Master's beckoning (John

1-14). They place their stmctural frame aroimd and keep

it

fully

touching the picture of Jesus (Blackaby and King 39-40).
If the

pieces

of the frame become detached from

begins to blur, shrink,
and witness, the

and

dissipate.

When

godly knowledge detaches from character

If anything,

they negatively impact the world.

knowledge pulls apart from witness, disciples lose their impact on the world.

They become self-absorbed,
what

another, the picture of Jesus

disciples become whitewashed tombs (Matt. 23:27-28). They are full of

knowledge but vile and sick on the inside.
When this

one

comes

stuck upon their

own

character and

into them, rather than what goes out from them

image. They fixate upon

(Matt. 15:17-20). When
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witness loses character, the

disciples zealously go over land and sea to make

Then, they make him or her into

convert.

a

self-justifying, religious hedonist (Matt. 23;
The Outward Affect:

The

Disciples

self-absorbed, legalistic hypocrite
2 Tim.

outward effect. The

an

for others. With

influence the world for Jesus. This

Spirit-led outward growth is

a

disciples know and do the

cycle. The

illuminates this

process

increasing effectiveness, they

will of God,

intimate love

in

relationship with God.

disciples.

These

completed,

the

are

The world

grows. God's

one

Two results

loop of the

are

produced.

consistent and flexible in

experiences God-sized tasks done through little

things only God can do (271-74). Thus,

spiral

growing spiral.

Experiencing God

disciples experience God more deeply and become more

their

a

relationship, disciples hear God's

invitation, adjust to what they hear, and then obey his will.
The

like

they complete

Blackaby and King describe

cycle. Through an

or a

Growing Models for Others

as

disciples become a growing model

spiral,

single

3:1-9).

Spirit's inward work with the disciples produces

Each time the

a

as more

cycles

are

impact on the world increases through these

disciples.
First, the Spirit enlivens the internal
extemal

growth.

The

at work around

through them.

only God can accomplish. Thus,
and

King 223-24). Also,

love

picture and prepares the way for

Spirit stirs the disciples through the knowledge frame piece.

disciples remember that God is
to do God-sized tasks

Jesus

the

These

are

such works

disciples sense

them.

They realize anew that God wants

works that

are

even

the world realizes that

tmly to God's glory alone (Blackaby

afresh God's real,

relationship with them. They, the beloved,

The

feel

personal,

pursued by the

and

practical

lover

Second, the Spirit clearly speaks to the disciples and invites them to become
involved with God in his work. The

circumstances, and the Church
and

Spirit speaks through the Bible,

to reveal

himself, his

prayer,

purposes, and his ways.

King clearly describe this discernment process (131-211).

Blackaby

The focus of this present
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study is the Bible, specifically the gospel
chapter,

the

Spirit meets the disciples

of Matthew. As will be

in this

gospel

text.

Third, the Spirit's invitation draws the disciples
faith and

adjustments

If they accept the

they trust God?
into certain

in

adjustments

both persons and
extemal

things,

adjustments, the disciples

when

point of decision,

and

must

lifestyle. They need to

put their faith

encourage the

Spirit will guide them to let go of certain loyalties,

must tmst God to

grow in

they obey God, joining him

protect and provide for them.

influence, completing the forementioned

in his work. As

they obey God, they more fully

experience him. By then, the Spirit has enlarged the picture of Jesus within them.
disciples experience

a

external circumference has increased. These

disciples have become

more

picture.

disciples
so as

are now

to

Their

Christlike.

They are improved models of God's love. They more fiilly manifest God's

obedience to God

The

clearer, deeper, and more intimate relationship with Jesus. Their

internal frames of knowledge, character, and witness have grown with this

the world. The

will

surroundings (Blackaby and King 238). During these

Finally, the faithful disciples
cycle

At this

requires

Spirit will work on the knowledge, character, and

The

in their

crisis of belief that

in their internal structure and extemal circumstances in

order to join God in his work. The

pieces of their frames.

a

Spirit's invitation, these disciples

thought, deed,

Spirit to make major adjustments

witness

to

thinking, behavior, and lifestyle.

in

explained in the second

presence in

disciple-makers. They complete enough cycles through

reproduce followers and develop them into new

disciple-makers.
Disciples
Consider the

on

the

Journey

with Jesus in the

Gospel

of Matthew

following theological pieces previously described.

God is at work

both in the world and in the Church. God is at work in the Church. God is at work in

each

disciple within the Church.

Church. He is the Lord of each

disciple

Jesus is the Savior of the world. He is the head of the

disciple.

Of course, God wants the Church and each

in the Church to join him in his work in the universe. Since God pursues
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intimacy with his Church and disciples, God clearly communicates.

The Father sent his

Son, Jesus, into the world in order to climactically dwell with complete intimacy in the
Church and each individuated

pieces

Intimate love
as a

these various

together.

come

Church

disciple (John 17:26). Through the Bible,

requires very personal communication.

primary means

for

God gave the Bible to the

hearing his voice (Oden 335-37).

Since Jesus is the

image of God and the head of the Church, he is the primary point of reference
disciples (Matt. 1 :23;
within the
are

16: 13-20;

disciples (28:20).

ancient

28:20). The Spirit desires to clarify the picture of Jesus

In the Bible, the

biographies (Aune 46-76).

As

Gospels focus on the person of Jesus. They

biographies, these gospels were probably

somewhat similar in intention and fimction within the
of Matthew is

Specifically,

perhaps more

the

suited to teach

teaching (Powell,

narrative mode of interpretation, modem

discipleship through a holistic experience.

"Toward

as

the Lord's

Stmcture

of Jesus must also be manifest in these

presence of the resurrected Jesus
a

modem

disciples

sense,

same

a

continuation of the

disciples and must to

(esp. 10:28; 28:19;

a

in the

earthly ministry

cf 1:18, 20; 3:11, 16; 4:1;

gospel

12:18).

living Spirit disciples

picture of Jesus and lovingly develops disciples

really does meet the disciples

resurrected Jesus,

large degree bear the

responsive auditor-disciples through the plot of the gospel. By means

Jesus

the pages

Holy Spirit operative in the earthly life

this canonical text itself is Spirit-breathed. The

clarifies the

on

After Jesus' resurrection,

prophetic voice, 12:17-18; 22:43).

148). Thus, the

text

emphasize the Holy Spirit's work in the

not

mimstry of both early and modem disciples is

(Bauer,

a

345). Through the

gospel through the agency of the Holy Spirit (earthly Jesus, 1 :23;

of Jesus

In

Narrative"

original disciples, the resurrected Christ meets

28:20; Spirit
the

a

disciples may enter the world of this gospel

(341-344) Although the Matthean text does

of the

early Church. However, the gospel

gospel of Matthew was primarily written in the narrative literary form,

form conducive to such

lives of the

for the

into

of Matthew.

of it, the

Spirit

disciple-makers. Thus,
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The
was

gospel

produced as

vii-ix).

a

of Matthew outlines

disciple-making process. Arguably, this gospel

story for discipleship (Powell, "Toward

Three sections of verses

16:24; 28: 18-20). These
upon the

a

verses

auditor-disciples.

Narrative" 345;

a

thematically represent the gospel's structure (4:19;

help explicate the content of their respective sections

Jesus

approaches the new converts and invites

relationship through which they will be transformed from fishers
disciple-makers,

fishers of people

(4:19). This

begirming with 4:17 and ending with
growing disciples to

a

16:20

will suffer and die in Jerusalem. As his

pride

and empowers the

commands his

Jesus, into
and make

a

Structure

a

of fish to effective

preamble to a section

88). Then,

Jesus

brings

only resolved after his resurrection.

disciples, they too will face

severe

his

He

hardship.

disciple-making missionary joumey (16:24). Finally, Jesus

disciples to put their self-denying adjustments,

culminating obedience: They are

The

them to

necessity of a self-denial that crucifies an unbelieving

disciples (28:18-20).

(109-128).

verse serves as a

(Bauer,

crisis of belief which is

Jesus confronts them with the

Hagner

made

to follow the risen

on

the joumey with

Jesus, go

to the

This final section is the climax for the entire

nations,

gospel

disciples face a crisis of belief at each of these major three points in the

joumey.
First, Jesus invites the disciples
command than invitation. Yet, Jesus

to come

(4:19). Arguably, Jesus'

clearly initiates the interaction.

words

The

are more

disciples

cognitively experience his authority and immediately respond. They face this crisis of
belief without much of a crisis.
Jesus. As
nets and

they come, these disciples have to make adjustments. They leave behind their

family.

foimdational

promises to

These represent their vocation. In ancient

identity and security.

to

to reorient their

on

They immediately place their identity and security in

thinking and character to Jesus.

make the

the joumey,

Jesus invites the

disciples

Palestine, vocation was

disciples to follow him. They are

He is thek focus and model. Jesus

into fishers of people.

Through the

interaction with Jesus

they are developed in their v^tness. They follow, watch,

and leam how
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the Master interacts with the world.

the-job training.

They leam how to evangelize the world through on-

Jesus makes them into persons

disciple-making mission. However,

through which he can accomplish his

his invitation

at

on

this

day at the

Sea of Galilee, the

disciples make Jesus their referent for identity and security. They drop their nets, and
James and John leave their father in the

them. Their

knowledge, character,

of obedience.

The

of Jesus has

picture

and witness frame has grown.

They complete

on

places conditions on those

who follow him. His

the group of disciples

large degree, Peter represents

knowledge regarding Jesus' identity.

makes it

hostage

to his own selfish

follows Jesus. Peter and the

knowledge. Yet, the
throws the

full

are

and tmst Jesus

a

anew

in order to

forced to let go of their

an

a

gives

knowledge and

a

suffering,

result, the disciples

are

keep following him. Along
ongoing challenge to deny

expectations and believe Jesus' predictions
was

very difficult

disciples.

Self-denial is necessary in order to take up the
self-surrender

(Bauer,

He surrenders all

Stmcture

rights to status

106).

provide for his physical
depends

needs

cross.

Self-denial

implies

Jesus himself is the model for this self-surrender

and power at his

rely on his Father to protect (1:17-2), to reveal

and

To

receive this

of suffering, death, and resurrection. Jesus' condition of self-denial
for these

is

him, Peter again

self-denial and

crisis of belief As

suffering way to Jemsalem (16:21), the disciples face

They are

The Father

After Jesus confronts

prepared in character to

stmcture into

deny himself

In response, Peter abducts this

expectations.

disciples

disciples' intemal

themselves.

cycle

disciples must deny

(Syreeni 152).

implications of this knowledge,

required to deny themselves
this

a

to

their way to become fishers of people.

themselves and follow him. In the immediate context, Peter did not

Peter

come

Through their commitment, a cycle from a crisis of belief to obedience

completed. They are
Jesus

fishing boat.

baptism and temptation.

his person

(4:1-17). Ultimately,

He chooses to

(3:16-17; 16:17; 17:5),

he surrenders himself on the

upon his Father to raise him from the dead and unto

a

salvific

and to
cross

impact upon
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humanity (e.g., 20:17-19, 28; 26:26-28, 37, 39, 42). Thus,

Jesus is the model of

self-surrender and total reliance upon God.
In 16:24, Jesus also connects his
crosses.

with the

cross

Especially after the resurrection, they too

disciples. They must take

up their

will receive the wrath of opposition

(e.g.. Acts). They also must decisively surrender themselves and rely on God, even to
prolonged suffering and a long, painful
belief by

disciples respond to this

technically meeting the conditions. They physically continue

their intemal

picture of Jesus

frames. The other part
The frame

is

now

tom. One

Son of God who will

him, but

to their intemal

slowly dissipates.

masters. With one

In essence,

they

foot, they follow the victorious Messiah, the

gloriously parade into Jemsalem.

suffering Messiah.

crisis of

to follow

part of the picture sticks

pulls apart where knowledge and character coimect.

attempt to follow two

the

death. The

On this joumey, Jesus

With the other foot,

they follow

regularly reminds them of his impending

suffering, death, and resurrection (16:21).
Also,

as

the

disciples'

individuated characters
will

pull

internal

picture

of Jesus tears, their collective and

away from Jesus.

They apparently do

not believe that he

tmly die in Jemsalem (16:22). Yet, they believe that they would die with him,

predictions really are

fulfilled

Jemsalem, they stmggle with
of them want to be the least
the benefits
In

if his

(16:21; 17:22-23; 20:18; 26:26-36). During the joumey to
one

another for

(e.g., 20:24-28).

position.

All want to be the greatest. None

In this joumey,

they want Jesus to expose

produced from following him.

addition, the ripped picture affects their witness. The disciples

cast out the demon

(17:17, 20). They attempt to chase

Overall, these disciples are

not

Finally,

servants

Jesus commands his

Their mission is to make

away the children

prepared to surrender their expectations,

suffering, and to become self-less

are

unable to

(19:13).

to endure

(10:32-33; 18:1; 19:27; 20:24-28; 26:41).

disciples to go

forth

as

fishers of people

(28:18-20).

disciples. They are to do with others what Jesus did with them.
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They model

Christ and mentor

with the trimie God
These eleven

hypothetical
these

new

into

an

are

to

baptize.

Before this

increasingly obedient relationship
of Jesus the Son of God

disciples ro repent, confessing their sins (3:6). Through baptism,

Like Jesus, these future

teaching.

reliance upon the

living God in baptism. Also, the

authority to teach. Now,

heal. The eleven

are

ready to

living Jesus by means

like Jesus,

(cf

as

exposed in

eleven

are

the

to teach

new

disciples

does Jesus grant the

they are equipped to preach, teach, and

introduce repentant,

of careful instruction

will

disciples choose self-surrender and

obey everything Jesus conraianded them. Only at this point

eleven the

(28:19-20).

baptism, they must encourage their

disciples proclaim their new loyalty to the triune God's

Jesus the Son's

to

disciples

through the continuing presence

apostles

future

new

hypothetical,

Rom. 6: 17).

fiiture

disciples to

They are to develop these

disciples, enhancing their Spirit-powered growth in godly knowledge, character,
witness

(cf

1 Cor.

crises of belief,

points

so

3:6-7).

Just

as

Jesus

also the eleven must

of choice. The nations

are

developed obedience

commands his eleven to go to all nations. In his
Jewish

people in Palestine.

unfamiliar

are

icon of God,

promises to
moves

and

compelled to extend this

through similar
Jesus

focused upon the

mission.

They go to

remain with them in this joumey to the nations. Jesus, the

into the heart of their

in the Matthean text, the

accomplish Jesus'

presence and power,

a

14: 17-21).

Although not included

picture of Jesus within,

mission to the nations. The eleven

character, and witness

to hear the Master's voice

intimate form of communications. Like
it

being (John

living

Holy Spirit makes this happen at Pentecost (Acts 2). They and

disciples receive Jesus'

respond to

through many

disciple-making work.

physical body, Jesus

and

places and people (Acts).

Jesus

other

The eleven

in them

guide their future disciples to

the field for this

the

(Matt. 2:12, 14, 21).

are

in order to

prepared in knowledge,

through this new, intemal, more

Joseph and the Magi, they will immediately
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The Product:

Disciples

Become

In summary, God calls

Disciple-Makers

people to be his disciples. They are to come and follow

him, encouraging God to develop them through a joumey.

knowledge, character,
adjustments

and witness when

in their walk.

they go, they grow in

As

they address their crises of belief with faith and

Although God often uses

human agents, God is the

one

who

produces disciple-makers. What are the qualities of these disciple-makers?
First, disciple-makers know from where they come. God first calls them, and he
God commissions them to make

develops them.

The Church

recognizes and

calling of a new disciple through baptism. Also, the Church affirms

celebrates God's

God's

disciples.

development of disciple-makers through various means.
Second, disciple-makers know their weaknesses. Several

original disciple-makers

had doubts

(Matt. 18:17). However,

among the eleven

their

knowledge, character,

sufficiently attached to Jesus so that they trasted God to

and witness

were

through the

many crises of belief that

they would face

as

lead them

disciple-makers (Acts).

Third, disciple-makers still consider themselves students. Their intemal frames
are

still

growing.

the Sermon

on

more

example, they are developing

the Mount

touch with their
Master

For

into

disciples who more fully model

(Matt. 5-7). They keep their intemal frames together and in

living Master

Great

(Blackaby and King 40-42).

disciple-makers keep their hearts in the hands of the
Such

disciple-makers desire

and continue to become

Christlike.

Fourth, disciple-makers recognize the voice of the Master and readily respond

(John 10:3-4, 1 1, 14).

God has trained them to

habitually surrender self and to tmst him.

Fifth, disciple-makers know their mission. They are to exponentially muhiply

disciples (Maxwell, 21

Laws

133-42). Like Jesus, they are authorized and able to preach,

teach, and heal in the disciple-making mission. These disciple-makers realize that their
mission will involve

1:8-11).

opposition and suffering (Matt.

5:

10-12; 10:17-39; Col. 1:24; 2 Cor.
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In

conclusion, God makes disciples, processes them, and produces

disciple-makers. Disciple-makers produce more disciple-makers. God's exponential

multiplication of disciple-makers through disciple-makers is the primary qirality of such a
person.

Through a love relationship,
intimate

picture of Jesus

in the

the

Spirit desires to

form

a

clearer, deeper, and more

disciples at Trinity United Methodist Church.

This

picture of Jesus will have an affective, cognitive, and behavioral impact on Trinity
Church, the individuals in the church, and ultimately upon the Gibsonburg community
that surrounds
in

Trinity. Since God has already developed a clear picture of his Son, Jesus,

Trinity's disciple-makers, they are the starting point for the Matthew discipleship

training.
Context of the

Gibsonburg, Ohio is
The

a

small, primarily middle class, ethnically German village.

population is 2,579 people.

Between 1980 and

percent. The median length of residence in 1994
1 994,

only 25 percent of Gibsonburgers rented.

percent of the residents
Within
the

own

their homes

Gibsonburg, Hispanics

population in

1994

(6).

Study

are

the

1994, the population had risen by 16

was

With

(2). The

a

a

or

was

German

heritage.

separated (8). Unfortunately,

34.3 years and

Gibsonburg, Ohio
county
Roman

are

was

primarily Roman Catholic

In

was

$30,886 (5).

phone directory exposes the
In

1994, 63 percent of
and 17 percent

information

on

Sandusky county.

are

the number of

Gibsonburg is not available.

projected to increase to 36.2 years

is located in

1-2).

only non-Anglo group, composing 5. 13 percent of

cohabitation and homosexual households in
in 1994

Board

median value of $5 1 ,788, 75

Gibsonburgers were married, 20 percent have never married,
widowed, divorced,

(General

1994 median income

A brief survey of the local

dominance of Gibsonburgers from

14.4 years

The median age

in 1999

(1).

The churches of Sandusky

and mainline Protestant. Within the county, the

Catholic, Lutherans (ELCA), and United Methodist denominations

were

the
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largest denominations

in

1994, comprising 40 percent of the population. Those claiming

adherence to the Roman Catholic Church

1994, 49 percent of the county
The

was

Gibsonburg churches

unchurched

are

priest's three-point charge.

from

a more

or

mainline Protestant and

largest church in the village but is

Two Notre Dame sisters conduct

Faith.

largest church. Gibsonburg has two

both

was

United Methodist

abandoned. The two churches

backgrounds and seldom

congregation.
Christ house

interact.

out the

month and

a

in

part of

Both

are

very

churches. Trinity and
in the past

from different theological and

a

suprisingly liberal

of Gibsonburg. The

Church of

Gibsonburg

plan ecumenical activities for Christmas, Easter, and

once a

Thanksgiving.

As is true with their

ministers is to get

are

are

Trinity is the more conservative and blue-collar

picture of the churches

ministers meet

congregations, the common desire

among the

along and demonsfrate unity.

A few anecdotal comments may

ethos and

are

A very small mainline Lutheran church and

meeting fill

In

theologically moderate and is

Although the United Methodist disfrict encouraged them to merge

decade, this goal
social

daily operations.

theologically conservative Catholic perspective; however,

open to interdenominational interactions. Zion Lutheran is

the next

population.

(General Board 2).

Roman Catholic

decline. St. Michael's Roman Catholic is the
a

19 percent of the

comprised

theology

stem from

a

help flesh out this background.

The

community

self-perceived goodness. Gibsonburg truly is a good

community composed of many good people. Gibsonburg has good govenmient, school,
and sports programs. The

communities. This
as

village

lacks the intense social

problems that plague

other

perceived self-goodness can and does mask such deep social problems

alcoholism, adultery, and teen promiscuity. This self-perception also relegates

Christianity to the realm of fradition.

As

a

result, God is understood as

a

removed

guardian who protects and rewards Gibsonburg' s goodness. Also, religion is considered
a

private

matter. In

addition,

an

In conversations at these events,

underlying universalism
even

is

especially evident at fimerals.

churchgoers typically assume that the deceased
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persons

example,
the

Gibsonburg churches reflect this ethos and theology.

in heaven. The

are

the local church newsletters do not discuss the

For

necessity of evangelization

in

village.
Trinity United Methodist Church to a large degree reflects this community ethos

and

theology. However,

and

discipleship amidst the traditional religious forms of baptism, confirmation, worship

attendance,

and social

many

Trinity congregants have a sense

participation.

A few

are even

of spiritual conversion

spiritual disciple-makers.

Purpose
The purpose of the research was to evaluate the

impact of a sixteen-week

discipleship program derived fi-om the gospel of Matthew upon cognitive, affective,
changes in disciple-makers at Trinity United Methodist Church in

behavioral

Gibsonburg,

Ohio.
Research

The
Research

and

Questions

following research questions were addressed in this study.

Question

#1

How did the chosen

character, and witness,

participants evidence the criteria, related to knowledge,

to be considered

as

disciple-makers?

Research Question #2
What
who

cognitive, affective,

participated in the

Research

Question

and behavioral

sixteen-week

changes occurred in disciple-makers

disciple-making program?

#3

In what ways did the

disciple-making training contribute

to the observed

changes?

Definition of Terms

Discipleship is a God-led, lifelong transformation process that begins at
conversion. The

operate
more

more

Spirit transforms people into disciples who progressively think and

like Jesus. God wants his beloved

intimately. Thus,

God invites his

disciples to know and experience him

disciples to join him

in his work in the world.
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Disciples are

more

fiilly transformed and become more

the invitation. God's invitation forces the

self-surrender and God-reliance.
work. Then,

as

and act

like Jesus.

more

the

When God
witness

as

to

The Church

intimate with God

disciples to a decision.

They must adjust to God's

as

they accept

This decision

requires

invitation to join him in his

disciples obediently join God in God's work, they progressively think

sufficiently develops disciples

in

godly knowledge, character,

exponentially multiply disciples, the transformation process

recognizes that God has produced more disciple-makers.

disciple-makers are able to birth persons
accurately encourage

the

into

a

and

has matured.

These

relationship with God. They can

development of these newer disciples

until

they are able to

effectively disciple others. Finally, disciple-makers produce new disciple-makers.
This God-led process is
in

a

lifelong.

Even

disciple-makers

transformation process. God continues to refine them into

remain
a

growing disciples

sharper

Christlikeness.

Methodology
This research

was an

evaluative

study conducted in a experimental mode.
Subjects

I selected four

three
the

specific

criteria:

disciple-makers

from

Trinity United Methodist Church based on

knowledge, character,

and witness. These criteria stemmed from

theological foundations of this study (see Theological Foundations pp.

literature is

replete

with lists of disciple-maker

4ff ). The

qualities (see Subjects pp. 77ff.).

This

triangular frame categorizes these many qualities.
Who

exactly were these disciple-makers?

Thoroughly unqualified persons

disciple-making training.

What

were

the

qualifications?

could have disabled this Matthean tool and

In contrast,

qualified disciple-makers as both subject and

object produced a more accurate evaluation of the tool

and process.

qualified disciple-maker is a Great Commission person (Matt.

Biblically,

28: 18-20).

a

They are
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thoroughly planted in the fellowship of believers,
where God sends them.
and

willing to teach to

They evidence Spiritual

some

fruit of discipleship, that is

the Church.

They are willing to

fruit in their

own

lives.

They

go

are

able

degree. According to Scripture, they have already borne

the

they have produced new disciples.
Variables

The

Matthew

independent variable of this research project was the researcher-produced

discipleship tool.

Matthew (see The
The

changes

was

derived from the structure of the

gospel of

Proposed Literary Understanding pp. 3 Iff).

dependent variables of this study were the cognitive, affective,

in relation to the

and influence of the

The

This tool

and behavioral

Spirit-led development in the biblical knowledge, character,

disciple-makers.

intervening variables

and temperament, and

were

age, educational skills and

background, personality

spiritual upbringing.
Instruments

Two instruments

were

kept thorough observational
interview

used: observation

notes in my

guides and interview protocols. First,

Matthew

I

discipleship journal. Second, I used

protocols that were semi-structured.
Data Collection

The data
Consistent
sources.

post

sources were

pastoral

The data

the

subject disciple-makers, their disciples, and I.

observations and set individual and group interviews served

was

collected at the

points

as

data

of pre-assessment, mid-assessment, and

assessment.

Delimitations and Limitations
The focus of this

the

disciple-makers.

study was the impact of the Matthew discipleship program upon

The

subjects were

United Methodist Church,
not upon

four active

participants at Gibsonburg Trinity

pastorally identified as disciple-makers. Thus, the

several other factors. First, the study did

not

target

newer

focus

was

disciples and/or those
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with whom the

disciple-makers work. Second, the immediate aim was not on developing

evangelistically-oriented discipleship. Although evangelistic
enhanced, the winning of converts
focus

was

methods

didactic Bible

used in the

study,

or

training process. Fourth,

neither the

study

nor

this

perhaps

a

some

spiritual formation

study did not center around
part of the process but

the tool devolved into

narrative biblical criticism. While these criticisms

space,

were

primary aim of this study. Third, the

study. The transfer of information was

primary goal. Fifth,
literary,

not the

spiritual formation discipleship; however,

not upon

were

was

skills

a

are

not the

study of redaction,
fascinating areas of

focus, and expertise excluded such tangents. Sixth, this study was

more

cognitive than affective or behavioral. Finally, this study did not attempt to decisively
define the term
the

discipleship. Presently,

much of the literature debates the

meanings of mentorship, leadership, spiritual guidance,

of Bob Biehl and David
to the

separations in

and social action. The works

Durey exemplify this trend. Although this study may contribute

discussion, the intended product was not a supreme definition of the term

discipleship.
Although I argued that the

structure of the Matthean text is more suitable for

discipleship, the texts of other gospels would also

suffice for such

a

task. For

example,

many

evangelistically-oriented programs uphold the gospel of John (e.g., Kermedy).

Also,

an

overwhelming number of quality discipleship programs from

methods and

a

variety of

perspectives are already available.
Summary of Overview

Chapter 2 places the structure of the gospel

of Matthew in the context of

exposed as geared for discipleship. Then,

discipleship. First,

the Matthean text itself is

general theories

discipleship are categorized and investigated. Finally, key

on

discipleship application concepts are explicated.
Chapter 3 presents the research design. Since the proper application of the
didactic materials is crucial,

a

detailed outline of each

training session is included in this
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chapter. Chapter 4 reports the field research results. Chapter 5 summarizes and
interprets

these discoveries.
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CHAPTER 2
AN UNDERSTANDING OF DISCIPLESHIP
The

The

gospel

discipleship.

Gospel

of Matthew: Structure for

of Matthew functions

In the

The purpose of this

as an

following exposition,
study

experiential, transformational arena for

I will

is not to ascertain

an

attempt to demonstrate this assertion.

original audience or intent. Rather, the

investigation seeks to produce clearer discipleship theory,
encourage

a

Discipleship

process, and

sharper picture of Jesus within the disciple-makers,
is

a

process, and

increasingly sharp portrait.

In this

seek the

praxis

and vice

God-led, lifelong transformation process that begins

Cloudy discipleship theory,

seriously

Discipleship

in order to

versa.

at conversion.

praxis discourage the development of this

section, I will refer to general, modem disciples who

living Jesus through the reading of the gospel

of Matthew

as

auditor-disciples.
In order to reach this

narrative criticism.

result, the study uses

a

subset of literary criticism called

Literary criticism focuses upon the final form of the

derived from the story itself More

specifically,

Meaning is

text.

narrative criticism concentrates upon the

rhetorical elements in the story itself that transfer meaning to the mind of the auditor.

Compositional

devices

are

observed in the text such

climax. Then, broader stmctural
between

as

repitition, contrast, causation,and

relationships are discemed as distinctions are made

implicit and explicit, simple and more complex,

relations (Bauer, Stmcture

13-20).

These

and

general and more specific

inductively based, more general

rhetorical

elements allow the transfer of meaning to the auditor's mind.
Another subset of literary criticism,
the auditors. In
Matthean

reader-response criticism,

stresses

reader-response criticism, the central investigation is not

plot but is

"Interpretation").

into the way the reader

study,

a

into the

comprehends the story at each point (Bauer,

The works of scholars such

criticism. In the current

the mind of

as

Richard Edwards

few elements from

exemplify this form of

reader-response

criticism

are

utilized
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in order to

deepen the appUcation of the text to the auditor-disciple's journey with Jesus

(Matthew's Narrative 3). However,
For

reader-responsive approach alone is

example, each of Edwards' character-shaping

the localized

overly

incidents

are

The narrative

earthly Jesus,

coming. Unlike

experience

approach exposes

now

the

of these incidents

helpful in

viewed

overarching narrative and
(14-18; 141-43).

gospel of Matthew as primarily a story about

in exalted form, who remains with the Church until his second

many other ecclesiastical

Christology (Bauer,

too narrow.

in themselves

are

somewhat removed from the text's

stress the auditor's emotive

The Jesus

incidents

application of the text to the auditor-disciples (19-27). Yet,

together, these

the

the

Structure 54;

approaches to the text, the gospel

"Interpretation" 341, 347).

This focus is

focuses upon

significant.

portrayed in the Matthean text is the Jesus the Church experiences through the

Holy Spirit.

The

earthly Jesus

and exalted Lord

are

consistent and

integrated. Thus, the

Holy Spirit can truly lead modem auditor-disciples on a transforming joumey with Jesus
through the narrative

world of the Matthean text. This joumey stays within the stmcture

of the Matthean text and

challenges the auditor-disciple to remain with Jesus.

criticism demonstrates that the
an arena

gospel

is

for Jesus'
more

gospel was

and is intended in the fiillest

lifechanging encounter with auditor-disciples.

than

simply a teaching text or a tool

to be used for

sense

As will be

Narrative
to

serve as

shown, the

discipleship

("Interpretation" 345). Through the gospel, the auditor-disciples experience the living
Christ.
How Does the Literature View the Structure of the

The

particular critical

the discenmient of the

Gospel of Matthew?

method utilized in biblical

gospel's stmcture. Then,

interpretation greatly influences

the stmctural

theory produced out

of the

particular analytical perspective directly affects the understanding of Matthew's
theology. After surveying the various approaches to the stmcture
Bauer concludes

Matthew's

as

much

(Stmcture 54-55).

This present

theology of discipleship, disciples,

and

of the

gospel, David

study seeks to understand

disciple-makers. Thus,

a

presentation
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of literature

on

Matthean

discipleship must take into consideration both the interpretative

methodology and the structural theory behind the theology.
According

to the

Literature, What is the Gospel of Matthew's Definition of

Discipleship?

Discipleship implies process. Disciples are subjects of this process.
Christ. Let

begin with the disciples themselves.

us

them? Michael Wilkins is

esf)ecially helpful

categorizes Matthean scholars
historical-critical and
studies

The

object is

How does the literature portray

in this

regard.

in order to encourage

a

In his

epilogue,

Wilkins

greater dialogue between

literary disciplines. Thus, he provides more

fertile soil for future

(Discipleship 235).
Scholars from the historical-critical

portraits

of the

in the

disciples

gospel

interpretative school produce three major

of Matthew. Michael Wilkins

comprehensively

presents these different portraits from the scholars. First, scholars such as Gerd Theissen

picture the disciples as wandering charismatics
surrendered

everything to

scholars such

as

Church. Such

Paul Minear define the

disciples

ministry training.

From

Overman present the

The

follow Jesus, and

are

set

and

sympathizers. Such disciples

they pursued

an

ethical radicalism.

disciples as the teaching ministers

apart from other believers in order

Jesus, they leam to

serve

the crowd.

disciples.

functioned

as one

of the

early

special

Third, scholars such as A.

disciples as idealized models for the early Christian community.

community was to audit the text in order to identify with

models for

to enter

Second,

In Overman's

understanding,

and emulate these idealized

the whole

disciple. Only together could they be

a

community itself

disciple (Wilkins, Discipleship

235-39).
Scholars from the

disciples. First,

literary interpretative school produce four major portraits of the

scholars such

as

Andrew Lincoln porfray the

teachers. The text intends to prepare the

Thus, the auditors

are

disciples as models for

auditor-disciples to teach among all

encouraged to identify with Jesus' original disciples,

nations.

whom he
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prepared to function in this
such

as

same

way

David Howell present Jesus himself as the model for true

in the Matthean text fail and

(240-41). Third, other

disciples.
idealized

are

not intended to be the

scholars such

Jesus' twelve

as

the actual,

upon these twelve. In order to become

about ideal

disciples. They must

the auditors

kingdom of heaven" (qtd.

in

the

community,

disciples who

of the text

are

not to

focus

as

portrayed in secondary ideal

the

who served Jesus.

women

disciples,

"scribes 'trained' for the

Wilkins, Discipleship 241). Fourth, Jack Kingsbury, David
as

examples for Christian auditors.

As

a

part of

auditor-disciples are encouraged to identify with the twelve

function in the text

positive and negative

discipleship

ideal, these auditors must follow Jesus' teaching

become ideal

Bauer, and others portray the disciples
Christian

for

disciples

trained in order to become

are

this idealization

are to

primary focus

stmggling auditors

into the text, such

disciples that Matthew brings
According to Patte,

see

The

disciples.

Daniel Patte discem between actual and ideal

actual, stmggling disciples

disciples. However,

Second, scholars

(Wilkins, Discipleship 240).

as one

character.

The readers

responses to Jesus and situations

are

(Kingsbury,

to leam from their

Matthew

as

Story

13-14; Syreeni 361-63; Wilkins, Discipleship 239-42). The scholar behind this matrix of

scholars, Michael Wilkins, also falls under this final literary category. Although he
several methods, he states that the twelve
These twelve,

are

plus a few other mentioned disciples,

auditor-disciples who have chosen to leave
At this

the text's

point,

a

primary standard for disciples.

serve as

examples for

the uncommitted crowd

few critical comments

on

these

uses

(244-46).

interpretations are

in order. The

Matthean text does not warrant the identification of an exclusive caste of disciples who
are

detached from, but served

The twelve

are

by,

representational

to become "little

the Christian

of all

disciples,

ones," child-like, in order to

If the reference is to

a

caste, then

community (cf

Theissen and

not an exclusive group. All

enter the

Bowden).

disciples are

kingdom of heaven (Matt. 18: 1-3).

only the caste will enter the kingdom of heaven.

result, the Christian communities who sympathize with, but do

not

As

a

fully live, this radical
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ethic

are

not at heart Christians at all. In this case, Jesus

28:20). Despite

this

major discrepency with the

this present

study affirms that

disciples must decisively leave behind certain loyalties, attitudes, modes

operation, and possessions. Yet, only Jesus'

lay aside
be real

truly "with them" (Matt.

biblical text in the works of

disciple-limiting scholars such as Theissen and Bowden,
faithfiil

is not

such

things. They are

real

real presence enables Christian

of

disciples to

disciples. They are not potential disciples striving to

ones.

As

teacher

a

scholar of the

Certainly,

commission his

literary school, Lincoln perhaps overstresses the disciple

the text includes five

unprepared disciples to teach until the

28:20). However, the text points

more

character

insight is helpful.
Patte's

The text does prepare

(Matt.

development of the disciples

teaching is both part and product

Although teaching is not the text's major emphasis,

of the

Lincoln's

disciples to teach (Wilkins, Discipleship 240).

presentation of the disciples

necessary. His actual and ideal

removed

and Jesus does not

final Great Commission

toward the character

that abounds with love unto others. The

disciples'

teaching discourses,

as

is

a

bit

more

categories for disciples

complex than
seem

is

perhaps

to force the text into a

philosophical matrix, rather than serving to unpack the Matthean textual

presentation of the disciples (391-93).
Among the Matthean scholars, those such as Kingsbury and Bauer portray the

disciples

in the most

comprehensive and textually accurate maimer. They begin with the

rhetorical features within the text and structure of the

gospel. They do not start with

referents outside of the text itself (cf Theissen and Bauden; Patte;

Edwards).

Their

understanding of the disciples develops from this foundation. Thus, Kingsbury and
Bauer's similar

presentations

of the

disciples

is

more

balanced.

They attempt to stay

within the parameters that the textual structure itself indicates.
In

conclusion, what

is the

consensus

in the literature

presentation of the disciples themselves? Jesus is the ideal

regarding the gospel's

and

primary disciple-maker
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He himself embodies his

(Edwards, Matthew's Narrative 141).

develops
as one

his

disciples

as

The twelve

together

of this

one

teaching and

community operate

transparent, typified models for Christians in
Peter is

community. According to Kari Syreeni, Peter is "the

Christian in his eagerness to follow Christ and in his weakness, his little

and his defective

disciples in the plot are
woman

idealized and

who anointed Jesus;

serve as

Other unnamed minor

foils for the twelve

(e.g., Joseph,

upholds Janice

and values the

C. Andersen's

definition, stating that discipleship is "the

Talvikki Mattila describes

discipleship as

commitment to Jesus, not restricted to historical

Georg Strecker casts discipleship

gospel
an

is not

primarily

in the

gospel

intended to teach

figures

into

an

"a life

of the

the

of tme

discipleship lies

norms

Wilkins,

relationship;

past" (156).

discipleship to the auditor.

interpretations of discipleship into a consensus.

emphasis

in

uru-epeatable past.

object for historical study than application (Stanton 67-84).

various

Magi,

gospel of Matthew?

implied author wishes the implied reader to adopt" (qtd.

Discipleship 145).

the

245).

How does the literature view the process of discipleship in the

Wilkins

faith,

Wilkins states that Peter is "an

understanding of God's ways" (150).

example from whom the reader can leam" (Discipleship 233).

the

in

original Christian audience (Luz, "Disciples" 98-127).

representational
archetypal

disciple-makers.

Ulrich Luz views them

disciple.

Matthew's

into

own

The

a

In contrast,

In his

view, the
is

gospel

more

Wilkins distills the

He states, "Matthew emphasizes

in individuals who understand and

obey Jesus'

teaching" (Discipleship 230). Properly emphasizing the paramount nature of the Great
Commission in the text, Wilkins presents the process of discipleship in terms of
instmctional activities
The

properly accomplished through obedience (233).

Proposed Literary Understanding of the Gospel of Matthew
The textual structure of the

gospel

of Matthew itself grounds the

meaning for

discipleship. Thus, this study does not attempt to overly dissect the text,
characters and elements, and

interplay them

in the

arena

exttact

of an external referent

(cf
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Theissen and

of the text, historical-critical,

subjective

informative and essential for

Bowden). Although

reader-responsive, feminist,

extemal references

partially intended to

not

are

open the door to

topology of the Matthean text's

foundational for
a

stmcture. The

far into

an

overly introspective self-referent,

literary

sections. The first
the Son of God

or

gospel

meaning. Rather, this study is

study avoids the extremes

of climbing too

of falling too

high upon extemal

of Matthew breaks down into three

major section of the gospel

prepares the way for Jesus the

The second section

(4:17-16:20). The final section defines

the

meaning of Jesus'

proclaim the

According to Bauer, this literary

major
Messiah,

proclaims this Jesus to Israel
Son of God

through his suffering, death, and resurrection (16:21-28:20; Bauer,
These three sections carry and

more

sight of the Matthean text itself (Powell, "Identifying").

stmcture of the

(1:1-4:16).

and other criticisms with

study attempts to stay with what the

author intended the reader to know. The

The

deeper comprehension

Spirit-led, chronological joumey upon the

implied

referents. Both extremes lose

a

common

identity

Stmcture

138-41).

theme that Jesus is the Son of God.

stmcture emerges out of certain rhetorical

devices:

repetition of particularization (1:1; 4:17;16:21) and climax (at the end of each of

the three

sections) and ultimate climax (28:16-20; Bauer,

thoroughly defines

and justifies this

general

to the

text from the lesser to the

and the

effect

to

repetition of causation (15).

(14).

Other

compositional

implicitly

involves causation

Causation involves the movement from

directly impact the development of the

for Jesus-centered

Climax is the movement in the flow of the

the most intense and

features

the author compares Jesus and his

Bauer

Particularization involves the movement in the

particular (16).

greater

137-42).

terminology in a section entitled, "Categories of

Compositional Relationships" (13-20).
text from the

Stmcture

are

found

narrative.

expectations

throughout the gospel

cause

to

and do not

Through the repetition of comparison,

for his

disciples and produces

a

standard

discipleship (16:21-28:20). Comparison is the association of alike

essentially similar things (14). By means of the repetition of contrast,

or

the author exposes
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the differences between Jesus and his opponents
of opposite

or

dissimilar

things (14).

Matthew 1:23 and 28:20:

Rhetorically,

promise brackets

Jesus'

the

Truly Jesus

is "With Us"

promise to be "with us"

on a

the Jesus who

was

truly meets the modem reader in the text.

Journey through

Structure 18,

Jesus is

more

than

simply a literary creation in the text world.

the dead and is alive

(Strobel 199-271).

3:1

Holy Spirit (1:20;

Jesus leads his modem

was

raised from

Bible, Jesus is with the

gospel

of Matthew itself

(e.g., John 14:15-23;

Acts

1:4-5; 13:2).

points toward

a

narrative

The text

understanding. This

approach to the text substantiates this theological worldview of a Jesus who is

immanently active.
Spirit in the

The

auditor-disciples encoimter the risen Jesus through the Holy

narrative world of the text. This is not

experience. Although auditors

receive

overly places the reader in a detached,
readers themselves
times

dead historical

auditor-disciples on a joumey through the text.

itself witnesses to his real presence and
narrative

The

to the Jesus

1,16; 4:1; 10:20; 12:31; 28:19). Yet, other New

Teatament writers stress this instmmentation

Thus,

a

Jesus

Within the context of the

through the instrument of the Holy Spirit.

does not stress the

109). This

present with his first disciples

character. He is not

modem auditors

the Text

stands out in 1:23 and 28:20. This

gospel, implying inclusio (Bauer,

particular bracket coimects
who

Contrast involves the association

(138).

are

targeted.

through the text's

The

simply an objective,

clinical

privileged information from the text, Wilkins
observer mode

(Discipleship 245). Rather, the

Spirit confronts the auditor-disciples at certain

stmcture in order to detach them from

pseudo-knowledge,

deepen them in tme knowledge, and develop their character. During these
confrontations, the Spirit challenges the auditor-disciples
narrative and not
transform

to

withdraw into

auditor-disciples

(28:18-20).

into

a

to

self-protecting shell.

disciple-makers by means

stay with Jesus in the

The

Spirit himself intends to

of the Matthean text
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Matthew 1:1-4:16: The

Preparation for Jesus

This first section in the

gospel's

the Messiah, the Son of God

structure establishes the

background for what

follows~4: 17-28:20 (Bauer, Structure 138). Four structural relationships

preparation

function.

section. Since the
the

First, the general

statement in 1 : 1 is

expanded throughout the

compositional device of particularization involves

general to the particular, particularization is

the first structural

special information is shared with the auditor and repeated in this
reader is

privy to Jesus'

and the events

These events
response.

person and

section. Thus, the

preceding his public ministry that expose his imique nature and mission.

are

revealed

as

both cosmic and

christological nature,

contrast between those who affirm and

revelation about Jesus.

and

require a

reject Jesus as

the Messiah is

emphasizes these contrasting responses to God's

Joseph, the Magi,

and John

respond positively

and

immediately

revelation, thereby affirming Jesus' identity. Herod and all of Jerusalem resist

this revelation, therein
as

relationship. Second,

identity, his fulfillment of Old Testament Scriptures,

introduced. The structure of the text

Jesus

the movement from

Third, the section climaxes with God's declaration of Jesus' sonship (3:17).

Fourth, the

to God's

unify this

rejecting his special

the Son of God and

recognizes Jesus' sonship,

status

(138-39). Cosmically, God proclaims

well-pleasing to God (3:17).

he tempts him to fulfill his

In contrast,

although the devil

sonship status by means

of

manipulatively serving himself (4:1-1 1).
In response to this
Jesus

really the

Son of God?"

witnesses affirm his

Baptist,

privileged information, the
They may wonder,

special standing:

and the climax-God's

own

the

"What is the evidence?" Five

genealogy, the angel,

gospel (1:1-17; Bauer, "Literary Function" 464-66).

the

genealogy introduces the whole

It exposes the contrast between

graciousness toward the Jewish nation that culminates

nation's habitual rebelliousness that

the wise men, John the

voice.

Representing the Jewish historical tradition,

God's

auditors must ask themselves, "Is

in Jesus the Christ and the

points to their rejection of Jesus.

The inclusion of
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four

women

from various nationalities and situations

Jesus' mission. Overall, God

the

keeps his promises to David

undeserving Jewish nation a

and who will bless the nations

(Matt. 1:1).
salvation
that

The

implies the universal

Son who will

(Gen. 12:5).

As

a

throne forever

genealogy encourages the auditors to realize that Jesus

included in the

plan of God's historical

Sam.

7)

the auditors

is rooted in God's

deeply know

more

purpose.

representative of the heavens, the angel who addresses Joseph indicates to the

auditor-disciples that Jesus
designated name

is

more

than

a son

of the historical

exposes his function. Jesus will

save

his

king David.

people

(1:18, 20, 21).

"God with us."

As

a

Jesus is

His

from their sins. His

virgin birth and the prophecy quotation substantiate and extend his special
function

(2

given

historically promised Messiah

history with the Jewish nation (466-68). Thus,

they are

and Abraham. God has

reign on David's

Jesus is the

nature of

status and

uniquely conceived and is divinely proclaimed to be

result, the auditors

sense

that Jesus is

more

than

a

historically

limited, Jewish Messiah.
As

representatives of the nations, the Magi travel

some

distance and

worship Jesus, King of the Jews (1:1,11).

In this

kingship is contrasted with that of Herod.

This theme of Christ's

ultimately

early section of the gospel,

Jesus'

kingship is more

prominent in Matthew than any other place in the New Testament. Throughout Matthew,
the title is used nineteen times in the

theme of Jesus'

gospel mostly referring to Jesus as the king.

kingship culminates in the latter chapters where he

is

ironically

The

revealed

through a slanderous placard on the cross to be the King of the Jews and recognized by
an

outsider

the

King is

as

a

the Son of God

child, bom to

common

Magi surprise Herod and all

powerful

adult

king,

(27:37, 54).

Within the earlier section of the

people,

and revealed to

of Jemsalem with their

non- Jewish

inquiry (2:3).

is known. He confrols all of Israel but is

He has the status and power necessary to

Bethlehem; however,

even

with his

massacre

gospel,

Jesus

outsiders. These

In contrast,

Herod, the

ignorant of this other king.

all of the small children in

religious advisers, cunning,

and power, Herod is
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unable to

Magi,

pinpoint and destroy the child Jesus.

and God

Jews, the

son

essentially outwits

him

Jesus is the "God with us."

Father's

providential

a

rely upon the God-directed

In contrast, Jesus is the true

(2:16).

of David and Abraham, and

people.

He must

shepherd

for rather than

Along with the Magi and Joseph,

Thus, the auditors realize that

care.

an

even as a

King of the

oppressor of his

he relies upon his

child, Jesus

was

the

King not exclusively for the Jews but for all nations.
As the final and ultimate

heralds

a

coming, powerful, eschatological judge and recognizes Jesus to be him (3:11,

John prepares

14).

representative of the Jewish prophetic tradition, John

a

socially comprehensive

(3:2-3, 6). They are faced with a decision.
baptized (3:6-7).

Those who

bring about a separation.
come as a

As

powerfiil judge.

already, they too

rely on
a

people

to meet this judge

Those who repent and confess their sins

status and

heritage are rejected (3:7-10).

are

Jesus will

result, the auditors realize that Jesus, the God with us, will

The auditors

repent; however,

must

group of Jewish

that when confronted, if they have not

sense

point, the text is still preparing them

at this

for

this decision.
The climactic witness is God himself (3:16-17). God

title, the Son of God.
to it. As the

Jesus is

virgin birth implied, Jesus'

more

The devil

origin is

subordinate

in God himself Also
His

as

Son,

early years and dialogue

than

a

human. He is the Son of God.

serves as an

anticlimactic, antagonistic witness (4:1-11). He recognizes

to his

physical deprivation, Jesus

is prone to the

temptations.

use

of the title.

In each of the

temptations, the devil challenges Jesus to detach himself from his Father First,

Jesus is

real

ultimate

are

the Son of God; however, he seeks to tutor Jesus into the proper

Perhaps due
three

Son of God, and other titles

ultimate

imply his surrender to God's care (3:14-15). Thus, the auditors know that

Jesus is much

as

primarily the

perfectly obedient to God's providential guidance.

with John

Jesus

Jesus is

proclaims Jesus'

tempted not to

wait upon the Father to

provide for his physical needs.

hunger and the legitimate power, why not turn the

stone into bread?

He has

Second,

a

Jesus is
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tempted to manipulate the Scriptures, fulfill prophecy,
Jerusalem

temple. Prophecy reveals that the Messiah

(Mai. 3). Why wait on the Father's timing? Third,
due to him

as

the Son of God. One

day he

wait for the Father to put all

12). Why

will

and

is to

gloriously arrive

majestically enter the temple

Jesus is

tempted to receive

what is

the judge of all the earth

come as

things under his

in the

feet

1

(Ps.

10:1;

see

(3:10,

Matt. 22:

43-45; 25:32)? If Jesus had detached from his Father, he would have disabled the
mission of saving

people

from their sins.

Again, the

information. Jesus is the Son of God. Not
own

auditors

only does the

are

devil

privy to special

uphold this title,

behavior under stress witnesses that his person and his status

cormected. Thus, the auditors

experience

a

Jesus who is

are

but Jesus'

intrinsically

by his very character the

Son of

God.
Matthew 4:17-16:20: The Proclamation of Jesus the Messiah, the Son of God

This second section in the structure of the
16:21-28:20

(Bauer,

together. First,
Jesus

the

Structure

general

138).

Three structural

statement in 4:17 is

relationships pull

preaches,
a

groupings of towns, crowds, and religious

(4:23-9:35)

result, the disciples continue

most

and prepares his

particularization (e.g.,

disciples to do

to follow Jesus. Some

disciples, the crowds,

declaration. In this climax, Peter

and the

likewise

section

answers

this

esp. 1

1:20;

teaches,

(9:35-1 1:1).

As

people repent along the way, but
to Jesus'

identity

religious opponents culminates with Peter's

states that Jesus is the

Structure 139). What does this title

section.

leaders and

negatively respond (1 1:2-16:20). Third, the contrast in responses

among the

this section

4:17-11:1 is the cause, and 1 1 :2-16:20 is the effect. Jesus

and heals

for

and calls Israel to repentance. The

individual leaders, outcasts, and Gentiles evidence this

12:41). Second,

cause

particularized throughout the

proclaims the kingdom of heaven to Israel

varied responses of larger

gospel provides the

Messiah, the Son of God (16: 16;

imply about Jesus and his disciples?

question (16:21-28:20;

Structure

140).

The final
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Matthew 4:17-11:1. The first section of the

the Son of God.

Continuing John's proclamation,

through his preaching (4:17).
strongly invited to

come

on-the-job training.

Jesus

If the auditors affirm his

follow him

These

now

Son of God

as

new

observation of his actions

developmental

(chaps. 8-9:35),

factors will force the auditors to
As

the God who is with them

a

and

healing is repeated in these two verses.

authoritatively teaches (chaps. 5-7)
of Jesus'

and

the

Jesus describes

result, the auditors

(1:23).
teaching,

Within the unit, Jesus

deeds

(7:29; cf 9:8).

Master and listen

kingdom thinking and living (chaps. 5-7).

teaching and actions of the religious leaders and of the

is formalized in the structure and themes in this

Arguably, the discourse
unit, Jesus

Jesus is

a man

can

be broken down into

clauses written in the present tense

the poor in

cormected with those

This contrasts with

a

number of uirits. In the first
Auditors will

(5:3, 10-12). Through this tense,

persecuted for the sake of righteousness. Such

oppression is also placed in historical context by means of the present tense.
are

In this first

pagan nations. This contrast

promised fiiture.

especially notice the
spirit are

(5:1b).

sermon.

contrasts the conditions in life and in a

auditor-disciples

greater

practices what he teaches (7:24).

First, the auditor-disciples gather around the
discourse,

a

beneficently acts (chaps. 8-9:35). The authority

teaching is exposed through his miraculous

of integrity who

Jesus

disciples.

Brackets in 4:23 and 9:35 set apart this unit. A sunmiary of Jesus'

preaching,

truly is

authority and repent, they are

loyalty to God and a heavier dependence upon him (9:36-1 1:1).
truly experience Jesus the

that Jesus

confronts the auditors

(4:19). They are now converts,

develops them through teaching (chaps. 5-7),
and

gospel proclaims

As

a

result,

ironically commanded to rejoice and be glad due to righteous

suffering.
In the second

world

unit,

Jesus declares his

auditor-disciples to be

(5:13-16). Presumably these auditor-disciples

conditional clauses in the first unit. For

fiilfill at least

example, they are

poor in

salt and

light for the

some

of the

spirit.

Jesus
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commands them to shine their
their

light in order that people connect their good deeds with

heavenly Father.
In the third

miit, Jesus establishes the authority of his place and teaching in the

history of righteousness, the scriptural law and prophets (5:17-20).
law not

deeds

only fills

up the

auditor-disciples,

His new,

it must overflow from them in

completed

scrupulous

integrated with correct teaching.
The fourth unit contrasts the

Pharisaic

tradition, with Jesus'

new

teaching to

those

long ago,

teaching (5:21-5:48).

and maintained in the

The unit climaxes with the

clause, "Be perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect" (5:48). Here Jesus commands his

auditor-disciples to be perfect, complete in love.
wholeheartedly follow the perfectly righteous

This

completion will require them to

person and

path of Jesus who is

"with us"

(6:24; 19:21).
The fifth unit contrasts inward and outward

righteous deeds, the

rewards, and the placement of their hearts (6: 1-34).

auditor-disciples to be

careful to

treasurers and rewards. As

a

serve

God alone and to

righteousness (3:15. 4:17).

In the

same

provide for their basic needs (4:1 1,
In the sixth

culminates in
want to be

a

way, his

7:9-1

exclusively seek heavenly

must not be anxious

elemental, daily necessities (6:25, 31, 34). Rather, they
Jesus first

of their

Jesus commands his

result, auditor-disciples

kingdom and righteousness (6:25-34).

sources

even over

the

must first seek the Father's

sought after the Father's kingdom and

auditor-disciples must trust the Father to

1).

unit, several themes intertwine (7: 1-27). The first part of this unit

causative clause

(7:12).

In essence,

as

God has treated

them, and as they

treated, auditor-disciples must treat others. Although discerning in his

approach to people, God does not separate from them; rather, he is sensitive to their
voice and needs and generous in his response.

Auditor-disciples must do

likewise. The

second part of this unit further

develops the praxis theme (7: 13-27). Rhetorically,

contrast structures this second

part. A causative device exposes the climax of this part
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(7:24).

In this

He does this

climax,

Jesus

do what

compels true auditor-disciples to

through two contrasting allegories. Coming at the

final climax culminates

unifying theme.

a

True

they are taught.

end of the

auditor-disciples must ground any

righteousness of their own in God alone through praxis

in order to overflow with

righteousness (5:19; 6:1, 24, 33; 7:21-23, 24). Thus, the auditor-disciples
at the end of the Sermon

by continuing to
Will

on

the Mount. Will

follow him?

and

face

they place Jesus' teaching words

They certainly carmot fulfill

they back off from the commitment

discourse, this

Jesus'

a

choice

into action

teaching on their own.

rejoin the detached crowd (7:29;

8: 1)? If

they realize their own inability, they will travel on with the one with authority, Jesus.
Second, the auditor-disciples travel with the crowds and other disciples (8:1).

They go with Jesus and observe his actions.

Jesus associates

untouchables in Jewish

becoming defiled through such associations,

Jesus transforms these

society.

actions back up his

overflows with

disciples,
religious

the

His

people.

authority of his words and his

Rather than

holy touch and voice heal. They demonstrate the

Son of God

righteousness (5: 19-20).

leaders

identity (chaps. 8-9:35). Thus,

teaching discourse (chaps. 5-7).

auditor-disciples

Jesus is

further realize his

identity (8: 27, 29; 9:6).

point,

original

In contrast, the

supportive observers (9:8, 33). Thus, when the more

teaching, preaching, and healing,

At this

healing

person of integrity who

He is the Son of God. Similar to his

enlightened auditor-disciples come to the second structural

They realize

a

Jesus'

quickly resist and condemn his identity (9:3, 11, 34). Also, the crowds

remain uncommitted but

Jesus

with, and even touches, the

two

the

things:

it

impacts them

Jesus teaches and acts with

auditor-disciples

bracket that summarizes

more

fully than the first (9:35).

authority, and he

face another choice. Will

is the Son of God.

they more deeply trust this

Jesus, the Son of God, and keep in step with him (8: 10, 26; 9:29)? Will they doubt and
back off from him

Now,

(9:34)?

at this

point in the gospel, Jesus prepares his auditor-disciples to exercise

kingdom authority (9:36-10:10).

Jesus'

compassion initiates this preparation (9:36).

As

a
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result of deeply

seeing and feeling compassion for the wandering and lost crowds while

ministering to them,

he authorizes his

the

(9:37-8). Through repetition,
point, auditor-disciples
overflow of healing

Father for

heaven

realization of the

preach amongst them

stressed

only prepared to herald the basic

cf

provisions (10:9-10;

kingdom of

heal and

healing mission is

Jesus commands his

(10:7-8). Also,

exposes the choices his

must

are

disciples to

message

face

as

by means of an
to trust the

auditor-disciples

reality, meaning,

and

a

development in the disciples'

implications of Jesus identity. Ultimately, they

publicly proclaim Jesus' identity as

the Son of God

(10:27, 32-33). Repeatedly,

painfiil separations and hostile opposition his name

incur

(10: 19, 26, 28, 31). Their heavenly Father is leading them and will take

them

(10:10, 18, 29). They must exercise trust in his

of God

(10:32-33).

socially manifest this public

must

spectrum ranging from

witness to

10: 1 8,

not

missionary joumey of the twelve. Rather, the text focuses
Twelve's cormection in the mission

(1 1:1; 12:1; 15:2).

will
of

(10:29-30).
the Son

(10:37-39;

throughout a

missionary discourse. His auditor-disciples

explicitly narrate this first
upon Jesus, and

He teaches and

opposition in the midst of a narrative of rejection. Thus,

Jesus

must also exercise

implies the

preaches about

faithfiiUy models his

kingdom authority in the

opposition and intemal stmggle.

Matthew 11:2-16:20. The

should carefiiUy watch and listen

opposition (chaps. 1 1:2-12)?
receptive people

confession

he

kings to a reception of other stigmatized missionaries

40-42). After this discourse, the text does

context of extemal

care

auditor-disciples is to confess publicly or deny Jesus,

6:21). Auditor-disciples

(e.g.,

immanent presence

The choice made reveals the real treasure of the heart

a

Jesus

they go forth proclaiming the

(10:1 1-42). This proclamation is

The ultimate choice of the

At this

6:25-34). Throughout his missionary discourse,

auditor-disciples will

commands them not to fear the

(10: 1 and 10:8).

unto

a

auditor-disciples must get ready for rejection. They

to their mentor Jesus. How does he handle the

In the midst of opposition, the

harvest

(chap. 13).

kingdom will grow amidst
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Now, auditor-disciples
tells his

disciples,

"You

must

exercise

give them something to

to see

reality from God's perspective

power

(14-16: 1 1).

At this

(14:16).

self-denying path to Jerusalem

of Jesus,

drag behind him,

as

the

with him?

message

should

we

expect

someone

(3:1; 4:17). However,

words and actions

summary of his

their

own

They must take

Jesus. At this

unit,

eras

(11:11).

Jesus

not to

I

get ahead

John the

righteousness to

answers

Jesus states, "Blessed is the

John's

man

to

same

immediate

interrogation with a
a

who does not fall away

on

must take heed not to allow

scriptural interpretations, to pull them

are

Baptist

one

This summary flows into

point, the text continues Jesus' monologue.

to both

key

righteousness through gracious, loving

John cormected this

ministry with that of John the Baptist. Both
witnessed

identity. First,

(11 :6). Similar to John, auditor-disciples
even

care

(1 1:3). John and Jesus shared the

prophecy-fulfilling actions (1 1:4-5).

expectations,

"Who do

question.

a

he asks Jesus, "Are you the

Jesus fulfilled true

In the present

challenge to John and others.
account of me"

else?"

(chaps. 4:18-9:36).

judgment (3:10, 12; 1 1:2).

with

argue with him.

strongly scrutinizes Jesus. Through his disciples,
or

The auditors need to seek

Messiah, the Son of God? Will

Jesus faces strong resistance to his authoritative

come,

Jesus

In response, the auditors must ask themselves two

walk the

or

point in the text,

and address the Father's revelation with God's

Does my faithfulness affirm Jesus

questions.

eat"

At this

point, Jesus confronts the auditors

(16: 1 5).

you say that I am?"

authority.

away from

following

He compares and contrasts his

founded in God. The law and

prophets

(1 1:10, 1 1-15). Yet, they belong to distinctiy different yet conjoined

John

prepared people for the fiilfiUment of all righteousness. Now,

Jesus

completes it.
Second, the Jewish society, including political and religious leaders and the
crowd, rejects both John and Jesus and the God who is behind them (11:16-19). They are
committed
Jesus'

to unbelief and refiise to

gracious,

miraculous actions

repent even when confronted with

(1 1:20-21, 23).

As

a

an

abundance of

result of their chronic

rejection,
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Jesus

began to denounce unrepentant cities (1 1:20-24); however,

this segment of gracious beneficence into
continues to desire after and seek to
After this

monologue, the narrative

a

Jesus does not

period of condemning judgment.

graciously meet those

who

are

receptive (1 1:23-30).

text narrates this

complete rejection.

They rebuke him for the Sabbath-breaking behavior of his disciples
9:39, 10:5-8). Next, they attempt to

and did not

pearl

of his

man.

him

by setting Jesus up

Jesus

(12:15-21).

to heal on the

he did not

demon-possessed, blind,

The uncommitted crowd

now

The text

ferociously throw the

identity before the chronically unbelieving swine. Next,
a

(12:2; cf

withdrew, continued to graciously heal all,

flameup in judgment (3:12, 12:20). Thus,

Jesus up with

the

accuse

in mission

healing, they counseled together to kill him (11:14).

summarizes Jesus' response

He

returns in 12:1.

Third, the Pharisees condemn Jesus. The

Sabbath. After this

collapse

and mute

wonders

man

more

the Pharisees set

cf 9:

(12:22;

Jesus heals

32-34).

about Jesus' Messianic

identity

(12:23; 9:33). However, through their public condenmation, the Pharisees again root
Jesus' beneficent actions in the demonic realm

strongly worded monologue.
their hearts

He

(12:25-37).

condenmation will result in
the

warns

a

Jesus

responds with a

hypocrisy of their thoughts and the evil

the Pharisees that their

in

ongoing, pursuing rejection and

damning judgment (esp. 12:37).

Even after this

healing of

demon-possessed man, the Pharisees still demand another miraculous sign to back-up

his words
the

He exposes the

(12:24; cf 9:34).

(12:38).

Jesus refuses.

oppressive religious

(12:39-40, 45).

Referring to his

leaders and the

death that

they instigate,

generation under their influence

He does this in the context of the

Jesus judges

to be evil

futtire, final judgment (12:41-42).

Also, he condemns them after describing the effects of their persecution and chronic

rejection. They will
Fourth, the

encourage the demons to further possess and bind them

text contrasts Jesus'

family with Jesus' disciples.

family as those who do the will of his Father (12:46-50). The
Father's will

are

those

following Jesus.

His

ones

(12:43-45).

Jesus re-defines his

who

are

doing the

biological family is not following him.

At
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the very least, this

biological family desires to condition Jesus' obedience to his Father

(cf 10:34-39).

Finally,
his

after the

parables,

few

awe-stirring teaching and a

origins and imdercuts his
In the third

several

Jesus' hometown

divine

rejects him (13:53-58).

miracles, the town negatively litanizes his family

authority.

discourse, the parables

possible approaches exist,

these

at least

parables

revealed
outsiders
of the

The narrative

be

can

callous,

disciples

are

their eyes

so

are

blessed because

interprets the parables

for his

with

blind and

and

example of such a scribe

Jesus

implies that these

and receive

is the

apostle Paul.

old

(13:13-17).

ears

Jesus

The structure of

disciples understand,

are

The hearts of

deaf In contrast, the eyes and

they understand (13:51).

especially uplifts discipled scribes who imderstand
kingdom paradigm.

provides a framework for

unbelieving outsiders.

ears

this third discourse culminates in 13:51-53. The

new

legitimately interpreted within

they see, hear, repent,

disciples,

persecution. Although

immediately surrounding the parables and their

meaning contrasts disciple insiders
are

involve

partly

the context of opposition. The mystery of opposition

meaningful interpretation.

In response to

scriptural facts

and Jesus

in the

light of the

the most effective teachers. A later

Throughout the joumey, auditor-disciples experience Jesus' dealings with

opposition.
became

When Jesus commissioned the twelve to go

more

intense. Jesus himself experienced the

auditor-disciples

directly connected with his person (10:24-25, 38). Thus, the reality of opposition

solicits

auditor-disciples to ask relevant existential questions requiring kingdom

perspective.
it

painful separations and chronic

his execution. Jesus revealed that the fate of the

persecution pointing to
is

forth, this persecution issue

With such

(13:3-9; 13:18-23)?

good news about the kingdom, why does

How did such chronic

just rip out such evil people?

(13:24-30; 13:40-43)?

How is the

How is

not everyone welcome

opposition come to be? Why does not God

Kingdom going to dominate

a movement so

small and

in the end

persecuted going to grow in this
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tare-infested field
up

everything for Jesus

to dominate in the end

for the

With such

(13:31-33)?
and the

opposition,

is the

Kingdom really worth giving

kingdom (13:44-46)? Again, how is
The

(13:47-50)?

the

Kingdom going

parables provide perspective endowing answers

auditor-disciples.
In this

perspective
and power

unit, Jesus encourages his auditor-disciples

and to address what is revealed with

are

attached to his

thousand

obey this command.

the

wind, and disables his faith

his

disciples to

(15:33-34; cf

recognizes Jesus' authority as

the water, he

in the Son of God

quickly
Jesus

(14:27-32).

almost identical to the

disciples are regularly exposed to

among the crowds

culminating in

Son of God,

on

the

not have sufficient faith in Jesus

Even when Peter

hungry four thousand is

healing miracles

kingdom

loses focus,

sees

implicitly challenges

needy situation from his perspective. Their unbelieving

another

14: 17). The

a

people, Jesus challenges his disciples to see

Son of God and solicits his command to walk

response to the

from

kingdom authority. This perspective

hungry crowds with his perspective (14: 16). They do

see

reality

identity and authority. When he conmiands his disciples to

provide food for the hungry five

the Son of God to

to view

(14: 14, 35-36;

16:16. However,

15:29-3 1).

they do

a

previous episode
large number of Jesus'
They recognize

him

as

the

not have the faithfiil character

required to receive Jesus' authority more fully and follow through with his

commands.

Their lack of trust continues to disable them.
The text

again contrasts Jesus with the religious

dealings with the religious

leaders

are

leaders in this unit. Jesus'

located between the

feeding miracles and

immediately before the full revelation of his identity (15:1-14; 16:1-12). This contrast
affects the

auditor-disciples. They must guard against the teaching of the religious

leaders from the two most influential
What is the
are

the Sadduccess and Pharisees

(16:6, 12).

meaning of this guarding? Although Jesus only charges them, the disciples

implicitly still

15:2).

parties,

Jesus

on

mission, and they only demonstrate a truncated faith (10:1,5-10;

specifically warns them

that

they are susceptible to the teachings

of the
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leaders

religious

self-absorbed

This

(16:12).

10-1 1).

perspective (15:3-9,

15:13 with 12:34, 13:35,

Implicitly, the evil

one

has

planted them (cf

etc.). Unlike Jesus' abundant provision for his disciples, the

righteousness of the religious
When his

teaching is composed of self-serving rules within a

leaders does not abound

disciples saw the himgry people

from

a

(16:9-1 1; cf 15:16-20, 5:20).

self-reliant and

self-serving

perspective, they did not produce bread. Thus, due to their lack of faith,

the

tempted to turn from faithfiiUy relying

Rather, they

upon Jesus' immanent presence.

disciples are
are

tempted to unfaithfiiUy treat Jesus according to their own understanding of the Messianic
role, and producing a self-serving teaching under their confrol. They lack faithfiil
character and have not
go to the

developed the knowledge, consent,

receptive nations (15:21-28, 37; 16:10).

Like Peter, the twelve have
revelation. Even
Great

and commitment necessary to

though this

enough character to receive specific pearls of God's

revelation is not yet

fiilly manifested in the resurrection and

Commission, they have faith. Thus, the Father reveals

Jesus is the

Messiah, the Son of God. However,

even

after this

faith does not suffice for their ultimate mission to the nations
to joumey with Jesus to the

suffering, death,

is

Meaning of Jesus

fiUs-up Jesus'

and resurrection

section. First, the

general

particularized in this

major pearl (16:17-20).
revelation, their present

(16:20). They must choose

cross.

Matthew 16:21-28:20: The

The final section

a

as

the

status as the

meaning.

Messiah, the Son of God

Messiah and Son of God with a

Four stmctural

statement of Jesus'

section. Second, this

relationships unify this

suffering, death,

and resurrection in 16:21

particularization throughout the

suffering, death, and resurrection of Jesus (chaps. 26-28).

moves

toward the climactic

Jesus'

often-repeated passion predictions foreshadow this climax; however,

commissions his

when Jesus

disciples, the ultimate climax is exposed (28:16-20). Third,

repetition of comparison enhances this expansion of 16:21

juxtaposed.

section

Jesus centers the

.

Jesus and his

meaning of his life around the cross.

His

the

disciples are

disciples

are to
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do likewise. Fourth, 16:21 is

particularized by means

disciples

do not orient their lives around the

disciples

are

contrasted with the

cross.

disciples themselves

In these verses, the contrast is resolved and the

disciples are more prepared to

repetition of contrast.

Jesus and his

The resurrected Jesus meets his weak

expectations.

of the

expectations

Jesus'

for his

and their failure to fulfill these

disciples

at the mountain

The

comparison is fulfilled.

fulfill the Great Commission

by

means

(28: 16-20).

gathered

of the resurrected

Jesus' eternal presence with them.

They can now follow,

this resurrected presence of Jesus.

This marks the ultimate climax for this section and

for the

gospel (Bauer,

Structure

Matthew 16:21-20:34.

carry, and share with the world

140-41).

Auditor-disciples now face Jerusalem with their master

Jesus. On this segment of the joumey,

they must carefiiUy listen to his voice

step with him (16: 1 1-28). They must stay with him

even

when

and

keep in

they do not understand.

Tmsting Jesus, they relinquish control and leam to walk together with the other disciples.
Walking together requires

a

death to

competition, unforgiveness,

and selfish

gain

(17:1-20:34).
Jesus turns the joumey toward Jemsalem

gospels, the adult Jesus
summary of

in his mission travels

16:21, Jesus begins

an

(16:21).

only once to Jemsalem.

on

synoptic

In the

general

ongoing demonstration of the necessity of his

suffering, death, and resurrection in Jemsalem (26:54;
does

As in the other

this segment of the joumey, Jesus shows his

cf

5:17). By what he

says and

disciples the need for this difficult

arrival.

Representing the twelve, Peter blocks the way to Jemsalem (16: 22-23).
response to Jesus'

passion prediction, Peter confronts Jesus.

He negates this

and, therein, its necessity. Repeating a phrase from the desert temptation,
Peter to be Satan's advocate and orders him to get out of the way
exposes the

thinking behind Peter's

desires to receive

rebuke. Peter's mind is

earthly freasures at

a

glorious arrival

on

In

prediction

Jesus declares

(cf 4:10). Also,

human

in Jemsalem.

things.

Jesus

He still
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At the end of the

previous section's joumey, the Father reveals

proclaim Jesxis to be the Messiah, the
of Caesarea

Philippi with the things

Son of God

and the

(4: 17-16:20). They arrive

of God in their minds. Now, the

disciples

at the

disciples

region

know the

Messianic title but must be shown the content. Jesus introduces this content at the

begirming of this

section of the textual journey

(16:2 1).

In contrast to their celebrated

enlighteiunent at the end of the previous segment of the joumey,
self-serving thinking of these same disciples.
Golgotha to end at the Galilee moimtain,
must

reject their desire to

these

preserve their lives.

glorious Jemsalem (16:23-24).

In their

cross, and

they will ultimately experience

a

suffering content.

own

pseudo-

In this way,

They are responsible for this

listen

thinking.

status as

At

Son, and

At the end of this

(17:5).

Peter's attempt to

vision of glory in Jemsalem stirred God to

Such double-mindedness within the

in Jesus.

a

in their

intermpts Peter, affirms Jesus'

impetuous Peter to

capture the transfiguration for his

(17:4).

They must die to their earthly

adjust their pace solely to him.

Son of God title's ironic
an

disciples must deny themselves. They

continues, the disciples resist Jesus

God's voice

affirmation, God commands

through

great reward (16:24-28).

As this part of the joumey

upholds the grand

in the text

thinking and action, they are to follow the person

Jesus, the Son of God, face the

transfiguration mount,

place

let go of their vision of arrival in

expectations. They are commanded to

the

From this

the text exposes the

speak

disciples exposes the weakness of their faith

lack of a

more

developed faith. They resist Jesus'

perspective in their minds, so they carmot manifest his power through their actions
(17:14-21;
his

esp.

21). Yet,

Jesus continues to

passion in Jemsalem (17:9-13, 22-23).

predict and demonstrate the importance of

In response, the

grieved (17:23). They are truly doubleminded.

disciples are exceedingly

A part of their

thinking believes Jesus'

passion prediction, but another part does not. They are grieved in their character but
continue to operate from denial in their actions. For
social

scmtiny, Peter places Jesus under the

social

example,

when confironted with

expectation in his impulsive.
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self-determined response. Jesus corrects Peter's
and his servant role

(17:24-27).

Jerusalem will usher in the

The

ignorance regarding his

disciples continue to

presume that their arrival in

kingdom of heaven.

They jockey for position and resist a humility that culminates
Jesus calls

(18:1-35).

a

status as Son

child to stand in the midst of the

in

forgiveness

disciples to exemplify the

humility and vulnerability that produces forgiveness (18:2-6); nevertheless,

soon

afterward, the disciples rebuke those who bring children to Jesus (19:13; cf 16:22).
their

delusion, they did not understand. They experience Jesus'

and reflections

on

the

wealthy as too

strict and

points them to God who gives what is

narrow

response to the Pharisees

(19: 10, 25).

necessary and makes all

In

In both cases, Jesus

things possible (19:1 1-12,

26; cf 19:17). In a climactic response, Peter contrasts the poor disciples with the rich
man

in order to

ask, "What then will there be for us?" (19:27). Jesus

description of a tangible present and a promised fiiture
need for
Jesus

for

this

a

concrete

his

caretakers is

His

at the end of his answer,

parable about the landowner's generosity substantiates

Between these two cases, the

strategically placed (19:13-15).

disciples'

Like Jesus'

rebuke of the children's

original disciples, the

auditor-disciples must change and become like little children in order to
kingdom of heaven (18:3-4).
self-absorbed

On the joumey with Jesus,

enter the

they must rid themselves

of

thinking and tmly tmst Jesus' perspective and provision. They have to let

go of their delusional
to become

a

disciples about their self-seeking and self-absorbed jockeying

position (19:30; 20:16).
warning (20:1-15).

with

reward. He knows the human

hope, clear vision rooted in promise. Yet,

implicitly warns

answers

pseudo-kingdom vision of Jemsalem (16:21-28). They are required

singleminded, fiilly tmsting God as Jesus tmsts his Father. Ultimately, they

must become like Jesus himself

Despite Jesus' teachings, warnings, and predictions, his disciples still
greatness

at each other's expense in an

earthly Jerusalem.

prediction of his passion, the mother of Zebedee's

sons

seek

After Jesus presents

a

detailed

solicits Jesus to endow her

sons
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with status in the

earthly Jerusalem (19:21).

request (20:21, 24). The other ten

seeking worldly
arrogant

use

James and John

disciples are incensed

status out of selfish, human

thinking.

a

Son of God

worldly perspective,

who, from

and be served

cross.

dead

a

dependence

on

should

he chooses to

rely on his

selfish,

Jesus presents

(20:28).

own

are

disciples are

He is the

status and power

completely depend upon his Father

humble, vulnerable, and forgiving service culminates
his Father culminates in his Father

on

the

resurrecting him from the

(note passive voice: 16:21; 17:23; 20:19).
Matthew 21:1-25:46. When the

stay alert. They
the

Jesus contrasts the world's

servant who makes the ultimate sacrifice

by the world. Instead,

the world. This

His

with the two. All twelve

by means of what they are undeservedly given (20:25-27).

himself as the model for

serve

apparently behind this

of possessed status and power with the mutual servanthood his

to demonstrate

and

are

cannot allow the

kingdom's ultimate victory,
The

disciples' worldly,

auditor-disciples reach Jerusalem, they must

opposition-silencing words of Jesus, manifestations

to

put them to sleep (20:35-25:46; 26:40, 43, 45).

human

expectations are fulfilled during their first days

Jerusalem. The crowd heralds Jesus into Jerusalem

disrupt the temple's mercantile frade

(21 :8-l 1).

and intimidate the

performs Scripture-fiilfiUing miracles (21:1-7, 18-22).
elders, and Pharisees (21:23-46;

of

see

He is

religious

in

popular enough to

leaders

(21:12-17).

He

He silences the chief priests,

22:46). Through various forms of exhortation, he

publicly exposes them as fruitless, having leafy religious status but without deed-

producing divine authority.
teeth

(21:41; 22:13).

As

a

He condemns them to

unsuccessfully test Jesus.

the confrontation around

(see

weeping and gnashing of

Herodians, the Sadduccees, and again the

The climax of this

testing begins as Jesus again turns

22: 18-22). He asks the Pharisees about the Messianic

identity. Through their answer,
and

wretched

result, the religious leaders attempt to publicly humiliate

Jesus. In succession, the Pharisees and

Pharisees

a

he exposes their

points to his own divine identity (22:43-45).

earthly-based interpretation of Scripture
At this

point, they are silenced (22:46).
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The

that

disciples' worldly expectations

complete this

unit. He

fixrther

Jesus exposes the

godly behavior and character (23:2-12).

hypocrisy of the teachers

In the final curse, he condemns them

(23: 13-33).

heightened through the discourses

publicly humiliates the religious leadership (23.1-39).

contrasts their actions and attitude with
seven curses,

are

disciples,
his

he

Jesus

predicts the fall

glorious return (24:1-31).

them,

over

themselves,

and

more

(23:3 1-36). Yet,

As

a

room

in the midst of this

for their repentance

privately prophesies his glorious fiiture.

of Jerusalem and

upholds this

result, the disciples

With

of the law and Pharisees

ferocious exposure and final condemnation, Jesus does make

(e.g., 23:26, 34, 37, 39).

He

event as a

must

For his

sign and model

of

keep watch on events aroimd

especially upon their actions (24:32-25:46;

esp.

24:42;

25:13). They must continue to put the perspective of Jesus into practice. They should
continue to do this until the final judgment when their attitude will be

evidenced in their words and deeds
What is the effect

on

(esp. 25:31-46;

double-minded

cf 7:24-27;

exposed as

is

12:36).

auditor-disciples (16:21)?

If they do not

repent of their doublemindedness, they will miss the real Jesus, who is with them and in
their midst in the form of the

socially least (25:45). Thus,

they will not place their verbal
cf

confession of Jesus

Lord into obedient

religious leaders,
practice (25:37;

7:21-23).
Matthew 26:1-28:15. When the

away

Not

(26:31-56)?

auditor-disciples

feel all is

lost, will they run

only are the original disciples' expectations destroyed, but even

the presence of the person Jesus

seems

to have

darkness, chaos, and death, auditor-disciples
the

as

similar to the

conclusively ended. During this time

must choose to

of

cling more singularly upon

living Jesus Christ (26:69-75).
Jesus'

original disciples cling to their worldly thinking and self-preserving

behaviors. At this
the whole

gospel

passion narrative,

point,

the text

have ended
an

announces

(26:1; Bauer,

that all of Jesus' great discourses
Structure

throughout

132). Now, the text introduces

extension of Jesus' earlier, brief passion

predictions,

with

a

a more
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detailed

He states, "As you

prediction.

Son of Man will be handed

over

know that the Passover and his

religious
Thus,

leaders'

to be

own

know, the Passover is two days

crucified"

death

execute Jesus is

plot to

this narrative confi-onts the

(26:2).

away

and the

Jesus states that the

disciples

interconnected

are

�

(26:2). Quickly,

introduced and set in motion

the

(26:3, 14-16).

auditor-disciples with a new direction. Jesus, the

victorious Messiah in Jerusalem becomes Jesus the

suffering Messiah. Yet, the original

disciples hold onto the victorious Messiah and their own false expectations. They remain
doubleminded and denial-of-cross oriented. Jesus
attitude and words,

contrasting them with the faithful

prepares him for his

regarding betrayal

(26:21-22). The

supper

doublemindedness of his

and the other

deaths. Yet,

causes

serves as a

Jesus

betrayer? Judas is ultimately the

all of the

one, but Jesus'

disciples to anxiously query Jesus

meaning-producing, symbolic

disciples (26:31-35).

after their

He

enactment of his

predicts their sinful scattering but

falling away (26:31-32;

cf

10:32-33).

disciples pledge that they will never disown Jesus,
again,

challenges them through

and resurrection. After the supper, Jesus exposes the

upcoming suffering, death,

promises guidance

actions of a female follower who

suflfering and death (26:6-13). Again,

his final supper (26:20-30). Who is the
statement

quickly confi-onts their disabling

In response, Peter

even

their actions expose the true nature of their hearts.

unto their

Despite Jesus'

emotion-filled commands to remain watchfiil, Peter, James, and John fall
even

when confronted, continue to slumber

double-mindedness connects with their

asleep and

(26:38, 41, 43, 45; cf 24:42, etc.). Their

sleepy disobedience. They rely upon their own

Scripture-denying delusion, perhaps expecting something like twelve legions
protect and empower Jesus and them (26:51-54). Yet, if the

disabled, ultimately Jesus'

cross

the onset of his arrest, the sword

dismissed. In response, his

own

arrest is

of angels to

miraculously

mission would be ruined. When Jesus awoke them at
was

condemned, and the miraculous deliverance

disciples ran away (26:56). During Jesus'

was

trial in the

Sanhedrin, the disciples' doublemindedness and self-preserving behavior is taken to

a
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new

low through Peter. As Jesus

predicted,

Peter three times denies

even

knowing Jesus

(26:69-75).
Despite the
this

dependence,

garden,
the

will and
Jesus is

the text

suffering, Jesus continually depends

upholds Jesus himself as the ideal

He cries out to his Father for

resources to

end the arrest

tempted to speak. Yet,

27:14; cf 26:64; 27:11).

as

crowd and

He will not

give credence to
as a

poor,
e.g.,

tempted to come down

In the

He does not

cross.

as

use

his

own

see

and

generally silent (26:57-63;

the

manipulations of these

meek, "little one," Jesus waits

Yet, Jesus stays

on

upon his

5:3-4; 11:29; 12:17-21; 25:35-36).

save

waiting upon his Father's vindication.

dependence,

himself (esp.

the

As

a

27:39-44). The

cross.

He

Son of God if he

obeys, trusting his

result of his continuous

demonstrated in his obedient actions, Jesus' death atoned for the sins of

humanity (1:21; 20:28; 26:28). Auditor-disciples realize
sins of others. However,
Jesus'

disciple-makers.

religious leaders imply that they will believe in him as the

himself from the

Father and

Through

In the Sanhedrin and at Pilate's court,

the text states, Jesus is

timing and ultimate justice (26:64;

On the cross, Jesus is

removes

strength (26:39, 42).

(26:53-54).

religious and political leaders. Rather,
Father's

for

upon his Father.

tempted to abandon his Father's will, the Scripture-fulfilling joumey to

Jesus is

cross.

intense

that

they cannot atone

for the

through the trials to his death, Jesus models discipleship.

ongoing presence with them, they can resist the temptations of even the

With

most

chronic, intensely painfiil circumstances and eagerly await God's ultimate vindication.
The Son of God

penultimately tmsts his Father to raise him

from the dead.

Despite the religious opponents' attempts to stop this "final deceit," the Father raises the
Son of God from the dead

(27:62-22;

28: 1-10). The text

religious opponents with the faithfiil disciples.
Arimathea, who
to receive Jesus'

was a

rich man,

disciple

in the

making, Joseph of

literally being discipled in Jesus,

body (27:57-61).

who will be made

A

deliberately contrasts these

The aorist

disciples (27:57; 28:19)

goes to Pilate in order

passive verb tense links

This is

a

him with those

risky, public action.

In contrast, the
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community of disciples

is

primarily implicit in this gospel.

called his first

in

pairs (4:18, 21).

disciples

intra-community of disciples
community

are

community within the

A

resource

a

healthier

puts forth

On the joumey to Jemsalem, the
As

an

seven,

flaws within this

text. In The Different Drum. M. Scott Peck

a

sociology

apostles

pseudo-community, they were

a

collection

individuals, each following Jesus. They jockeyed for position. They

desired power. However,
the seeds for

through

help auditor-disciples to realize the move toward

pseudo-community to chaos.

of groups and

five

(see 5:1). Then, the

community building applicable here.

moved from

chapters

exposed during the journey to Jerusalem (16:21- 28:20)=

extemal to the text may

for

is assumed

In

Earlier in the text, Jesus

a

through his confrontation of their selfish attitude, Jesus planted

healthier form of community

23: 1 1-12). Then,

they scattered

(16:23-24; 18:1-5; 19.30-20:16; 20:24-28;

into chaos in the

garden at

Gethsemane.

During these

days of death and darkness, the apostles were emptied of their expectations and
ambitions. At this time, their

own

flesh

was

cmcified

along with Jesus (see Galatians

5:24, etc.). When they reassembled at the mountain, they were
commumty to follow the risen JesuS: However, this

now more

prepared as a

extra-text construct has several

major limitations. The narrative does not give much basis for the twelve to have acted

together

Jesus does not send them forth in

(10:1-10;

see

Luke 9:1-6;

his final commission

10:1). Similarly,

(28:18-20). Also,

resurrection, and this doubt is

disciples

were

not

pairs during their first proclamation mission
he does not

some

of the

organize them

resolved in the narrative (28: 17). Thus,

although the

perhaps more prepared to function as a community, their fiiture

Have these eleven

through their words

and deeds

future? Without such
will not

pairs during

disciples doubted Jesus'

togethemess cannot be assumed from this gospel narrative.
wondering.

into

germinate.

a

The

auditor-disciples are

left

decisively denied themselves as they denied their master
(10:32-33; 16:24; 26:33-35, 69-75)?

drastic self-denial, the

Will

they in the

community forming seeds Jesus planted
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religious leaders go to Pilate
When the
men

in order to

angel gloriously rolled back the stone, the guards

through their fear (28:4).

present

the tomb until the third

secure

at this

he meets them

glorious

scene.

In contrast, the

These

In contrast, the

(28:5-10).

at the tomb

angel comforts

women are

healing,

and

some

became like dead

female

joyful and worship the

religious leaders devise

proclamation of the resurrection (28:1 1-15). However, Jesus
presence with

day (27:61-66).

a

disciples

risen Jesus when

plan to squelch the

is risen.

Through his

them, the eleven effectively proclaim the risen Jesus through preaching,

now

teaching (28:18-20). Auditor-disciples should not

persecutors. God is in control and will take
Matthew 28:16-20: Jesus the

Climax is the fourth

together (Bauer,

Structure

section and for the entire

care

of them

fear

powerful

(cf 5:10-12; 10:16-20; etc.).

Messiah, the Son of God "with us" -Ultimate Climax

major structural relationship binding the gospel

109). Matthew 28:16-20 is

the ultimate climax both for the

The text here exposes climactic

gospel.

of Matthew

qualities. First,

Jesus

gives his disciples new responsibilities for a broader context. They are to baptize and
teach the nations.

include Jesus'

authority, the universal

presence with the

climactic nature
The

exercise

Second, several major gospel themes

disciples. Third,

scope of his

are

summarized. These themes

mission, making disciples, and his

the inclusio between 1:23 and 28:20

implies its

(141).

auditor-disciples, who

are

ideal

disciples, have chosen to follow Jesus

and

kingdom authority. They have leamed to deny themselves and more singularly

tmst him.

Through on-the-job training, they have come to fully know Jesus' teaching.

Finally,

disciple-makers will,

as

Jesus' presence to

the

give perspective,

command his disciples

auditor-disciples
power, and

to go to the Gentiles to

disciples are prepared to impact these nations,

go to

places far away, trusting

provision. Only at this time does Jesus

baptize and teach them (28: 16-20).
initiate converts, and retain

core

During this joumey with Jesus through the gospel of Matthew, the

auditor-disciples may realize their need for community.

The

development of a

The

teaching.
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As

one

disciple, the auditor-disciples

in the context of the Christian

community.

into

move

an ever

increasing Christlikeness

At the end of the joumey, the auditors

sufficiently Spirit dependent with a Christlike character and competence
make

disciples,

from converts unto

Literature

discipleship theory, process,

effectively

and

Discipleship

on

praxis establishes a helpfiil setting for the

Holy Spirit to form a clearer picture of Jesus within the disciple-makers,
This mutual encouragement

to

disciple-makers.

Contemporary
Clearer

as

are

and vice

versa.

produces disciple-makers who have a greater impact on the

world.
An

overwhelming amount of literature

uses

of ways. This fact influences this section of the

discipleship from various authors
in many ways.

"discipleship"

in

a

spectrum

study. Seeking specific definitions

is of limited value. The literature defines

of

discipleship

Categorizing more comprehensive approaches to discipleship that

incorporate definitions

is

more

helpfiil. Also,

variable, this investigation into the literature
character and witness

since this

on

pieces of the theological

study, discipleship remains
the

the term

defined

as a

study stresses the cognitive

discipleship will

focus less upon the

frame. In addition, in this section of the

Spirit-led process

in which

disciples

encourage

Spirit to deepen their intemal picture of Jesus. Although discipleship as process

incorporates theory and practice, the

stress remains upon the process definition.

this section avoids materials that define

collection of personal
The

discipleship as a particular program

qualities; however, popular literature

on

catch-all

discipleship is addressed.

periodical Discipleship Joumal. published by Navigators Christian

Fellowship, helps sort through the large number of discipleship studies.
discipleship from a theoretical, conceptual

discipleship resources are evaluated,
is from the

or

Finally,

Navigators,

it

comes

level to its

and the best

from

a more

are

practice

upheld.

conservative

It discusses

in the field. In its pages,

Since

Discipleship Joumal

evangelical standpoint.
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Three Matrices for

Following an
grids

for

certain

Categorizing the
inductive

Definitions

investigation of the

understanding emerged.

These

literature

grids overlap

and

on

discipleship,

perhaps do

discipleship studies; however, they do produce a structure

much of the literature.

not do

disciple-makers

in the

flexibility

certain

in this frame. The witness

and social-action-oriented

Certain literature

produce this matrix, the

as

liberal seminaries have

a

clear

picture of Jesus requires

sfrength and

piece of the frame exposes evangelism, leadership,

essentially defines discipleship as growth in knowledge; thus,

disciples as biblically and/or theologically proficient

teachers of information. Until

and the

recently, both conservative and

emphasized this approach to discipleship.

^

Their

primary

impart biblical knowledge to student-disciples and assure competence

The conservative tradition typically founds proper character upon

doctrinal

a

frame. As

discipleship literature.

these writers porfray mature

mission is to

to

representational pieces for each category.

internal structure. In order to

theological foundations,

disciple-makers more

justice

understanding

discipleship literature is dissected using the cognitive, character, and witness
argued

number of

Again, the overwhelming amount of material necessitates a brief,

process-focused survey that upholds
The

for

a

knowledge and conviction.

At

a

popular level,

D. James

a

in it.

sharply defined

Kermedy, John

MacArthur, and R. C. Sproul represent this cognitive, traditional theological approach.

They emphasize the proper fransmission of correct doctrine. Also, Kay Arthur and
certain other proponents of the inductive

biblical

knowledge.

Even

curricula and programs.

more

methodology approach discipleship through

influential

are

the many

discipleship-through-Bible study

Examples include Disciple, Serendipity, NavPress Lifechange

series, and many others (see Wilke and Wilke;

L. Coleman et

al; Halliday).

^For example, Dallas Theological Seminary before the advent of Chuck Swrindoll,
Master's Seminary under John MacArthur, and the divinity schools of major
universities

were

and many still

are

very

didactically oriented.
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A

They

use

large amount of materials describe discipleship as character development.
different spectrums of tools for this
It ranges from exfreme

experience.
self,

to a self-absorbed

aware

development.

extrospection,

infrospective. Thus,

in this

One spectrum is called

which involves the

rurming away from

literature, disciples become

more

of their world and/or of themselves.

Disciple-makers are thoroughly enough in touch with the world and/or themselves
that

they can enlighten this

David Lowes Watson
of the works of John

can

a

disciples.

placed in the

balanced, influential works of

of covenant

discipleship for the

definition of discipleship

(39). Thus,

increasingly responsive

The

middle of this spectrum. Watson is

Wesley's basic, general

response to God's grace

that becomes
a

be

in

Wesley and an advocate

church. He stays with
foremost

awareness

he seeks

as

a

scholar

modem

first and

primarily to develop character

to God's grace. Watson

accomplishes this through

regimen that balances global perspective and infrospection, theory and practice.

contrast to Watson's

moderation,

self-absorbed exfreme. Personal,
include

some

some

such

mission and social

example

of the Christian

self-help materials can feed a

introspective therapy becomes discipleship. Examples

product from clinics

other extreme,
mission. An

some

as

Minirth-Meier

cause

is the materials from

a

(e.g., Minirth et al).

literature encourage

Liberation

materials
as

discipleship in terms

knowledge and personal

character

North America have defined
the materials of Jack
converts.

p.

Hyles was

loss of self in the

60).

of evangelism.

primarily present the disciples as growing soul winners

extremely effective evangelists.

a

At the

Theology perspective (e.g.,

Gutierrez). These materials are briefly discussed below (see
Some literature defines

In

Results in terms of numbers

Thus, these

and the

are

disciple-makers

upheld over

development. Typically, fundamentalist Christians in

discipleship primarily in terms of evangelism.

For

example,

Hyles primarily define disciples as doctrinally correct makers of
the pastor of the very

large, fimdamentalist First Baptist Church of

Hammond, Indiana. Also, denominational advocates and church growth materials

can
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reduce

discipleship from a comprehensive

process to numerical

convert-making.

contrast, Robert Coleman's influential The Master Plan of Evangelism is

approach to discipleship through evangelism. Coleman
Jesus' life in order to create

a

development is

Commission mandate
converts

balanced

principles from

strategy for evangelism (11-13). Coleman biblically

exposes the intrinsic connection between mature

Character

extracts certain

a

In

essential.

discipleship and effective evangelism.

Thus, evangelism consistent with the biblical. Great

produces disciples,

not

simply baptized and cognitively competent

(108-109). Coleman's discipleship principles from the life of Jesus are

selection, association, consecration, impartation, demonstration, delegation, supervision,
and

reproduction. Perhaps his principle

Disciple-makers disciple a few converts

of reproduction is his greatest
into

disciple-makers.

These

gift to the

Church.

new

disciple-makers effectively evangelize and develop new converts into disciple-makers.
Thus, disciples
Coleman's
as

are

not

simply added but multiplied (102-1 14; Kermedy 17-18).

reproduction principle

has influenced such

Kermedy's Evangelism Explosion to Galloway's

Building 29-32). Recently,

the connection between

foremost issue in church literature.
Charles Am, from

304-305;

a

an

small group models

as

diverse

(e.g.. Leadership

discipleship and evangelism is

Dallas Willard, at the theoretical

a

level, and Win and

church-growth perspective, comment on this cormection (Willard

Am and Am

7-24). The motivation for this discussion is the tendency in the

North American church to focus either
Note

evangelistic ministries

on

evangelism or discipleship (Am and Am 7-17).

again the polarization toward either the extreme

of an

exfrospective evangelism or

infrospective discipleship. Biblically, they are intrinsically connected (Matt.

28:18-20).
A

more

this vantage

recent

trend views

discipleship in terms of leadership development.

point, disciples are growing leaders,

and the

From

disciple-makers are leaders with

great impact. The periodical Leadership: A Practical Joumal for Church Leaders, reflects
this

move

toward the Christian leader

as

disciple-maker.

At

a

popular level,

John C.
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Maxwell and Dale

leaders of very

Galloway represent this approach to discipleship.

large, premier churches

Both

in the United States. Maxwell's

are

former

understanding of

leadership development parallels Christian discipleship. Thus, using his system,
discipleship is apprenticeship into Christian leadership.
leadership is influence, to obtain followers
1-16).

A

disciple grows

The ultimate

12).

a

develop them

into leaders

consistency of character and competence (

(Leader within
21 Laws

55-65).

disciple-maker would be the person through whom others seek personal

development because
within

into

and

Maxwell's definition of

of who these

At its essence,

summarizes this

disciple-makers are and what they represent (Leader

discipleship is influencing people to Jesus. Galloway

understanding of discipleship as leadership development as

follows:

When you feel called to lead, and when you discover someone you really
want and need to be in your endeavor, don't be coy. Follow the example
of Jesus and ask them to join you. People want to be asked and feel
needed." ("Definitions of Leadership" 2)

Begirming especially in the late 1960s, discipleship became
conscious.
The

Thus, disciples develop a greater proficiency in the

disciple-makers are

The

socially

skills of social activism.

skilled and influential social activists. Gutierrez's A

of Liberation at least focused and encouraged this

11-12).

more

Theology

praxis approach to discipleship (esp.

periodical Sojourners gives a forum for those

from this

discipleship (e.g., Batstone). Evangelicals for Social Action,

perspective on

and their

popular

representatives Ron Sider and Tony Campollo, generally follow this approach to
discipleship (e.g., Sider; Campolo).

This

more

socially conscious approach tends to

analyze larger social systems, diagnose injustices, and prescribe remedies.
The

disciple-makers'

the literature that
stresses
can

emphasizes

external

relationships.

individual

discipleship development from that which

discipleship formation in community.

assert that individual

This matrix differentiates between

From

our

gospel of Matthew study,

we

disciple-makers are created within the context of community;

however, much of the literature

sfresses either the

personal or the communal.
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David
one-on-one

personal

Durey elucidates this matrix.

mentoring from

small group

As

an

expert

discipleship.

on

His

mentoring,

relationships and fellowship than on giving and receiving direction.
more

based

more on

stress in the

discipling (Appendix).
reasons

Personal

Their content is

small group is
Moore

In his

for group

lists

seven reasons

for individual

one-on-one

mentoring fit into this category.

which

from

one-on-one

discipleship between

one-on-one

Paul

helps

a

without

a

human

approach to discipleship, the material

on

Stanley and J. Robert Clinton define mentoring as

experience in which one person empowers

mentor

a

discipling

discipleship.

discipleship materials range

(33). Similarly,

small

persuasively argues for both one-to-one and group

appendix, he

disciple-maker. Regarding the

"a relational

a

typically little upon challenging the will

disciple-maker and the disciple to the Spirit developing the individual

resources"

upon

the group than the mentor. The level of accoxmtability is less in

("Nature" VII.3). Waylon B.

and twelve

more

upon curriculum than the needs of those mentored. The value of the group is

Also, the

group.

out the

analysis points

and communal aspects of discipleship. Small groups focus

based

he demarcates

Bob Biehl defines

another by

sharing God-given

mentoring as "a lifelong relationship,

in

protege reach her or his God-given potential" (19). The

mentoring discipleship is horizontal

in the

sense

that it is

primarily focused

upon the very intentional and accountable interaction between mentor and mentoree. In

contrast, the literature which describes the
is

more

vertical. The stress is

the devotional literature with

more

a

upon

a

Spirit's interaction with the individual disciple
direct

thrust toward

in the

experience

discipleship

of the

Holy Spirit. Much of

is under this rubric.

evangelical community are the classics The Pursuit of

with

ongoing significance

God

by Tozer and Oswald Chambers' My Utmost for His Highest. Also,

more

Jerry Bridges' Pursuit of Holiness has influence in the evangelical church.

Bridges'

works

Books" p.

were on

Examples

Discipleship Journal's

list of best books

on

recently,

Tozer and

discipleship ("Best

52). Representational examples include the works of Julian of Norwich and
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other

The Classics of Western

mystics.

tradition. Also,

Huggett,

some

of the works of Jonathan

and many others

The

well presents this

mystical

Edwards, Amy Carmichael, Joyce

approach discipleship as a more personal endeavor.

sociology of culture and process mark this approach to discipleship. Many

liberationist and social action
communal

Spirituality series

impact (see

p.

focus

understandings

on

group process that leads to

56). Much of the church growth and small group

stress the communal process that leads to uniform human

qualities of cognition, character,

and witness

literature also

products�persons with certain

(see p. 59). Notable writer Tom

Sine

critiques person-focused discipleship as follows:
By focusing on spiritual growth, I believe we have trivialized what it
means to be a disciple. We have reduced discipleship to one small
spiritual compartment of life and let the secular culture set the agenda for
our lives in all other areas. (36)
The

disciples of Jesus Christ must be integrated into

with

clear, permeable boundaries (cf Smith and Foster 1-3).

Truly, discipleship is both personal
Together,

of the seminal works

one

individual and

a

communal

looking to Christ alone,
in

our

world, such

deliberate

a

on

deliberate Christian

conununity

and communal. Dietrich Bonhoeffer's Life

discipleship, depicts discipleship as both an

experience.

without

a

Bonhoeffer describes

ambiguity.

disciples

With the ferocious and

singleness requires more than personal

as

always

self-deluding objects

intention. We need

community.

The

disciple-maker as

emerges from

the mafrix is

guru,

analyst,

and field

practitioner.

This final matrix

perceived dangers in the literature's understanding of discipleship; thus,

humorously entitled.

Some

discipleship material crush reality into complex

theory. Such studies are too removed from experienced reality to be of much help on any
level-from

theory to praxis. They ultimately are esoteric-studies

Other discipleship literature is too
programs,

losing the person

for the sake of study.

processed in that writers tend to cut people to fit

of Christ in their process.

Finally,

some

of the

discipleship
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literature is anecdotal. Out of the trenches of particular
needs have

These

come

forth

experiences, ministries, and

personal insights of localized perspective and limited helpfulness.

dangers are here presented in their extreme. Thankfully, most of the

literature

on

discipleship is much more balanced and useful for making disciples. Below, the more
balanced views

are

presented.

Dallas Willard is

theoretical

more

Journal's

manner

an

influential

His recent

philosopher,

who tends to present

book, the Divine Conspiracy

recognized best books ("Best Books"

p.

is

discipleship

one

in

a

of Discipleship

52). Willard essentially defines

discipleship as an apprenticeship to Jesus. Disciples have decided to live their lives as
Jesus would. As

conmiitment to
Christian

a

result, disciples

rearrange their affairs.

Also, they place their

discipleship and experience their apprenticeship in the context of the

community (291).

Throughout his well-known book Purpose Driven Church. Rick Warren presents
discipleship in terms of a corporate process. Through a very defined, corporate
people
at the

are

core

developed from unchurched members of the
of the church.

relationship is the grounds. God's

obedience and
books

on

a

In his

invitation is the

discipleship scheme,

means.

The end is

discipleship is As fron Sharpens Iron: Building Character

materials, discipleship is here presented as

Evangelism. Eims'

work is

process that fransforms

a

a

classic

on

convert into

a

personal

a

in

a

Mentoring

As with many of Howard Hendrick's

tight process resulting in ten identifiable

marks. Another Discipleship Joumal recommendation is

Disciple Making ("Best Books" p. 52).

God's

One of Discipleship Journal's recommended

deeper experience of God.

Relationship by Howard and William Hendricks.

from

conmiunity to lay ministers

Blackaby and King express discipleship through an

experiential, primarily personal, seven-step process.
love

local

process,

Leroy Eims'

The Lost Art of

Like R. Coleman's The Master Plan of

discipleship.

He also puts forth

disciple-maker.

Influential

discipleship organizations, including large churches.

a

detailed

examples

From the

also

come

Navigators, the
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Colossians 2:7

course

Campus Crusade

is

a

very

comprehensive, step-by-step process (Oertii).

for Christ, the

recognized Christian leader Bill Bright presents ten basic

steps toward Christian maturity. Many other examples
Much of the literature

on

can

be

given.

spiritual formation comes under this category.

Experience is stressed, and process and theory are less important.
Eugene Peterson,

and Mother Teresa

are

seminal in this

Richard Foster's influential works

discipleship.
action

The overall

(Smith and Foster 5).

traditions rather than
Foster

goal

as

are

of Foster's

He presents

difficult to

Richard Foster,

spiritual formation movement.
categorize

in terms of

discipleship is spiritual depth manifested in
discipleship in terms

of a balance of states and

steps and processes. For example, in Celebration of Discipline.

categorizes traditional spiritual disciplines

and corporate; however, he does not

under the rubrics of inward, outward,

push these categories

as a

clear process. In

way, Foster's Renovare materials juxtapose traditions fi^om the Church's

forcing them into

a

From

scheme

(Smith and Foster 6-8). These traditions

are

a

similar

history without
contemplative,

holiness, charismatic, social justice, and evangelical. He challenges disciples to allow
the

Spirit to develop and balance

these

pieces within them

in order to

produce

a

greater

depth (esp. 2-5).
The reflections of Eugene Peterson upon

poetic than Foster's works. Disciples
about God, but
faith

actively learning at the

relationship.
The

are

As

discipleship are even more eclectic and

apprentices of Jesus,

work site of a

not

acquiring information

craftsman, developing skills in a

pilgrims, disciples are going to God on the path of Jesus (13).

ministry of Mother Teresa stirred many to

life. Christian discipleship is central in order

to

seek her out for the

experience this meaning.

meaning of
Her

simple

path moves the disciple fi^om adoration through prayer, faith, and love to praxis
peace.

Yet, like Foster and Peterson, her path avoids falling into

the collection of sayings. Mother Teresa's

Christ in

path operates

a

process.

in the moment,

and

Throughout

seeking to

distressing disguise within the people immediately placed before her

In

see
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response to what she sees, she attempts to do

The

ordinary things with an extraordinary love.

approach is more existential than process-focused and plaiming-oriented ones.
In contrast to these

deeper spiritual formation materials,

anecdotal articles and books

on

Christian

discipleship also fall

Many of the articles in Discipleship Joumal appeal
hands-on tools for effective

disciple-making (e.g.,

and television ministries offer studies to meet
among their listeners. For

the

myriad of popular,

under this category.

to those who need

"Best Books" p.

immediate,
Various radio

52).

immediate, felt needs

in

discipleship

example, popular radio and conference speaker Tony Evans

preaches his understanding of discipleship in his book.

What Matters Most

(see

esp.

15-38).
Training Disciple-Makers

Disciple-makers who truly impact others require quality training in the Matthew
discipleship tool. Inadequate training in either the tool or method will result in disabling
the

disciple-makers themselves and their impact on others.

intended results. First, the

The

training facilitates the disciple-makers to experience

the text of Matthew. Second, the

training sharpens the disciple-makers' choice

impact on the newer disciples. Overall, the intended products

experience and reflect a larger, deeper picture
knowledge, character,
chosen

means to

training has a number of

of Jesus

and witness. The initial

implement it,

and the

on a

are

Jesus in
of and

disciple-makers

growing intemal

who

frame of

theory behind the Matthew tool, the

practical tools/praxis to exercise

it must lead to

this result.
The Leader's Mission in the

Training

Process

The leader's mission is not to teach the

disciple-makers but to

joumey with Jesus that encourages them to multiply.
with unchurched

man

of broad field

on a

experience

working-class people in Portland, Oregon, Dale Galloway, upholds as

dictimi that teacher-led groups do not
to preserve the

A

lead them

original

group.

multiply.

The

participants in such groups attempt

They often believe that they cannot teach like the original
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teacher

("Developing").

ability to
Carl

makes

Since faithful leaders empower the

disciples,

these leaders will

George essentially states, people

contrast,

as a

develop the disciple-makers as

caimot be

lectured into

A

intensive

in their

leaders. As

leadership (135).

leader teacher, the faithful leader vyill present information in

impacts the character and witness of the disciple-makers.
goal requires

disciple-makers

This

In

a maimer

that

comprehensive teaching

mentoring.

mentoring theorist, David Durey, defines three roles under the

most intensive

mentoring category: the discipler, spiritual guide, and coach ("Nature" VI). First, the

discipler enables others in the basics

of following Christ. A

discipler will challenge the

disciple-makers both to concentrate upon the risen Jesus who meets them in the biblical
text and to

expand their cognition of him. Second, the spiritual guide provides

intentional

accountability, direction,

maturity.

A

and

insight for personal growth, spirituality, and

spiritual guide will challenge the disciple-makers to encourage the Spirit to

develop their character Third, the coach gives the motivation, skills,
needed to meet

a

challenging task.

The coach will motivate them to

and

application

accomplish tasks

successfully along the way in our joumey. Similarly, Galloway designates leadership
development as a step-by-step process that models (I do it),
me),

monitors

it, and

(you do it;

someone

is with

delegates,

and

am

with

you), delegates (you do it),

you) (Leadership Building 36).

Jesus' interaction with his

models and mentors

I

disciples in the gospel

(8:1-9:35),

mentors

multiplies (28:18-20).

specific tasks to the disciple-makers.
complete the tasks. They will
They will

In

This process

you

are

with

multiplies (you do

roughly parallels
(4:17-7:29),

(9:36-16:12), and monitors,

addition, leaders

Such leaders will

must

delegate, assigning

give them the authority to

disciple-makers accountable

make themselves available to them

disciple-makers are

and

(I do it;

of Matthew. Jesus models

and monitors

hold these

(27-28). Overall, modeling Jesus,

mentors

for their tasks.

throughout the task-accomplishing process

the leader's mission is to go to where the

and to mentor them up each step

(36).
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The

Disciple-Makers Empowered
The mission of the

disciple-makers is to encourage the Holy Spirit to develop their

cognition, character, and witness and multiply disciple-makers. First, I prayed to

recognize the

ones

the Spirit

was

raising up for the making of disciples (Matt. 9:36-38).

Chapter 3 discusses some qualities
Certain tools and methods
engage many

more

of their

can

senses

International Version of the

in those God chose

empower their mission.

and

gospel

(see Subjects).

deepen cognition.

of Matthew is

on

For

First, multimedia tools

can

example, the New

video and

disciple-makers will experience study as a spiritual discipline.

audiotape. Second, the
Materials under this

disicpline of study category include Foster's principles of study, the inductive Bible study
method, and memorization of the

text. This

approach to study may enhance the

Spirit-led development of their character. Third, related to the discipline of study is the
4MAT system and Don

inductive

Joy's variation on it. This educational

process enhances the

methodology leading to a more penetrating personal application. Fourth,

on-the-job training can sharpen their cognition, motivate character adjustments, and
develop their witness skills. Fourth,

a

supportive community is rich soil for the

comprehensive development of the disciple-makers.
Multimedia tools. Certain media instruments will
the

help develop the knowledge of

disciple-makers and their groups of disciples. First, the New International Version of

the Bible

on

cassette could

help the disciples and disciple-makers to more deeply

experience the flow of the Matthean text. Listening to tapes benefits
If the

in another direction.

disciple-makers carefully audit these tapes, they will improve their overall listening

skills. Disciple-makers with impact must have both the desire and skills to listen to their

disciples. Second, video can also enhance the development of knowledge.
media tool

envelops the disciple-makers

in another

The visual

interpretation and forces them to

reflect upon the results of their

own

Matthew) is a movie that

the New International translation of the Bible

uses

study.

The

Gospel according to Matthew (hereafter
as

its

script.
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Although a bit overdone at times, Matthew does present a passionate, accessible, and
engaging portrait of Jesus.

Unlike other media resources, Matthew is based upon the

Matthean text. In contrast, the Jesus Movie's
of Luke

(Public Life). Also,

harmonization of the
instruments
written text,
The

nuance

gospels. Overall,

the written text.

as

Jesus of Nazareth

at the very

are

developed from a

least, these audio and visual

Thus, after the disciple-makers have studied the

they will experience these media.
discipline of study. Study as

for many of the

experience

films such

script is an abridged version of the gospel

a

spiritual discipline

may be

disciple-makers. Richard Foster defines study as

in which

through careful

attention to

certain direction. Remember, the mind will
order upon which it concenfrates"

(63).

"a

a

paradigm shift

specific kind of

reality the mind is enabled to move in a

always take on an order conforming to the

He lists the steps in the

spiritual discipline of

study: repetition, concenfration, comprehension, and reflection. First, although perhaps

annoying, repetition is necessary.
in

a

Foster states,

"Repetition regularly channels the mind

specific direction, thus engraining habits of thought" (64). Second, despite

social

fraining to be multifocused in the moment, concentration can center the mind.
Concentration focuses the mind
Our

on

what is

Third is

comprehension.

postmodern context encoiu^ages students to define impulsively the meaning of the

object before really understanding what is
to

being studied (65).

stop,

to

studied.

Comprehension challenges the reader

truly understand the object itself (65-66). The discipline of reflection is the

final step. Reflection forces the student to break out of self Then, reflection focuses the
students upon the extemal referent, Jesus, who meets

us

in the Matthean text.

Finally,

reflection motivates the students to review themselves from this Jesus-revealed

perspective.

As Foster states, "Reflection defines the

significance of what we are

studying" (66).
Disciple-makers can greatly benefit from the inductive
The inductive method forces the auditor to concenfrate

on

the

Bible

study (IBS) method.

logical stmcture

of the text
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in order to

comprehend the intended meaning.

enabling them to observe, interpret,

and

This method empowers its students,

apply the text without deferring to extemal

referents, such as history and psychology.

As stated

above, the inductive approach is

often used to determine stmcture. Robert A. Traina's seminal

work. Methodical Bible

Study, initiated this more popularized connection between inductive
Traina argues that the Bible is

objective

objective approach, the inductive study method (7-8).

David L.

literary interpretation.

That Works

observation and

literature

requiring an

Thompson's

Bible

Study

accurately and clearly applies this inductive approach. Significantly, he

successfiilly moves

inductive

textually-baSed application.
I. Bible

Study:

His table of contents express this process well:

The what and

n. Look before you
in. Ask

study through a process that produces an authentic,

why of it and more;

leap;

questions and find answers;

IV. Let Jesus be the judge;

and,

V. Live the word.

Also, influential radio personality Kay Arthur's Precept ministry conducts training
seminars and

publishes books on the inductive method.

inductive method

Her foundational work

on

leading to an accurate application is How to Study Your Bible.

the

She

clearly describes the process starting with observation, moving through interpretation,
and

concluding with application (9-13).

Inductive

Study Bible

is

a

In

addition, her ministry's Intemational

popular and user-accessible tool

However, neither Thompson nor Arthur have produced
resource on

the

Matthew with
very

gospel of Matthew.

an

David R. Bauer's

a

for inductive

specific

Gospel

study (31).

inductive

of the

study

King targets

accessible, predigested version of the inductive method.

He puts forth

challenging interpretative and a few application questions that stem fi-om his own

inductive

study.

limited inductive

This book makes the

gospel of Matthew accessible to

training. However, this work is out of print.

students with
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Growing disciple-makers and their disciples regularly use memorization
regimen of study. Memorization encompasses repetition and concentration.

helpful

method for

specific topics,

the

comprehension,

and it encourages reflection.

It is

a

Although geared for

Navigators' Topical Memory System concisely presents the Scripture

memory basics. In order to

comprehend and present the

Matthew, disciple-makers and disciples

structure of the

must memorize certain

gospel of

key passages..

The 4MAT system. The 4MAT system enhances the inductive

from

in their

process's

objective study, observation, and interpretation to subjective application.

move

B.

McCarthy was the primary founder of this methodology in her seminal work, the 4MAT

Systeih. Learning Inc., the promoter of the system, puts forth nine major premises of the
Although all nine are important,

4MAT.
Human

a

few

are more

significant for this study.

beings perceive and process experience and information in different

combinations created
of four identifiable,
1

.

by the students

own

ways. The

perceiving and processing techniques form one
The

equally valid learning styles.

styles are as follows:

Type One learners are primarily interested in personal meaning. Teachers

need to create

a reason.

Their

key question is "Why?" They experience and make

coimections;
2.

Type Two learners

are

primarily interested in the facts as they lead to

conceptual understanding. Teachers
Their

need to

give them facts that deepen understanding.

key question is "What?" They formulate ideas through the theoretical facts;
3.

Type Three learners

need to let them try it. Their
4.

are

primarily interested

in how

things work.

Teachers

key question is "How?" They empirically apply ideas; and,

Type Four learners are primarily interested in self-discovery. Teachers need to

let them teach it to themselves and others. Their

key question is "If?" They create

original adaptations (Learning, Inc., "Major Premises";
Although favoring certain styles, all students
modes. This

proficiency can be developed well

in

a

"The

4MAT")

must become

group

proficient

in all four

composed of students favoring
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different styles of learning. The 4MAT system

styles

of learning in order to

moves

progressively through the four

comprehensively develop the higher learning and thinking of

the students.
A veteran of the 4MAT

system, Dr Don Joy often takes his classes through

similar process, the Personal Reflective Action Response
stresses that this is not

a

4MAT

(PRAR) ("Personal" 3-4). Joy

("Response"). However, the method of the PRAR is

to that of the 4MAT. The PRAR and 4MAT involve similar

personal engagement of the
experiences

into

conceptual

within the students. The

a

senses,

forms

akin

stages. Perception is by

emotions, and memories. The translation of these

comes

through an interaction of feeling and thinking

deeper processing of these conceptual

forms

comes

by means of

their

structuring, ordering, and intellectualizing. Finally, the successfiil application of

these

developed ideas to the extemal world emerges from the students'

empirical adequacy and experiential relevance.
study is

described

progressive arenas

as a

As

a

result, the PRAR that is used in this

modified 4MAT. The PRAR process is

of equal value. As

desire for

composed of four

Joy explicates, the following are these four in the

PRAR:
1. INTERACTS: terse list of not fewer than ten,

specific ideas, facts,

events embedded in the

numbered,

page documented

reading which "grabbed you" and tells why,

demonstrating your comprehension and wrestling with the material. Opens with full

bibliographic citation;
2. PERSONAL:

Reports personal history and emotions evoked by the material,

specifically and concretely documenting the major or sequential points from your life
which illustrate

or

critique the reading;

3. REFLECTfVE: Here write

ministry setting.
welcome peer
see

your

Select

a case

problem [using pseudonyms]

problems focusing on family issues,

conferencing during the

ministry challenge; and.

seminar. Write

a case on

from your

which you would

clearly, describe, quote,

and let

us
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4. RESPONSE:

Reports decisions made while reading. Reports

persons with

whom you discussed the material AND your life issues. Reports retroactive
you

are now

doing,

decisions you

application

making about owning and sanctifying the newly

are

reflected experiences ("Personal" 3-4).
The PRAR method holds great

promise for the

approach that this present study represents.
understand the text itself, but must
interaction could
Bible

study.

more

At the

level, the student comes to

identify the more affective parts. Perhaps such an

meaningfully

occur

after Arthur's observation stage in inductive
are

forced to

stimuli. Then, the reflective stage focuses and

what the affective elements solicit into
are

comprehensive Bible study

At the interactive

personal level, the affective elements

personal, experiential

this process

more

forced into

an

a

prioritizes exactly

particular case study. Finally,

experiential, practical

conjure their

the

products of

response.

On-the-job training. What is the role of "on-the-job training"

in this

disciple-training process? Referring to the Evangelism Explosion program, Kennedy
describes such

training as

"the

Through on-the-job training,
of Matthew

as a

tool for

their fears and become

for

vital, almost indispensable, element of training" (10).

the

disciple-makers warm

into

effectively using the gospel

discipleship. Through this training, the disciple-makers face

more

familiar with and

gradually take on increasing responsibility

presenting the Matthean discipleship tool (10). Galloway defines the

on-the-job training: The
the process

leader

develops other leaders gradually, delegating throughout

(Leadership Building 27-28, 36).

Community building.
their

Since the

disciple-makers will be leading small

training is best conducted in intentional community.

steps from pseudo-communify to
process. These steps

Disciple-makers
without

leader's role in

are

will be

true

At

a

groups,

theoretical level. Peck's

community will be part of our corporate learning

pseudo-community, chaos, self-emptying,

encouraged to

enter the

backtracking into pseudo-community.

phases of chaos

In the

and true

and

conmiunity.

self-emptying

gospel text, Jesus' disciples moved
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from

pseudo-community to a more true form

of community. On the way to
In

they jockeyed for position (pseudo-community).
cross

a

Jerusalem, they

ran

Jerusalem,

away from the

(chaos). Then, they were significantly emptied of status seeking and regathered as

community more prepared for the world-impacting mission (self-emptying and true

community).

At

a more

practical level. Galloway's Small Group Seminar manual

is

invaluable, especially the section entitled, "How to Make Small Groups Work" (20-39).
The material is very

accessible, and Galloway offers training seminars. Also,

Galloways' s Lay Pastor Training Manual contains many helpfiil sections, especially
"Principles to Follow in Leading a Tender Loving Care Group" (24-29). Such practical
The

principles empower disciple-makers.
uniquely competent facilitator to the

group-building process.
use

what

we

intentional

leam and

Since these

experience as

paradigm shifts from the

leader and

leader

as

the

community together mastering a

principles are fransferable, the disciple-makers will
a

commuity building, leaders

group with their

disciple groups. Through such

for fiiture groups will

Research

probably emerge.

Design

Through qualitative research, this fraining' s impact will be assessed. Qualitative
research has certain

qualities. Qualitative research attempts to understand the whole.

It

investigates the relationships within a system or culture and is more personal,
face-to-face, and immediate. It seeks to understand,
a

certain social

not

necessarily predict,

setting. Also, qualitative research demands much of the researcher.

excellent researcher is the instmment for

investigation,

so

he

or

she must

observation and interview skills. This person must remain in the
He

or

she must

outcomes in

spend equal time

in

is sensitive to ethical concems,

studied

setting.

In

sharpen

setting for the duration.

analysis and field investigation.

develop a theory of what occurred in the

The

The researcher must

addition, qualitative research

especially regarding informed consent.

researcher is the instrument, the research includes the role of the

Since the

researcher,

even

describing possible biases and ideological preferences. Finally, qualitative research
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encourages
research

ongoing analysis

an

plan

meets these

of the data

qualitative criteria.

Several methods will be used to
group interview is "the

formal

or

informal

advantage

The focus

systematic questioning of several individuals simultaneously in
group has

an

inexpensive, data rich, flexible, stimulating to the respondents,

and cumulative and elaborative,

Leslie Andrews
researcher

gather data and ascertain these effects.

settings" (Denzin and Lincoln 364). The focus

in that it is

helps recall,

(Denzin and Lincoln 212). This particular

over

and above the individual responses.

upholds this cumulative and elaborative element

as

of great value to the

(190).

However, the focus group has several problems. The group dynamic may interfere
with individual

expression.

adequately investigated.
reflections.
group

A

One person may dominate. Sensitive

type of "group think" may occur, producing inaccurate

Finally, the focus

group format

dynamics (Andrews 191).

flexible, empathetic,

a

For

good listener,

and small coalitions fi-om

requires a qualified interviewer with skills in

example, the interviewer must be objective,
and

This person must

persuasive.

keep individuals

dominating the group and interview. Also, the skilled

interviewer will encourage recalcitrant persons to

participate.

draw forth responses from the entire group in order to most
the interviewer must

topic. Finally,

topics may not be

In

addition, he

or

she must

comprehensively cover the

carefiiUy balance the roles of director of questions

and moderator of a group discussion

(193).

The focus group follows certain

guidelines.
is

No

more

than twelve

prepared in advance.

people are

The interview itself is

interviewed. A data

recording technique

initiated with broad,

open-ended questions and is deepened with probe questions.

primary questions are kept to a limited number. During the interview, all
to

participate,

and group dominators

are

constrained

The semi-structured interview follows

procedures are

set in advance.

some

are

The

encouraged

(Andrews 192).

of these

Open-ended questions

same

guidelines. Recording

initiate the interview, but

probe
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questions deepen the quahty of the data. The questions in the interview stem from the
research purpose and research
a

questions (Andrews 188).

The

qualitative research yields

relatively accurate description of the fraining' s real impact.
Conclusion

According to the gospel of Matthew, Jesus challenged his disciples to detach
themselves from former

sources

of origin,

meaning, morality,

entrust their entire selves and circumstances to him. Jesus

and

destiny. They were to

developed them into

disciple-makers through whom God would fransform the world. Today, this same Jesus
challenges contemporary people to detach from the old self and obediently follow him
into

an

ever-deepening experience of him by means of the Holy Spirit.

disciple-makers who impact the present world.
Matthew
This

serves as an

As

and

more

witness. Yet, this is
the

disciple

The

of

experiential, transformational topography for this discipleship.

experience of the risen Jesus through obedience.
more

product is

previously stated, the gospel

gospel text challenges every facet of the disciple's person to

exudes

The

from the

no mere

in intentional

The

come

into this

picture of Jesus increases

deeper
in and

disciple through an ongoing knowledge, character,

intemal matter. Such

and

growth in a disciple only occurs when

community obediently joins God in God's work in the world.

gospel of Matthew also

encourages

disciples to deepen in their ability to see God at

work in every aspect of the world. From the literature emerges this

more

comprehensive,

integrated, and faithfiil understanding of discipleship as a Spirit-led process involving the
proclaimed in the Wesleyan heritage, the separation of

entire person and world. As

personal piety and social holiness is artificial

practical
settings

method of training

for education and

encourage the

disciple-makers

an

and

potentially dangerous. Thus,

is cmcial.

engagement of all the

the

Through a variety of challenging

senses, faithfiil

training can

disciple to develop a holy habit of integrating knowledge, character,

witness within his

or

her person. Also, since

framework for Matthean

a

process similar to

a

and

pilgrimage, the

discipleship training is a heroic joumey to various extemal

and
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intemal places. The intended

disciple

who

more

product is a more socially and personally-integrated

effectively makes disciples.
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CHAPTERS
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Problem and

Purpose of the Study

Trinity United Methodist Church of Gibsonburg,
In this

twenty-five years.
purpose of the

Ohio has declined in the past

relatively unevangelized community, this decline

proposed research was

to evaluate the

is

tragic. The

impact of a sixteen-week

discipleship program derived from the gospel of Matthew upon cognitive, affective, and
behavioral

changes

Gibsonburg, Ohio.
Where did the

undergo

disciple-makers at Trinity United Methodist Church in

Such

an

evaluation mandated

revive the

a

Where did

disciple-makers begin?

in order to reach this

As

The

in

result of the

a

number of descriptive

they finish?

What

questions.

experiences did they

product?

study, hopefully the Spirit through the disciple-makers will

Trinity United Methodist Church and impact the community for Jesus Christ.

long-run goal is church revival and community impact.
In order to

accomplish this goal, the project had three progressive objectives.

First, the objective
program.

was

to train

disciple-makers

Second, the objective

was

for the

in the

use

of the Matthew

discipleship

disciple-makers to train both other

disciple-makers and newer converts using the Matthew discipleship program. Third, the
objective was an accurate evaluation of the impact of the Matthew discipleship program.
How communicative

was

of the curriculum? What

the curriculum? What
were

the least

accomplish these objectives was

an

were

the most

change-provoking parts

change provoking parts?

The

primary tool to

exposition of the gospel of Matthew geared for

discipleship.
The Matthew
the

exposition is

a

tool to clear the way for the

disciple subject with the living Christ object. The gospel

as a

training tool

choice. These

for

discipleship.

points

Its

logical

often build upon

one

structure

Holy Spirit to interface

of Matthew

was

produced

brings the auditor to points of

another. Thus, the

Spirit-led interface

is

an
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experience of God that can compel the disciple subject to take the
walks into

a

deeper picture

of the

condition of the
related to
second

questions anchor this study.

participants.

How did the chosen

knowledge, character,

step. The disciple

living Jesus.

Statement of Research

Three research

next

Questions

The first

question exposed the initial

participants evidence

and witness, to be considered

as

the

criteria,

disciple-makers?

The

question scoped out the real changes in the disciple-makers. What cognitive,

affective, and behavioral changes occurred in the disciple-makers
sixteen-week

disciple-making program?

discipleship tool

The third

within the context of discipleship

who

participated in the

question evaluated the Matthew

training.

In what ways did the

disciple-making training contribute to the observed changes?
Subjects
I selected

Church based

disciple-makers from among those attending Trinity United Methodist

on

criteria. The

These three stem from the

specific criteria were knowledge, character, and witness.

theological

with lists of disciple-maker

qualities.

foundations of this
This

study.

The literature is

replete

triangular frame categorizes these qualities.

Knowledge

Galloway gleans certain cognition-oriented qualities from the biblical description
of the first

lay pastors. They are fiill

of the

Holy Spirit, wisdom,

grace, power, and faith

(Leadership Building 41). Galloway sfresses that disciple-maker leaders
share the vision of the

God's

organization and its

leaders

must know and

(34). They have a sense

of destiny and

calling within this organization (40, 52). They must have a passionate vision

the materials

as

well

as

the

people imder their care (Hendricks 27; Galloway,

Threads"). Disciple-makers must be biblically and theologically competent.
not know how to answer a

I evaluated

particular person,

question, they at least know where to

potential
I asked

candidates based upon this

myself:

go for

for

"Common
If they do

an answer

knowledge criterion. Regarding a
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Do

they typically rely more

Do

they evidence

Are

they gracious

Have God-sized

more

of a

their

on

own

self or upon the

Holy Spirit?

worldly or biblically founded wisdom?

in response to those who go

against their will? and.

tasks, things that only God could do, emerged from them?

During the pre-assessment interview, I attempted to obtain concrete examples from their
personal

lives in order to

accurately answer these questions. The fewer positive

examples that emerged, the

less

likely this

person

was

truly a disciple-maker.

Regarding their concord with Trinity Church's vision, I requested that the
potential frainees read the precipitating factors and problem sections

vision. I asked them to describe what
did not demonsfrate
then

I asked them to reflect upon this

During the pre-assessment interview,

dissertation.

a

of Chapter 1 in this

they sensed to be their place in the vision.

passion for the vision and at least a general

sense

If they

of place in it,

they were not included in the fraining.
Since the

training was essentially

their

participation in previous

such

opportunities in the past?

a

small group Bible

study, I investigated into

small group Bible studies. Did
Were

they avail themselves of

they regular in their attendance?

homework in

preparation for each session?

Bible studies,

they would more likely be

a

If they

Did

they do their

fiilly participated in these former

frainee.

Also, during the interview I had them describe their process for dealing with
difficult biblical and
dismiss the difficult

theological questions.

What

exactly do they do?

questions of others through quick,

follow through, then they

were

less

likely be

invited to

curt answers

or

If they tended to

by a failure to

participate in the training.

Character

The literature often

criterion-based selection

availability,

and

upholds the FAT acronym (faithfiil, available, teachable) in

(e.g., Kennedy 140-41; Coppedge 56-60). Faithfiilness,

teachability are character-oriented criteria. First, the disciple-maker

must be faithfiil. At the core, this person must be consistent and

competent in individual
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and corporate prayer, Bible

study, worship, witness,

(Eims 1 84-86; Kennedy 106). Also, they have
attitude of gratitude
expose their
of stated

a

and

habitually choosing against sin

heart for God

(Galloway, Leadership Building 36).

loyalty to God and God's vision.

In

exuding in a positive

addition, their actions

Their character demonstrates

an

integrity

loyalty and deed (Galloway, Leadership Building 36; Maxwell, Leader within

35-47).
I evaluated candidates based upon this faithfulness criterion. I looked into their

regularity and competence. Healthy disciple-makers must have
schedule that includes prayer and Bible

eould not

study.

a

consistent devotional

Without this devotional pattern,

they

effectively flee fi-om sin or develop a character that authentically witnesses the

living Christ's presence. Regarding their devotional time,

I asked them

some

of the

following questions:
Do you have

a

regular devotional

time?

When is it?

What do you

typically do during it?

What did you do
Do you

experience God during the time?

How do you
Do you

today?

experience God?

apply what you experience? and.

How do you follow through with what you hear from God?

Also, the faithfiil disciple-makers

must be

sought into their integration of these loyalties.
were

loyal

activity.

to their vision of God but were

On the other

and church

loyal to both God and the Church.

On

one

hand,

had little vision

Those in the first extreme had not
within the corporate Church

I excluded candidates who

spasmodic in worship attendance and church

hand, I tended to dismiss those who

participation but who

were

very

regular in worship

beyond the Church as institution.

integrated their personal God experience

community.

I

Those at the other

into life

pole had not personally
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experienced God to an adequate degree. They tended to understand church motions as

equivalent to

an

to discover the

experience

of God. 1 asked the candidates

questions and made requests

depth of the integration between loyalty to Church and to God's vision.

How often do you attend

worship?

What do you think about and do

What does

during worship?

worship mean to you?

Describe your church involvement.
What

are

the most

meaningful things you do?

Why are these activities significant?
Describe how your

experience of God during worship affects your personal

devotions and church involvement.
Describe how your God

experience during personal devotions impacts your church

involvement.

addition, faithful disciple-makers manifest

In

candidate

on a

a

positive spirit.

I

placed the

spectrum through two questions. Were they known in the church and

surrounding community as generally optimistic

people, and situations?

How did

or

pessimistic

they picture themselves,

as

in their

approach to life,

relatively optimistic or

pessimistic?
Second, the disciple-makers
to other activities.

must be available.

They caimot be overly committed

Disciple-making should be core to their identity and life mission.

They must prioritize the making of disciples and make themselves available for practical
training.

At the core,

they are required to be available to God. They should be patient

and wait for God and God's
I looked into the

timing (Blackaby and King 180-85).

availability of the

candidates

through some of the following

questions.
What

community?

are

their

specific commitments

in their

families, church, work, and
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How do
How

they presently deal with conflicts among these commitments?

they presently making disciples in each arena of commitment?

are

In the

past, have they availed themselves of opportmiities for discipleship training?

If not, what

are

their reasons?

Within their various arenas, do

people experience the particular candidate

as a

generally patient or impatient person?
How do

they perceive themselves?

Third, the disciple-makers

must be teachable

(Coppedge 56-60). They are open,

humble, and flexible. They desire to grow and are willing to leam (Kermedy 140-41;

Galloway, Leadership Building 36).

To

a

previous factors in the character criterion.
and

competent personal

study-group history.

and

large degree, teachablility overlaps the
The teachable candidate will have

corporate devotional life.

I looked into their

Did they avail themselves of opportunities for

apply what they leamed to
these and/or similar

consistent

previous

training?

participated, to what degree did they manifest a teachable spirit? Also,

a

When

they

how well did they

action? I asked the candidates and those who know them

questions.

Witness

Because

disciple-makers have a passion for the lost,

newer

converts, and up and

coming disciple-makers, they desire to maximize the impact of their witness.
desire is evident in what
states that

Such

a

disciple-makers produce. Flowing from this passion, Eims

disciple-makers have an effective track record in personal evangelizing and

discipling and have trained groups of Christian workers to do the same (Eims 184-86;
see

Wilkes

24-25). Disciple-makers

are

already influencers of others. They cast an

accurate vision of what God is up to and how

A

disciples together can join God in his work.

part of their intemal job description is to recmit, equip, and motivate others in ministry

(Galloway, "Lay Mobilization" 8). Experiencing God's love, they motivate others with
love,

not

guilt fLeadership Building 52).
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I evaluated

potential candidates based upon this witness

particular person, I asked myself a crucial question.
between character and witness? When I

Have

criterion.

Regarding a

they really crossed the

inquired into the number of people they have

actually won to Jesus and their means of presenting Jesus,

I ascertained the

answer

question. Also, I sought into their post-conversion care of the new disciples.
them

a

line

to this

I asked

series of questions.
Once converted, how many of the
What

exactly did you do

new

in order to

Did you follow through until the

Christians did you

disciple?

disciple them?

new

disciples became disciple-makers

themselves?
In

addition, I attempted to informally interview at least

win to Christ. I looked into their
the
or

disciple-making candidate

one

of those

they at least helped

ability to gather and motivate these new converts.

more

oriented toward the

one-on-one or

group

Is

formation,

both? The candidates who dealt well at both the individual and group levels

were

preferrable.
A Plan of Action

Based upon these
list of potential

knowledge, character,

and witness criteria, I

disciple-makers during the month of December 2000.

investigated the
With the

Spirit's

guidance, I found those who are the most ready for disciple-making training. Specifically,
I

began the interviews

with their

their reflections upon their

abstraction and

own

praxis, moved into their principles,

character. This process moved them from the concrete to

pulled both together through evaluation.

First, I focused them

upon their

own

concrete

believer, and a person almost ready to make
come

grow in this

into

a

new

relationship with Jesus?"

unbeliever,

an

disciples.
As

I first asked them the

praxis.

following questions in a scenario through which I played:

"How do I

and concluded with

As

a newer

relationship with Jesus?" Then, playing a more

an

a newer

unbeliever,

I

asked,

believer, I asked, "How do

mature

Christian, I asked.

I
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"How

can

I

help another person to come into a relationship with Jesus?" When the

scenario did not

produce deep enough answers, I requested answers to the following

questions.

could

How would you

help lead a person to Christ?

How would you

help that person to grow in Christ (their discipleship process)?

How would you

help produce them

help that new convert to

into

a

person who could make

a

convert and

grow in Christ?

Second, I encouraged them to generalize and abstract their praxis into principles.
I asked them

more

questions.

How does

a

person

How does

a

person grow in

What choices
In order to

are

come

into

necessary

a

a

relationship with Jesus?

relationship with Jesus?

along the way?

inquire more deeply into

their

motivation, I asked the following.

What

happens when a person does

not come into a

relationship with Jesus?

What

happens when a person does

not grow in the

relationship with Jesus?

Third, I challenged them to personally reflect upon their praxis and theory.

Through the following questions, they applied their praxis and theory to themselves.
Are you converted? How do you know?

Place your

understanding of Christian growth into a picture of a joumey with

Jesus.

Based upon your

own

criterion for Christian

growth,

where do you

see

yourself in

the joumey?
Do
your

people

who know you

perceive you to be a generally positive or negative

approach to life, people, and situations?
Do

they tend to experience you as rather patient or impatient?

How do those who do not know you
To what

perceive and experience you?

degree do you picture yourself as positive

or

negative?

in
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Are you
are

you

making converts and helping people to

grow in the Christian life? How

doing this?
Finally, I inquired into their loyalty to the Trinity Church mission and their place

in the church.
How often do you attend

worship?

What do you think about and do
What does

during worship?

worship mean to you?

Describe your church involvement.
What

are

the most

meaningful things you do?

Why are these activities significant?
Describe how your

experience of God during worship affects your personal

devotions and church involvement.
Describe how your

experience of God during personal devotions impacts your

church involvement.
How will

quality discipleship training impact your work in the church and

commimity?
Instruments
I used certain instruments: observation

kept observational notes
for

in my

guides and interview protocols. First,

teaching outlines

I

for each session. I watched and listened

changes in the disciple-makers' knowledge, character, and witness. Second, I used

interview

that

protocols that are semi-structured. Third, I produced a regular session process

deepened the study of the text and moved the disciple-makers from this study to

application. The process incorporated Dr

Donald

Joy's 4MAT-based, diagnostic

questions for understanding, comprehension, and application.
verbatim record of the
when

change occurs

participants

in the

in the process This

I maintained

a

careful

approach helped assess

where and

cognition, affect, and behavior of the disciple-makers.
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Data Collection
The data

sources

for the

disciples, and my observations.
I

am a

study were the disciple-makers, their trainees, here called
I

am

the pastor of Trinity United Methodist Church, and

disciple-maker. Disciple-makers

for the

study were pastorally selected

congregation of Trinity based upon the criteria outlined in the "subjects"
The

project.

disciple-makers and I together selected disciples

for

from the

section of this

tutelage under a

particular disciple-maker.
The data

was

collected at the pre-assessment, mid-assessment, and

post-assessment stages of the study. First, pre-assessment data

came

from the

pastorally-discemed but criteria-based process to identify the specific disciple-makers.
Also,

a

pre-fraining,

semi-structured interview of those selected

information. This interview was based upon the standards for
in the

"Subjects"

section of this paper

produced helpfiil

disciple-makers, described

(see Chapter 3). Second,

mid-assessment data was

derived from my observations and recorded in my session outline and from

semi-structured interviews that followed the pre-assessment format. Third,
from my

summary of pastoral observations under

post-assessment data

came

the

and behavior criteria. Also, after their

cognition, affect,

fraining,

I interviewed each of the

analytical

disciple-makers using the pre- and post-assessment

format. In addition, I interviewed the

Sixteen. In order to obtain

189-93). Also,

I listed the

completion of on-the-job

disciple-makers together during the

quality data,

I used the Focus

final session

Group format (Andrews

disciple-makers' weekly commitments to application and

juxtaposed these with their self-evaluation of fulfillment.

Their observations and

reflections upon these commitments and fiilfillments

produced valuable

after each

I conducted semi-structured

participant completed on-the-job fraining,

interviews that focused the

exposed the effects

on

Joumey participants

these

on

data.

the sessions with their

disciple-makers (see Appendix O).

After

one

Finally,

disciples and
of the

participants, Bonnie, completed her training, I gathered the disciple-makers together for a
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final interview using the Focus
ascertained

of the

some

Group fiannat. Through these final interviews,

cognitive, affective,

I

and behavioral characteristics that continued

beyond the completion of the official training.
Data
Once I had collected the

data, I carefiilly traveled the following method in order to

diagnose actual cognitive, affective,
than

Analysis

and behavioral

growth

in the

disciple-makers, rather

project it into them. Also, through this method of data analysis,

connect this actual

I could better

growth with the parts of the curriculum that motivated it.

First, I sought into their behavioral changes.

I listed the

specific behavioral

applications and how the participants followed through on these commitments (see
Appendix L). Initially, I presented this list to the
Sixteen. Then, I added
than
the

a

week later

group for self-evaluation at Session

questions to the list, and resubmitted it to them individually less

(see Appendix M). When I analyzed the list itself, I began with one of

participants. Bill,

read

through his applications and follow-through,

and

sought

patterns. I circled unfiilfiUed commitments, underlined overly general statements,
checked their response when

they did follow-through,

they were absent or we did not hold them

and slashed their

accountable for the

in the final

procedure

training session,

application has
behavioral

for the

several

it

remaining participants.

was

the first

and slashes. I

Since this information

analyzed. Although specific,

possible cognitive and affective implications,

it

was

used

accountable

primarily exposes

changes.

Then,

I went

through my notes

on

each session and recorded

and in the duration of sessions. Also, I noted the attendance of the
of the

when

previous week's

application. Then, I counted the number of circles, underlines, checks,
continued this

answers

participants

in each session, and

personal

issues that

These issues of training context affect the curriculum's

participants.

changes

in the

participants,

days

the mood

impinged upon the session.

impact and changes

in the
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Third, I scanned my notes from each session for changes in emphasis and
additions to and deletions from the
the session number Then, I

curriculum

over

helped diagnose

original curriculum.

I recorded these

attempted to discover patterns

the sixteen weeks.

what motivated

in the

results, noting

emphases of the

Additions, deletions, and other curriculum emphases

change and what inhibited it.

Fourth, I analyzed my session notes in order to discover cognitive, affective, and
behavioral

changes

in the

participants. Accordingly, I recorded these findings

in three

separate sections of notes.

Fifth, I investigated the pre-assessment, semi-structured intendew forms of the
five

participants and of the non-participants. This

knowledge, character,

and v^dtness criteria in the

the data from this final form back to the
each of these three criteria in the

was

"Subjects"

original,

"Subjects"

form

more

produced from original
section of this paper. I took

deep questions associated with

section. This information

helped to more

comprehensively and accurately understand the original condition of the disciple-making
subjects and how they were differentiated from the other candidates.
Sixth, I scrutinized the mid- and post-assessment semi-structured interviews and,

using the three colors circled, possible cognitive, affective,
participants and recorded these results
data from these three

Finally,

I went

chronological

under the three

assessments

through the Evaluation

to understand how the

categories.

exposed changes

changes

happened during the sixteen-week fraining?

the

deviate from the

When juxtaposed, the
in the

subjects.

in the

participants.

I

categories.

An Overview of the Sixteen-Week

modifications resulted from the most

changes in the

of Trainee Sessions interview form in order

on-the-job training influenced the changes

recorded these results under the three

What

and behavioral

Journey
What curriculum

significant of these occurrences?

original assumptions and plan?

How did these

How did these

changes impact

disciple-makers? First, the Trinity Church context, with the services

of initiation and
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reincorporation, affected the impact of the curriculum. Second, certain objective and
subjective factors influenced the impact,

training, I emphasized, modified,

or

such

as

abandoned certain aspects of the

implementation plan (see Appendixes A and R).
sessions and in the

both the most

general rubrics

attendance and mood.

I made these

for sessions. These

Third, during the

original

changes within specific

changes from the original exposed

impacting parts of the curriculum and the

least

impacting.

The Church Context

The

congregation is

factor that could enhance

a

Joumey curriculum on the participants. The

more

or

discourage the impact of the

attached the

congregation is

to the

participants in the fraining process and to the process itself, the greater the potential
cognitive, affective,

and behavioral

itself sets apart individuals in

meaningfiil fraining.
future. After the

fri

a

participants.

When

these initiates

they represent the congregation and

a

congregation

experience a more

its vision for the

fraining, the reincorporated graduates are able to impact a congregation
fraining they completed as significant.

Trinity Church was the framework within which the Joumey occurred. The

input, the participants,

were

mixed in their attachment to the

participants were newer and not official
significant to Trinity Church.
was

in the

group-training process,

sense,

that considers them and the
The

a

changes

One

was

members. Time and
from

a

Trinity Church.

membership were

different socio-economic group.

relatively homogeneous. Bill, the older, established member of Trinity,

distracted due to his wife's illness. He could not

were

very active in

a

diversity of settings within the church,

congregation strongly respected most of them. Also,

the

Trinity Church obviously mixed in its

fraining.

participate declined,
Church. As

response to the

and most of these

explained below,

the

were

Trinity

was

actively mediate, preparing the

congregation for the training the others and he would undergo. However,

participants

Four of the

all of the

and the

Joumey process began with
Six of those invited to

established formal members of Trinity

Trinity Church board did not consider the Joumey as
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central to the fiiture of Trinity Church and its mission in the
the

congregational framework was

the

training itself

rather indifferent to the

This indifference

was

In

community.

participants

in

evidenced in the initiation and

conclusion,

training and to

reincorporation

rites themselves.
The church initiation. Just

church with

a

as

disciple-makers are usually produced from

clear method for discipleship,

so

also, the Joumey was to be birthed by a

Trinity Church ready for the delivery of disciple-makers.
premature birth because Trinity Church

was new

to the

I

was

the midwife of a

discipleship process.

began to teach Trinity Church about the process of discipleship.
detailed the Journey for the church leaders.
another program,
for

as a

seemed to

In November

perceive

the

1999,

1

2000, 1

fraining as

December 2000

was

the month

during which I

Joumey to the congregation (see Appendix D). The congregation

primarily understood the Joumey as
move

They

In

difficult,

secondary appendage to business as usual, rather than the potential

Trinity Church to reach Gibsonburg.

infroduced the

a

a

requirement for my education rather than as a

Trinity impacting Gibsonburg with a clear presentation of the living Christ.

toward

The actual initiation of the Joumey began with

worship,

3 1 December. At

a

designated

time, the five participants stood in front of the congregation, declared what they wanted
to receive from the

statements, I
information

training, and asked the congregation to pray for them.

prayed for them

on

the

congregation's behalf Subsequently, I placed

weekly in the Sunday bulletin regarding the Joumey training. Through this

medium, many in the congregation had a general
we were

sense

of where

we were

going and what

doing.

Church
was

After their

to mark the

congregation.

reincorporation:

a

delayed, subdued,

final

worship.

The

worship that

completion of the Joumey had a minimal effect on the participants and

As described

below, the change of this worship dates from 22 April to 20

May de-motivated the participants and me.
during the final Session Sixteen on

18

I

attempted to prepare them for this worship

May. With them, 1 read, and we worked through a
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handout,

"The Final Session~The Final Worksheet"

(see Appendix K). The third part of

entitled, "Anchoring Commitment in Accountability through Public

this handout

was

Statement."

Answering these questions from the

handout

during the

final

worship,

Claire, Bill, Kirk, and Helen briefly described what they experienced, thanked the

congregation for prayer, and shared how they would place the training experience

into

practice during the final worship. Claire and Helen plarmed to continue leading a weekly
women's Bible

study.

Kirk would take the

continue

using the Joumey materials

this final

worship due to an illness.

in his

worship led
peripheral

me

to conclude that

matter

with minimal

rather subdued. The

fraining, absences,
on

interaction with the

Boimie

significance for the church.

was

absent from

congregation during the

participants

they experienced this reincorporation as
At this

after the
a

secondary,

point, I, too was

congregation's general disinterest and the Joumey' s unfinished

and gap in time

my intentions to

Sunday school class.

The subdued response of the

testimony part of the service and in their

Bill would

Evangelism Explosion course.

provide a celebration after this

Conclusions. The

As

discouraged me.

a

final

result, I did not follow through

worship.

Trinity congregation only partially joumeyed with their five

representatives. Thus, the potential impact of the graduates on the congregation was
somewhat blunted. As the facilitator, I also blunted the
for celebrations at either end of the

of the

public

statements

the

statements

so

that the

possible impact.

I did not

plan

Joumey process. Also, I minimized the importance

during the final worship.

In

addition, I did not print these

congregation could better understand the commitments and hold

participants more accountable to them.

Curriculum
The

Emphases

and

goal was to expose the most and least impacting parts of the Joumey

curriculum. The curriculum
five

participants

curriculum

Changes

over

was

mediated through

me as a

in the context of a

fraining group.

The

the duration of the

Joumey exposed the

facilitator and interacted with

emphases and changes
nature of this

in the

interaction,

more
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with

accurately connecting change
of the

emphases

and

changes

specific aspects

within the interactive

of the curriculum.

dynamic

presented. Then, general patterns of emphasis and deletion
Within

specific sessions. The data from

in which the curriculum stimulated the
The

of specific sessions is first

are

exposed.

my session observations

participants and places

exposed points

in which it broke down.

chronological history of these points and places gave insight into what parts of the

curriculum themselves motivated

participants.

cognitive, affective,

four children

were

very

was

tired,

disfracting.

Meaning and Application,"

from the end of the

the

opening cross ceremony (see Appendix H).

not

flow well from what

response to my

own

weary from

Two of the

Concerning curriculum changes in Session Three,

a

changes within the

impact.

Session Three did not go well. I

participants'

and behavioral

I have included other observations from each session that
may have

affected the curriculum's

not

Thus, the history

a

recent

The

participants were missing.

I moved the section

overarching Didactic
In its

frip.

entitled, "Didactic:

section to just after

previous location, this

section did

immediately preceded. Previously during Session Two,

confiision

over

in

the former location of this section. Kirk stated, "It's

surprise that you became tangled because

we are

doing it twice."

The group

nodded their agreement with his statement. Yet, in Session Three, rather than delete the

section, I moved it to the front of the session rubrics.
transfer of this section rather than its deletion.

participants did not have opportunity to

I recorded the rationale for the

During the first two sessions, the

share and process

sufficiently their thoughts and

feelings from their home study of the text and Bauer's book.
onward, this

new

From the Third Session

placement of the "Didactic: Meaning and Application" gave

opportunity for the

students to

structure of the sessions.

more

directly coimect their at home work within the

Thus, their homework was granted priority, producing meaning

and motivation in the sessions which encouraged their

assignments. Finally,

an

in Session

Three,

I

was

completion of the weekly

confronted with

a

choice

as

the facilitator
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that would affect my mediation of the curriculum. Should I be

Sessions Three and Four, Kirk

participate in this manner
my full attention

was on

making detailed notes.

challenged me to join the 4MAT process.

I chose

non-participation for two reasons.

listening to and guiding the participants.

I could not

adequately lead, observe,

During Session Five, I realized that I had not
the students for their

following session.

cover

verses

for the next sessions. However, I did not

In the

in the next week.

me

future,

a

was

As the
an

facilitator,

observer,

I

was

and self-reflect.

adequately preparing

not

Also, I habitually failed to regularly give

we

out the memory

adjust myself to their need. Claire

in Session Eight about my failure to

I will present

and

As

I chose not to

I had not reminded them of the Matthean text

would

confronted

co-participant? During

a

clearly state the text for home study.

comprehensive list of the memory verses

at the initial

session.

During Session Six,

we

discussed

on-the-job training and named

trainees for Bormie and Kirk's separate groups. Helen and Claire

some

possible

already had a group

together which pre-dated our training together They considered inviting additional
Bill

people.
the

targeted his preexisting Sunday school

class for the

fraining.

I handed out

"Subjects" section of this paper the Wednesday before the Friday training session.

did not sufficiently

clarify that the qualities listed in this section were not conditions

participation but were qualities to be developed in those
teachable. Kirk

was

who

are

I

for

faithful, available, and

especially bewildered and frusfrated with my

lack of clarity

regarding the criterion. Until clarification, he believed only fully-developed disciple
makers,

as

described in the section,

were

again presented the qualities

for trainees.

to envision

who

people

as

people at Trinity

are

eligible for his group. During Session Six,

I

Specifically, I challenged the disciple-makers

faithful, available, and teachable.

I defined these

input. Then, I challenged them to consider the custom-tailored qualities they

hoped to develop in each person.

encouraged them

to

I entitled this the

diversity of product. Finally, I

pull their hopes together in a single mission statement.

I called this
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the

I gave them

unity of the product.

help them

input, output,

and process to

P). Only Bill

and Bonnie

did not

fiUed-in outlines. We

retum

discem candidates. On

the

one

never went to

section of this paper,

the outline should be
Near the

the sanctuary in order to

prayerfully

hand. Bill, Helen, and Claire already had defined groups.
were a

seriously discem names.

"subjects"

(see Appendix

completed their outline. Although I reminded the others, they

training later backed up this observation.
on

questions regarding

discem their groups and missions

the other, I sensed that Kirk and Bonnie
did not want to

outline with homework

an

bit overwhelmed with

Their failure to
In the

starting groups

begin groups until

On

and

after the

future. Session Six should concentrate

thoroughly introducing and processing it. Also,

completed during this training session.

beginning of Session Seven,

I realized that the

group's sharing of

questions and insights from home study was again becoming bogged down in a detached,
esoteric conversation. The group wanted to invest
intellectual rabbit trails, from

question on predestination.
from home

study

and

a

few clarifications

In response, I created

precious time chasing a wide array of

on

a

minutiae to

list of their

a

grand theological

questions and insights

requested a brief rationale for their meaningfulness. Then, in the

immediately following section of the session, I allowed the 4MAT process to

surface and

prioritize the most pressing and important questions and thoughts

Also,

on

the list.

during Session Seven, the group exposed and became confused over the differences
between Bauer's
we

watched

students

organization of the Matthean text and my outline. Following my order,

chapter

13 of the Matthew movie. However,

only studied through chapter

difficulty of watching the
that her attention span
must

study the text beforehand.

She stated

much less. The group nodded agreement. In the

and my

handout outline. In addition,
to

Fmstrated, Helen verbally highlighted the

film when she did not

was

juxtapose Bauer's

12.

using Bauer's scheme, the

organization of the Matthean material

on

future,

the initial

during Session Seven, I moved the entire "didactic"

immediately before the section entitled,

"Concrete

I

Description of Plan."

section

I sensed the
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student's need to

more

cognitively process the text before concretizing an application or

feeling would become too exclusively the stimulus
needed to create

action. Yet, in

a more

and

application.

as

I believed that

a

regular part of the session

facilitator, I brought in the cognitive element whenever I sensed a

integration regarding the application. Finally, contrary to the

did not take

a

1.5 hour

evangelistic joumey.

Just before the

class,

I

came

session

plan,

we

to believe that

the stated session order would overload the allotted time and overwhelm the
As

they

behaviorally integrated plan for

subsequent sessions, I did not make this

agenda. However,
lack of this

cognitively, effectively,

for

participants.

result, I created a visitation sheet before the session, explained it during the training,

a

and sent the students forth from Session Seven to

evangelistically visit

neighborhood for one hour.

helpers with Evangelism Explosion

experience,

I gave the

visited. However,

acquaintance.

In

Instead of recmiting

participants the Jesus Movie to share

with those whom

they

only Helen retumed her sheet after visiting an unchurched

conclusion, such evangelistic visitation should probably be supervised

by qualified people and immediately processed as stated in the
Also,

in the

Session Seven mbrics.

at least three hours must be allotted for Session Seven.

According to the session plan. Session Eight began in a restaurant. However,
contrary
there

to the

plan,

we

began in the restaurant without our families present and finished

skipping the celebration of the Lord's Supper.

attendance to her needs deterred them both from

had the flu. I
own

The

disability of Bill's wife and his

meaningfiil participation. Also,

quickly revised the session plan, requesting that the

homes and

gather later at the Meeting Place restaurant.

my

son

families eat in their

At the

designated time, only

Claire, Helen, and Kirk were present. Our group mood was rather down, and the setting
was

very

public.

As

a

result, I moved the Lord's Supper from the

restaurant to

Trinity

Church and the end of the session.

During Session Twelve, the group and I planned the visit to Just As I Am
Ministries in Toledo, Ohio. We discussed how

we

could solicit the

congregation for
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food. The conversation

was

upbeat and task oriented; subsequently. Trinity provided a

large quantity of food for the

visit.

trainees in the visit. Also, contrary

Through this food. Trinity was connected with the
to

without the trainees. Aside from my

the session

plan, I created the worship service

personal convenience, I privately constructed this

worship so that the students could interact more with the mission's clients
upon

a

performance.

Session Fourteen

I believe that the

quality of the interactions

supported my choice to

create and

The official rubrics for Session Fourteen
of the

people at Just As

I Am

essentially abandoned.

group

nor

break off from the mission's leaders and clients in order to
frainees and I realized and discussed on the retum
an

affective

rehabilitation

met at a

I had the time

As servants
or

desire to

begin our own agenda.

trip that we

cannot use

people to

The
create

experience for us.

A nimiber of features of the final
we

people during

personally conduct the worship.

were

Ministries, neither the

with the

and focus less

center

session. Session Sixteen,

were

changed. First,

thirty minutes from Gibsonburg rather than at the

church. Bill's wife

was

did not conduct the

opening cross ceremony because I forgot the necessary material.

recovering there,

and she joined

us

for the session.

Second,

Third, the Lord's supper was deleted because I left the conununion elements

Finally,

we

at home.

did not view the final sections of the movie Matthew because I also left it at
result of this

home. As

a

session

evaluation

on

we

change

in location and my memory

problems, I focused the

(see Appendixes K and L).

Overall, the changes in the curriculum at times motivated changes in the

participants but discoiu-aged them at other times.

As the

facilitator,

I

was

the

primary

agent for these changes. Based upon my observations of the group's dynamics and their

critique,

I modified parts of the sessions themselves.

Through such positive changes, the

participants realized that I was carefully watching and listening to them,
more

so

they became

confident and invested more in the modified curriculum. However, my lack of

clarity regarding the content of and homework requirements for upcoming sessions
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confused and

discouraged them. Also,

always. Especially the
trainees became

my

adjustments based on contingencies

sessions at the restaurant and that intended to discem
I did not allow Bonnie and Kirk to work

fragmented.

were

not

new

through their fear

regarding on-the-job fraining by adhering to the Joumey plan. My opening forgetfixlness
in the final session did not
Within the session

produce confidence as

generally. The analysis

approach to the curriculum data to
focused upon the sessions in the

deletions in

we

particular sessions

a more

deductive

began the prepared evaluation.

now moves

from this

approach.

The above

more

inductive

investigation

chronological context. Significant emphases and

were

exposed.

Tentative conclusions

regarding the

Joumey curriculum's impact were reached. Now, the analysis of the data moves to
more

deductive

deleted

or

approach. Looking over the entire curriculimi,

haphazardly skipped?

Before

some

What

amended and/or

was

what

was

a

deliberately

emphasized?

sessions, I deliberately deleted certain elements of the curriculum.

In the midst of some

sessions, I skipped particular parts. Regarding particular pieces of

the curriculum, such

skipping became habitual,

constraints
lesser

were

priority

time and relevance. I deleted

in order to

keep the sessions

so

or

I

deliberately deleted them. My

skipped parts

of the curriculum of

within two hours without

overloading the

agenda.
According to the Roadmap of the Joumey, pieces of a cross were to be distributed
to the

participants

as

they made particular decisions as encouraged through the text of

Matthew. Overall, these corporate decision

however, pieces of the cross
one

craftsman to build the

were

neither created

large ritual

develop these smaller crosses.

points were
or

Joumey. Also, the

crosses

adequately emphasized;

distributed. After

presuming upon

cross, I did not ask him or another craftsman to

In retrospect, these smaller

encouraged me to place greater emphasis on these
the

not

would have

crosses

would have

group decisions at

significant points in

given a concrete symbolic representation to a

point of choice, thereby increasing the effect of the decision

on

the

participants.
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The group memory work sessions

However, with the length of the movie

were

hvely and enjoyable for the participants.

and 4MAT

little time

processing section,

remained for memory work for the sessions to remain within two hours. After I

experienced this time constraint the first week,
fixture sessions. I did not conduct the memory
seven, and twelve

through sixteen.

to

study during the

memory

verses

memory work in their home

I

even

I did not mandate the memory work in
verse

work

during sessions four, six,

irregularly informed the

week. As

a

students of the

result, the students did not prioritize the

study.

During the duration of the Joumey, the original didactic section became modified
in form and
was

was

excluded from

some

sessions. The didactic section of the session

originally after the memory verse practice.

two the

original

above, I,

didactic section. The second half, "Didactic:

Application," prepared the
with various forms and
of this first half For

way for

uses

Joy's 4MAT.

in the sessions. At

Meaning and

times, the

flexible factor

sessions followed the mbrics

group

verbally outlined Matthew
At

typically outlined the text for the group or gave a brief lecture on confiising

5:48, for the didactic time.

In Session

an

exercise

on

Nine, I taught as

worship. Depending on student needs, I taught within

the memory verse, Matthew

a

part of this Ash Wednesday

sections of Joy's 4MAT

immediately following the memory verse section of the lesson plan.
half of the didactic time

during sessions one, four,

latter sessions, the movie
as

a

effectively evaluated the memory verse, Matthew 4:17.

materials. In Session Three, I substituted

example,

facilitator, split in

as

The first half became

example, during Session Two, the

4: 12-22 and with this outline

other times, I

As stated

plan

was

stated above, the

to Just As I Am Ministries.

and fourteen

I

or

skipped the

through sixteen.

skipped due to the various settings and agendas.

first

In these

For

viewing would have been improper during the mission trip

Also,

we

did not have time to view the movie at Memorial

Hospital during Session Fifteen. Unfortunately, the group did not experience the movie
on

Matthew 26-28. In the fiiture, the group must view these

chapters

and process them
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What

by means of Joy's 4MAT.
factor,

was

the

impact on the students?

the didactic served the central 4MAT process and

hi becoming

a

flexible

significantly contributed to the

production of more meaningful applications.
When the

disciple-makers'

groups

the lack of time within each session

training" section.

were

forming and this

section became

relevant,

discouraged my use of the "application to on-the-job

In response to this

exclusion, I offered to help the students during the

week. A few times between the sessions, Helen, Claire, and Bill consulted with

me

regarding their groups and presented lesson plans for my evaluation. Overall, the
disciple-makers were
into session

plaiming.

left too much

on

their

own.

Due to this and other

They were not sufficiently chaimeled

factors. Kirk, Boimie, and Bill

were

overwhelmed, and left feeling inadequate regarding on-the-job training. Both my session
observations and the interviews

and Claire

together.
was

were

As

a

teamed with

exposed these demotivated feelings.

one

another, and had a history of planning and teaching

result of inadequate

delayed, dragged out,

In contrast, Helen

preparation for on-the-job training, the training itself

and mediocre in

contributed to the above-described

quality

and effect. This

significantly

fragmentation of the conclusion of the Journey.

In the

fiiture, the group must set apart special sessions to prepare for on-the-job trainings. Also,
as

the facilitator, I should present

more

clear

guidelines, goals,

and parameters for their

trainings with newer disciples.
The rubrics of the final

cross

tired and

ceremony

were

restructured the

ceremony. Within the

the remberance of the

overloaded. After

appreciated something much more

sessions, the students
cross

were

long intense
subdued. Thus, I

concluding cross ceremony, I emphasized

previous week's commitment to the application produced from the

4MAT process. I asked the

participants specifically how they followed through and/or

fell short with their commitment. The students would pray for

one

another, primarily to

keep their most recent promises for concrete application. Then, the individuals would
walk the

cross

in response to

a

question demanding decision derived from the week's
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focus text. After this,

they would go home.

Since the

cross

ceremony

was

overloaded,

I

deleted certain elements.

Throughout the Joumey,
Trinity's needs,
each

and prayer

training session,

helpful

to the

I deleted the confession of shortcomings, the

regarding this information.

Within

a

two hour time frame for

these parts of the curriculum would have been

incorporated into the section in which the
session's

involved in
would be
could

hypothetically

development of disciple-makers but not a priority. First, the confession of

shortcomings, presently found at the end of each session's mbrics,

previous

could

easily be

students evaluated their faithfiilness to the

application promise. Second, the disciple-makers were

and

are

very

Trinity Church and can identify many church needs. Such sharing and prayer

helpfiil

to the

disciple-makers

and the church. This part of the curriculum

help them to better conceptualize how their training could fit into the life of Trinity

Church; however, unless the time

frame is increased to

should remain deleted from the curriculum's

Also, throughout the Joumey,

I

Christian music

during this

cross

over

two

hours, this sharing

practice.

skipped the tmst fall that ended with a recitation

of the Great Commission. Also, except for the first two

weeks, I did not play the upbeat

walk and tmst fall. As the facilitator, I did not

prioritize these parts of the final ceremony

in the curriculum. I

skipped the tmst fall

all the sessions. The group recited the Great Commission at the end of only

sessions. I

By the
cross

sharing of

few

placed my emphasis and energy into the earlier sections of the curriculum.

time of the

ceremony

cross

ceremony, both the

participants

and I

were

tired. Within the

agenda, I sfressed accountability for the previous week's application

statements. The final

practiced.

a

in

closing,

a

part of the

cross

ceremony,

We recited "Jesus loves me! Jesus loves

than half of the sessions. An overloaded
these modifications. These

cross

you!

was

also

Jesus loves

erratically
us

together!"

in less

ceremony and tired students motivated

improvements re-created a concluding ceremony that was

brief and served to underline the

importance of accountable application.
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My emphasis of parts of the curriculum

progressed,
became

the

more

importance

came

through experience.

for the students of David Bauer's

obvious. Also, the students

the 4MAT process, which led them to

week,

I gave each student

meaningful

individual and

a

a

copy of these

King,

specific applications.

was no

longer published,

questions for their home study. When Bonnie

session, they initiated requests for the questions. When I failed to

produce sufficient copies on two different occasions,
accountable to

and

Servant of the

hungered each week for the processing questions contained therein. Every

and Bill missed

move

Joumey

prioritized the processing of the movie through

Although David Bauer's Gospel of the King resource
the students

book.

As the

first Helen and later Claire held

giving them the questions. Also, Bauer's materials motivated the

me

initial

subsequent retention of the section, "Sharing the Resuhs of At Home Study" to

the front of each session. The students desired to

immediately share their insights and

put forth their questions from Gospel of the King at the beginning of each sessioiL Thus,
Bauer's materials became
In Session One, I

a

significant part of the practical training.

emphasized Paul Little's questions for the adequate processing

of the second step of Don Joy's version of the 4MAT. I distributed these

during the first session and read them aloud (see Appendix G).

encouraged them to read over the questions during the 4MAT
of the

Joumey, I assumed that they were reading the questions

process. This

the movie to

In

subsequent weeks,

I

section. In the latter weeks
as a

part of the four-step

assumption was supported in their increasing ability to move from viewing

application in a timely and quality marmer.

Overall, the individual, accountable application became the

change agent

questions

in the

Joumey training.

In contrast,

as

most

assessed above, the

significant
general

group

application found in the cross ceremony was not very significant.
Through the 4MAT process

in each

session, the trainees produced a personal

application to which they were held accountable during the following
stated in the semi-stmctured interviews and I observed

session. As

they

during the sessions, this process
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with

accountability significantly impacted the participants, motivating them to changed

behavior. This effect and its
I

subsequent result are discussed below.

quickly noted the effects of the individual, specific application.

the movie

In the

As

a

early sessions,
I

result,

prioritized

processing 4MAT section and session-concluding accountability check in

subsequent sessions. Thus,
discussions that motivated

as

a

facilitator, I asked

many

questions and encouraged

deeper processing during this part of the

curriculum. I did

not rush them.

The

decision

general

was

to be

group

application had a lesser impact.

solicited to

a

regularly stress this application,
mentioned the

predetermined question.
so

I diminished its

At the end of each
As

facilitator, I did not

impact. During the

I

was

comprehensive list of all the group decisions and individual
significant section of the Roadmap rubrics. Also,

created, I will seek

a

Conclusions

ceremony, I

now

ritual

In the

helpful

future, both

crosses

that the

a

large

a

would enhance

ritual

craftsman to create the hard to build, smaller, individual

believe these corrections could
so

cross

tired at the end of each session and did not grant

interpretation or a verbal emphasis to this part of the curriculum.

weariness,

a

particular question and requested each participant to affirmatively

respond. However,

this

session,

cross

is

crosses.

I

help future facilitators and students from giving in to

diminishing this time of corporate decision.
Concerning the Sixteen-Week Process

During the sixteen-week training, several major factors and occurrences affected
the curriculum's
context. The

impact upon the disciple-makers.

Trinity Church

Trinity Church itself was only partially prepared to support and maximize

the benefits of this curriculum.

church and the

Also,

as

the mediator of communications between the

fraining, I missed several opportunities to

fully in the fraining. Second, certain objective
the

The first factor is the

and

involve the

subjective

factors

congregation more
negatively affected

impact. The primary objective factors involved absences, long sessions, and shifting

days.

Bill and Bonnie

were

basent from

one

quarter of the sessions. Four of the sixteen
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sessions

Sixteen

were

was

too

long.

Five of the sixteen sessions

delayed by one

personal issues. The

most

month. The

major subjective

irregular days, and Session

factors

were

mood and

significant mood-affecting factor was the incomplete

on-the-job training that bumped Session
wife and Bonnie's health

were on

were

the

Sixteen

by one month.

largest personal

issues

The condition of Bill's

affecting the impact of the

curriculum.

Also, during the duration of the training, changes in the curriculum produced
mixed results for the

disciple-makers. Generally, I encouraged positive change

carefully observed the group dynamics and slowly altered the curriculum.
usually produced negative results
Overall, the curriculum

was

when I acted

for

In contrast, I

impulsively in reaction to contingencies.

overloaded, and deletions

sixteen weeks, the individual, accountable

when I

were

necessary.

During the

application became the most significant agent

change.
Variables

The

independent variable of this research project was the Matthew discipleship

tool. I derived this tool from

a

narrative-critical

Matthew. This narrative-critical
a

Matthew

discipleship joumal.

cognitive, behavioral,
the biblical

variables

The

gospel of

and affective

dependent variables of this study were the

changes

in relation to the

and influence of the

age, educational skills and background,

spiritual upbringing.

structure of the

perspective on the Matthew text directed the content of

knowledge, character,

were

approach to the

Spirit-led development in

disciple-makers.

The

intervening

personality and temperament,

and
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The

Input:

From where

condition of the

A Profile of Participants
were

the

according to Stated Standards
Clearer

participants coming?

input, that is, the participants in the

understanding of the

context of the

initial

Gibsonburg

community and Trinity Church, brings greater potential for an accurate assessment of the
subsequent changes in this input

and of the

means

for these

in the process of selection of candidates revealed the
were

evident in them.

changes.

The standards used

degree to which specific qualities

Secondarily, this facilitator mediated,

initial interaction of the

curriculum standards with the candidates

prepared the way to a more authentic

connection of changes in the

with their real

result of this

participants

causes

in the curriculum. As

a

investigation into the initial condition of the input, the participants are

introduced within the context of the church and

outworking of the
of candidates is

selection process within the

community.

First described is the

Trinity Church context. Second, the pool

quantitatively presented. Third, these candidates are separated into

non-participants and participants for investigation and evaluation.
and curriculum standards

The

personal

regarding their eligibility are exposed. Fourth,

issues

the actual

participants are introduced according to the curriculum standards of knowledge,
character, and witness. Finally, these standards
the five
a

are

juxtaposed in order to pull each of

participants together into a unified, cohesive, comprehensible profile of them as

group.

The Selection Process
The selection process

Church
in the

was

almost

was

challenging for a number of reasons. First, Trinity

totally without any disciple-makers according to the standards

"subjects" section of this paper.

their nineties. A few other retired
semi-structured interviews, I

The

stated

only known exceptions were two women in

people met a number of the criteria. Also, during the

quickly discovered that none of the candidates had directly
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led

a

and

person to Christ. A few of them viewed this

some

of them understood conversion

services. Second,
Like many other

trainings,

primarily occurring in the

Trinity Church had not developed an elTective

context of worship

process for

discipleship.

churches. Trinity focused their discipleship training on infant baptism

confirmation courses, and

do most of the

leading to Christ as the pastor's task,

discipleship training.

Sunday school. Also, Trinity expected the pastor to
Such

an

ineffective process for

discipleship did not

produce disciple-makers. Third, relatively few of the invited candidates agreed to

participate.

When I invited

invitation and to listen

them, I stressed that they needed to talk with God about this

carefiiUy for God's

answer

Since

number of these

a

potential

participants had completed Blackaby and King's Experiencing God course with me, they
had the

background for such a spiritual discernment. Yet, only five responded to the

invitation; of these five, three had completed the Experiencing God course. With only
five

participants,

I

concerned that the

was

project's impact would be greatly diminished.

The Pool of Candidates

After

a

carefiil discernment process, I

Age, gender,
interviewed.

ultimately chose five participants.

race, socioeconomic factors. Thirteen

Regarding age, two were in their late sixties,

potential candidates

four in their

their forties, and three in their late thirties. Out of the final five
in their

thirties,

women

and five

one

men.

those interviewed
to the

in the

participants, three

Caucasian.

participants, three

were women

four of the five

issues, aside from
women

one nurse

participants were

and

Both

men

and two

men.

a woman

who

had post

decades in this

not native to this area.
ran a

day-care

currently had fiiU-time careers outside of their homes.

college education.

were

All

Regarding socioeconomic factors, eight were native

Gibsonburg area, and one of the others had spent over three

Significantly,

fifties, four in

forties, and one in the sixties. Regarding gender, eight were

Out of the final

were

were

high school degrees.

area.

Noting vocational

in her home,

none

of the

Of these three, two had

All but

one

of the

participants were economically middle class. Regarding their relationship to Trinity

a
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Church, eight of the thirteen candidates
the five

participants was a formal

were

formal members.

Significantly, only one of

member Two of these four arrived in this

the past two years. The other two

were

greater United Methodist Church,

so

concerned with the

area

within

theology and actions of the

they had not become official

members of Trinity

Church.
Those who did not

interviewed thirteen
two

were

the

potential candidates

unqualified,

six

The two

participated.

participate. Using the semi-structured interview protocol,

conmiunity but not

the sessions. The other

Joumey training.

rejected the invitation to participate,

were

a

for the

rejected for different reasons.

part of Trinity Church and

was a

leader in

was

Out of the six who

training.

church activities. One of these six
Another

thirteen had

ever

Christ. Thus,

was

were

very

life necessary to

fiilly experience

non-participants lacked a desire to evangelize and

unavailable due to

of the thirteen

Those chosen. I

for at least three of

regular in attendance at worship and

family matters. Significantly,

directly led another person into

none

active Christian in

was an

not available

accepted and

rejected an invitation, three had relatively weak personal

devotional lives; two of these three

disciple.

and five

thirteen,

Trinity Church but did not have the desire to

evangelize and disciple nor the developed devotional
the

One

Out of these

I

were

produced the

a

none

of the

relationship with God through Jesus

fiilly qualified disciple-makers.

semi-stractured interview questions from the

criteria of knowledge, character, and witness. Thus, I evaluated the interview results
based

on

these foundational criteria and the relevant

categories as
from other

stated in the

sources

"subjects"

and my

Bonnie needed

a

section of this

questions from each of these

study. Also,

personal experiences with these

five

I included information

participants.

greater biblical understanding of Jesus and

a

disciplined Bible

study method for increasing this knowledge. Bonnie did take on large tasks outside of
her comfort zone,

was

evidenced her reliance

gracious with difficult people,
on

God. Also, she

was

and her

developed prayer life

regular in preparation for and attendance
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at her

Sunday school class.

Walk retreat.

place

Finally,

in it. She

addition, Bonnie had recently participated in an Emmaus

In

Bonnie had

a

good sense

of

Trinity Church's mission and her

regularly gathered a relatively uru-eached, economically challenged social

strata of people and

brought them to church. She was

an

agent of healthy change within

Trinity Church.
Bill
retired

was a

high school teacher,

students and
Bill

knowledgeable and experienced adult Sunday school teacher

very

was

he

was

gracious with difficult high school and Sunday school

depended upon the Bible and Holy Spirit for his

1 of this

Chapter

study.

Bill

opportunities outside of his Sunday school class.
student

wisdom and

especially familiar with and committed to Trinity's mission.

stated and described in

A

graciousness.

This mission is

participated in many training

He

typically responded to difficult

questions by asking the questioner hiore rudimentary questions.
Like

Bill, Kirk also

younger and less

was a

very

knowledgeable Sxmday school teacher, but he was

experienced than Bill.

As Kirk

stated, he was willing to be stretched

beyond his comfort zone. Through past difficulties
more on

the

who went

against his understanding.

strongly committed to Trinity's

mission. He

even

In the

was

turned down

a

not

research and followed

consistently

very familiar with and

job promotion that

and

was a

churches in several

questions. Kirk conducted thorough

through with the inquirers.

Kirk's wife, Helen,

was

also very

knowledgeable.

She grew up in

geographical regions. Significantly,

2000, she

a

churched

part of Sunday schools and other training groups in various
she led Disciple Bible

Trinity Church and a weekly women's Bible study with my wife, Claire.
November

rely

past, he participated in many Bible study and small group

When confronted with difficult student

background,

Kirk

he had leamed to

required a relocation in order to stay with God's mission in Gibsonburg

through Trinity Church.

trainings.

challenges,

Spirit and less on his own resources; however, he was

gracious with those

would have

and

went on

an

Emmaus Walk retreat. She

was

Like

study at
Bormie, in

gracious with those
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with whom she
Like

disagrees but clearly spoke her beliefs and stayed with her convictions.

Kirk, Helen knew Trinity Church's mission and made major investments into and

sacrifices for it. Helen also researched difficult
Claire is my wife and

people

and relied

the

on

a

knowledgeable person.

ministry and Child Evangelism Fellowship.
participate in training groups

As stated earlier in the

"subjects"

be broken into three components:

generally faithfiil.

was

As well

as

She

was

She

and

attempted to prepare

if the

thoroughly researched difficult questions.

section of this

study,

the criterion of character

faithfiil, available, and teachable. Bonnie

Bonnie often

She

was

available. Bonnie boarded many

positive. Also, Bonnie

was

watched kids, and

involved in many

was

many church activities
a

large

it. However, at this

in

a

rather weak in

was

timing inconvenienced her, she would immediately call

participation and could articulate how worship impacted her.

for

She

was

diversity of

applied affective experiences.

people whenever she sensed the Spirit in the feeling.

responsible

herself well to

excellent in prayer and availed herself of a

study reading and skills.

example, even

gracious with all

leading Sunday schools and

fellowship and discipleship opportunities within Trinity Church.
her Bible

very

participated in very challenging trainings with Kay Arthur's Precept

small groups, Claire

can

She

Holy Spirit for her gracious affect and wisdom. Claire and I

together are committed to Trinity's mission.

teach and/or

questions.

or

For

visit

regular in worship
Her affect

was

very

people in her home,

people's lives. Also, Bonnie was

involved in

including maintenance for the church. She often chose to be
amount of people and activities. At times in the

point in her life,

she had fewer boarders, and she

few church groups and the maintenance

past, she overdid

was

only involved

ministry. Bonnie had a teachable spirit.

heard about and

sought out the training associated with this dissertation.

school class, she

typically challenged others to place the teaching into action through

stories of her

experiences

and

by her own example. Bonnie was

During the interview, she quickly mentioned her impediments

to

aware

In

She

Sunday

of herself

growth as anxiety and
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impatience. Also, she rapidly related what encouraged her growth as consistency and
"being herself."
Bill

was

faithful and teachable but

only partly available. During the interview.

Bill indicated that his devotional life had faded
year He stated that the Bible did not

prayers did not

remained
me

seem

to

help the

continued to
others and

his wife's health declined in the past

speaking directly to his present needs,

situation. Yet,

regular and attentive at worship.

later in the week.

as

Bill

despite these emotional difficulties.

He often shared

worship-based insights

Also, despite these demotivating factors. Bill

adjust his schedule, thinking,

and his

and financial

giving

help them come closer to God. However, Bill was

was

with

teachable. He

in order to understand

not very available. The

demands and stresses related to his wife's condition left him with little time, energy, and
mental

ability.

predicament. Bill

In the midst of this

mentioned his lack of trust,

was

still

aware

of himself He

especially regarding his wife's deteriorating health as his

greatest impediment to growth. Bill indicated that Bible study and prayer encouraged his

growth
and

in the past, but these

were not

Kirk

the

to

experiencing God did not presently motivate him

immediately helpfiil.

was

faithfiil and teachable but not very available.

self-demanding standards,
move

means

his devotional life

was

somewhat

According to Kirk's

spasmodic.

very

He knew how to

study of the Bible to application and practiced this spiritual skill. Also, except

summer

season. Kirk

was

very

regular in worship attendance.

congregation. Kirk was generally known
others in the past commented
teacher and

a

on

as a

a

had

time-demanding vocation.

a

young

Kirk

was

family involved

was

a

Sunday school participant to

passion to leam, change,

Christian life. Kirk had many commitments and

Sunday school leader,

well

Within the

teachable person. His wife Helen and

his transformation from

small group leader with

for

aware

and grow in the

only partly available.

in many

a

He

was a

activities, and a tedious,

of himself In the interview, he

quickly
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stated that his tiredness after work demotivated him fi-om

having consistent prayer and

study. Then, just as quickly, he stated that experiences of God's magnitude

Bible

motivated him.
Like

Helen

was

Kirk, Helen was also faithfiil and teachable but not very available. First,

faithfiil. Each

leamed into her

day she had devotions and attempted to incorporate

day. Except in the summer,

small group, and

worship attendance.

She

she

was

very

what she

regular in Sunday school,

highly valued discussion and carefiiUy

listened, considered, and generally applied what she heard in these various spiritual

settings.

Her

use

of this process

leading to application evidenced her teachable spirit.

However, Helen was only slightly more available than Kirk. She was very committed to

organizations and activities, both within and outside of Trinity Church. During the

many

interview, she proposed increasing her availability by dovetailing her ongoing women's
Bible

study with this Matthean study. Thus, the study would prepare

her to teach

already established group of trainees. Also, Helen was aware of herself
activities

impeded her spiritual growth.

time for devotions.

motivated

Claire

was

formal prayer and

she stated that her

spiritual growth was

and group interactions with other Christians.

faithfiil, available, and teachable. She

consistent in attendance at

busy, daily

She sensed that she did not set aside sufficient

Realizing her sociability,

by her informal

Her

an

worship, training sessions,

and

was

regular in devotions and

fellowship groups.

study methodology leading to application,

so

she

She used

a

attempted to

faithfiiUy apply what she leamed from daily devotions and these frainings. Although
Claire

was

committed to

a

job

one

day per week and church organizations and groups,

she considered herself available because this
the

study would potentially prepare her to lead

previously established women's Bible study.

Her greatest detiiment to

Bible

study and prayer.

devotional times.

Claire

was

also very

spiritual growth was not setting aside time

Her greatest

aware

in the

of herself

momings for

encouragement came from these morning
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Although Bonnie had not directly prayed with a person to receive Christ, she had
influenced
made

a

number of people to

convert, she felt her

a

conversion

a

later conversion. Yet, since she had not

evangelistic

primarily lived in New York state.

checking on them, praying with them,
Botmie's interactions with

became

a

skills

newer

and

were

Trinity.

disciple-maker through Bormie' s influence.

Witness

was

discipled converts by regularly

showing hospitality to them.

believers at

discipling individuals than structured

I

experienced Bormie

was a

unchurched

community told me that Bill

very devout Christian. For

was

very

cognition through his
these

People

example,

was a

others; however. Bill felt disabled by his inability to initiate
with God. He

better at

in the

an

influential

model Christian for her and

a

person into

a

relationship

knowledgeable about discipleship, actively supporting this

generous investment into the

success

people became semi-disciple-makers, helping people

of news

disciples.

A few of

grow in the Christian life

like Bill, unable to make converts. Due to his wealth of training and
able to

as

groups.

both Bill's strongest and weakest category.

in the

I observed this in

I do not know of any convert who

community knew that Bill
woman

Those she influenced to

lacking.

Bonnie

directly

but,

experience. Bill was

effectively disciple both groups and individuals.
Although Kirk had the knowledge to make converts and had discipled several

people, he had not won anyone
school, small
saved

to Christ. He had

groups, and individual

relationships.

people regarding their conversion. Yet,

from unbeliever to convert. In fall 2000,
the

high school; however,

discipled people through Sunday

he had not

we was a

he did not have the

He had

sharpened the knowledge of

actually helped move

counselor after

an

a

person

evangelistic rally at

opportunity to directly counsel

anyone. In

conclusion. Kirk had effectively discipled individuals, continued to develop group skills,
and desired to

develop evangelism skills.

Helen had

thoroughly discussed with seekers the means of coming into a

relationship with Jesus,

but she had not

directly led a person to a relationship.

She
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discipled many people through formal study groups
in her home, and

on

Claire had
person into

but

was

a

the

informally discipled a number of people but had not directly led a

relationship with Christ. She had taken the Evangelism Explosion training
approach methodology. Through formal

groups,

discipled people; however, Claire intentionally attempted to influence to

Christ those who

came

Conclusions:
witness. Since

some

their initial condition
behavioral

her way,

using the Scriptures and examples

juxtaposing the five chosen and
of the
was

their

fi-om her

cognitive, affective,
were

of

and

exposed.

in the commumty, younger, and non-members of Trinity

Church. Three of the five participants had Emmaus Walk retreat

they lacked evangelism skills.

relationship with

life.

input was the five mdividuals, a comprehensive profile

necessary in order to later discem

was newer

own

knowledge, behavior, and

changes. Through the selection process, significant factors

The final group

group,

public,

phone.

uncomfortable with that direct

Claire had

and informal interactions in

God. The

None of them had

experiences.

As

a

directly led a person into a

Joumey training did not grant this specific training;

however, they had a church-recognized history of reaching out to seekers and newer
Christians. Each
biblical

participant had particular needs for growth.

Bonnie needed

disciplined,

study skills leading to application, experience in leading small groups, and

improved boundaries in relating to and taking responsibility for challenging people.
the midst of his wife's deterioration. Bill needed to receive emotional support
to

give

it.

Being a very patterned person. Kirk especially needed to

his comfort zone, to

develop greater flexibility as he leamed to use

leading styles and skills.

Helen needed to work

overcommitted and scattered. Helen and Claire

on

move

a

as

well

experience.

diversity of group

her tendency to become

required more disciplined regularity in

unique individuals brought specific qualities to the initial

Boimie lived in several

as

further out of

devotional times.

These five

In

challenging locations

and had

group

comprehensively
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ministered to

large number of challenging people. She

a

had

a

deeply caring heart and a

wealth of experience. For many years. Bill had ministered in and to
school system. He also had
more

structured

setting.

accountant. Kirk

was

In

very

a

institution, the

deep concern for others and wealth of experience but in a

addition. Bill

was

very

thorough and accurate.

biblically knowledgeable.
He

remembered what others stated. Helen and Claire
extensive

an

As

an

carefully listened to and

were

very conversant. Both had

backgrounds with interactive-style Bible study groups and were known to spark

discussions. Each of these five had other
stood out from their

special qualities; however, these are

what

previous history as they began the group process and improved in

cognition, affect, and behavior.
The Product:

Changes

in the

Participants

Now, the product is ready for logical and clear, measurable and accurate, and

significant and meaningful presentation.
and behavioral

these
of the

changes

participants?

input was thoroughly described,
context. Then the

exposed. Through me

participants

exactly were the real cognitive, affective,

How

exactly did the curriculum contribute to

The foundation for this assessment is

changes?

church, and social
was

in the

What

as

already laid.

which is the five

The initial condition

participants in their personal,

impact of the process upon this initial

condition

the facilitator, the curriculum interacted with five

in group and church contexts.

Thus, the foimdation

authentic assessment of real, curriculum motivated

changes

was

in the

poured for an

disciple-makers.

The

ground was prepared for the absfraction necessary to differentiate cognitive, affective,
and behavioral

changes

anchored in the
and

in each individual. In the

following,

this absfraction will be

chronology of the Joumey. The anchor and chains of fixed assessments

specific facilitator observations will hold this abstraction to this chronology.

Preliminary Results of Various Assessment Tools
At three

points in the Joumey, data was deliberately gathered for assessment of

changes in the participants.

These

points were the mid-assessment evaluation.

Session
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Sixteen, and the post-assessment interview.

I process the central Session Sixteen both in

this section and under the later "behavior" section. Based upon the initial condition of
the
is

participants

and the

previous findings, the participants

separated into cognitive, affective,

information is simimarized into

and behavioral

are

individuated, and the data

categories. Then, the processed

preliminary conclusions.

What the mid-assessment evaluations stated. The mid-assessment evaluations

indicated certain cognitive, affective, and behavioral changes in most of the
I used the interview form that
I asked the

Appendix B).

particular statement
less,

the

or

up with

same

previously facilitated the pre-assessment interview (see

participants if they were more, less,

in the interview form. For

in their desire to lead

23 March. Due to Ruth's

the

same

example, I asked them

now

more,

the semi-structured interview with Helen and Claire
on

or

regarding the

if they felt more,

people into a relationship with Jesus.

questions diagnosing why they were

and Kirk

participants.

on

less,
13

or

the

same.

I followed

I conducted

March, Boimie on

14

March,

illness, I was not able to conduct the interview

with Bill.
Since the

effectively.

She

opening of the Joumey, Helen especially changed cognitively and
especially had gained a more clear biblical portrayal of Jesus.

the factors that influenced this

She listed

growth: repetitive reading of the text at home, viewing the

movie, and the 4MAT group process. Helen indicated that her affect had changed. She
stated that she had increased in desire to lead

help them to grow in the Christian
Christian life, she

people into a relationship with Christ

life. When

and

speaking with others about growth in the

regularly referred to knowledge gained through the Joumey and to the

study itself Behaviorally, Helen only slightly improved in her devotional life.
Claire

people

into

a

was

especially changed cognitively.

relationship with Jesus

disciples and the crowd.
salvation

were

Her

She had

a

greater desire

to lead

due to the Matthean distinction between the

improved knowledge of biblical standards for personal

summed in Jesus'

key command to repent. The Sermon on the Mount had
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clarified how

a

Christian should live. Just

delving so deeply into a gospel improved her

cognition of the biblical portrayal of Jesus. Thus, due to this growth in cognition, Claire
was more

competent and motivated to influence others to

Jesus and to grow into this
Bonnie evidenced
sense

more

affective,

into this

the group

complete her work.
bold in her

could

With

see

a

The

clear

She had

Christ

more

greater desire

regards to the

training experience had especially impacted Bonnie.

the encouragement she received from the group and the

a more

questions rather than

She had

developing relationship with Jesus.

had

fiilly obey him.

skill of researching the Bible to deal with

clearly at work in other people and situations than previously.
come

relationship with

change. Regarding cognitive changes, Boimie

speculating from her previous knowledge. She believed that she

for others to

a

relationship.

of the person of Jesus and the decisions necessary to

developed the cognitive

into

come

She mentioned

accountability necessary to

knowledge gained and the group nurture had made her more

approach to the unchurched. Regarding behavior, Bonnie reflected on how

she could have

more

faithfully handled certain situations before the Joumey.

She had

placed some of these reflective insights into her recent practice.
The
Jesus

Joumey significantly impacted Kirk in all three areas. Kirk's cognition of

improved by means

forced out of his comfort

of the
zone

living Jesus confronted him.
for his

own

He became

modus
more

movie, repetitive reading, Bauer's book, and being

in the various

fraining settings. Through the training, the

Kirk summarized this

operendum,

experience

in his

focal

question

"What does Jesus want?" Kirk's affect itself changed.

empathetic with people,

more

passionate,

and motivated to reach out.

Behaviorally, Kirk moved from a self-declared, disgruntled laziness,
and

new

fixated

on

his

career

boring job, to a self-denying motivation to do what Jesus wants him to do.
Wliat the final session sixteen stated. Session Sixteen resulted in

data usefiil for evaluation. Near the end of the session, I asked the

session

or

part of a session especially affected them. Bill's

answer

a

wealth of

participants what
evidenced affective
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He chose the sessions with Ruth present. Helen's response indicated behavioral

change.

modification. She remembered that with faith like
unattainable. Such
with Jesus' eyes,
and behavioral

faith

a

was

mustard seed, she could do the

developing within her, and she was coming to see more

allowing a greater compassion to develop. Kirk evidenced cognitive

growth in his

Matthew, Jesus'

a

statements

Jesus' desire for mercy

over

answer.

He remembered the come, grow, go outline of

who do not

regarding those
sacrifice. Kirk

gather with him scatter, and

placed these cognitive reflections

behavioral commitments. He said, "I need to do these

things"

into

and "I will go to E.E.

[Evangelism Explosion training]." Claire's response tended more toward behavior

adjustments.

She shared Jesus' command, "You

She stated that she needed to live it,

14:16).

give them something to eat" (Matt.

especially by going through the materials

again in preparation for training others in the fiiture. Bonnie's reflection implied
affective and behavioral

change.

The term

opposition stuck in Bonnie's mind.

The

Joumey helped her deal with her own anger regarding opposition in her home and in

public.

Her

example was

her response to

persecution at a fast-food restaurant.

What the post-assessment evaluations stated. I conducted the post-assessment,

semi-stmctured interviews after the

training.

Helen and Claire

respectively.

Bonnie

was

were

soon

after his final

interviewed in late

interviewed

training the previous Sunday.
month after his final

particular participant completed the on-the-job

on

23

I interviewed Kirk

session

on

I read the statement from the evaluation

26

28

on

25

question, I asked "Specifically,

Then,

at the end of the

30

May

Bill

August.

August, which was

was

interviewed

on

over one

27

August,

As in the mid-assessment

form, asking if they were

in reference to the time since their mid-assessment interview

this

May and

August, after finishing her on-the-job

on-the-job training session.

on-the-job

May,

how did the Joumey

more,

less,

interview,

or

the

(see Appendix N). After

training contribute

to this?"

interview, I asked a series of questions, "Through the most

significant parts of the Joumey training:

same
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What did you 'come to know?'
What did you
How did you

'experience?'
"

'change?'

Finally, I inquired into the least impacting sessions
Helen

gained

a

more

parts of sessions.

greater knowledge of Jesus and what he expects. This greater

cognition motivated her to
and

or

"make

disciples,"

lead others into

a

relationship with Christ,

skillfully guide people into growth in that relationship.

from abstract and

general theological principles

for

Joumey moved her

The

growth to clearer,

more

authoritatively mandated and specific choices for deepening the relationship with Jesus.
During the interview,

Helen mentioned the clear choices that coivfronted her in the

Matthean text, the movie itself, and in the 4MAT
motivators for these

changes.

Kirk and her to hold

one

produced application as the primary

Helen's behavior had also

changed.

The

Joumey stirred

another accountable to devotional time. Also, the

sharpened her ability to see the personal, spiritual application of the text,
her to follow through with this

training

and motivated

application. Overall, through the various settings

Joumey, Helen more fiilly realized that people live very differently fi^om her,
became less judgmental and

said and says about such

a

more

their lives

was

critical attitude.

exposed, clarified,

Through the Joumey training,

too
or

and

deepened.

from which the

rushed. Also, the

on

cross

and she

the Sermon

on

she

meaning of the

The testimonies of God's work in

helped make this interaction so meaningfiil. Also,

Helen felt that the session

the

empathetic. The Joumey reminded her of what Jesus

experienced a dynamic interaction in the group itself,
biblical text

on

the Mount

as

in her final

evaluation,

overwhelming in content and

ceremony at the end of each session

was

not very

meaningful

motivating for Helen.
Claire grew in

cognition, affect,

and behavior

Especially by means of the

facilitator-produced outline, Claire grew cognitively. During the final
questions, she stated that she came to know the

stmcture of the

gospel.

set of interview

The 4MAT
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spurred Claire to hear a sharper,
convicted that God

more

application. She became more

authoritative

really does command her to respond obediently. She

to make an accountable decision to

follow through

was

specific task. Also,

on a

on-the-job training motivated Claire to study the material

more

intensely

challenged

the

and

required

imprinted

the information in her mind. Overall, since the mid-assessment interview, Claire had

especially become more knowledgeable of Jesus through the outline,
in the

use

of the 4MAT. Due to this

teacher Also, because of this
follow through

on

the 4MAT

improved cognition,

the discussion

She

were

increasingly motivated to
Claire

personally the most significant parts of the

during the Ash Wednesday session. Although difficult,
skit in the Ash

the

requirement to

Wednesday worship positively impacted Claire.

Especially due to this drama-producing experience,

she

was

effective

a more

especially noted her own excitement when a drama emerged fi-om

immediately act out the

initiate drama

she became

application, adjusting her behavior accordingly.

stated that the discussions and the skits

training sessions.

she

heightened cognition,

with greater skills

she envisioned and felt motivated to

during Trinity Church's contemporary worship. When I inquired

experienced during the Joumey,

eventually led to a positive product.

into what

Claire listed two facets that jostled her but
Claire did not

enjoy the various settings. First,

the

settings made her uncomfortable, and she felt inhibited in her discussion of the text.
However, similar to the 4MAT process, the real-life settings moved Claire from
esoteric

Christianity to

a more

appreciate the portrayal
movie gave

how she

an

image

deep,

intentional joumey with Jesus.

from which to

begin a discussion.

opening song, "Sanctuary," was

so

it

was

ceremony "felt

Claire did not

factors of least

not

Also, she noted that the Prayer to the Holy Spirit was
context,

Second, she did not

of Jesus in the Matthew movie; however, Claire stated that the

changed during the Joumey. Regarding the

mentioned that the

a more

helpful,

and

specifically know

impact,
was

Claire

"just there."

out of its Emmaus Walk retreat

contrived. In addition, she added that the

fimny," and would be more appropriate

in

a

cross

walk

refreat

during the closing

setting.
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According to the much later post-assessment interview, Bonnie especially

changed affectively because of the Joumey training. First,

she became

more

compassionate toward others, especially the unchurched. She connected this compassion
to Christ.

Through the Matthew movie and text, Bonnie cognitively realized that this

compassion is

at the core of Christ's

Ministries and

Gibsonburg Health Care

Since her

compassion was

God's message before
she

being.

connected to

The field

experiences at Just as I Am

Center reinforced this

cognition effectively.

Christ, she learned to be still and really hear

impulsively reacting to

situations.

gained motivation to actually reach the unchurched.

Second, due to the curriculum,
She

came to

reached the unchurched and the consequences of their decision for

stated that the skits

exemplifies this change.

vacation Bible school,

significant time
did not allow
an

in

against Jesus. She

helped her to more deeply realize Jesus as presented in the Matthew

movie and biblical text, and how he reached the unchurched. A
her behavior

or

know how Jesus

was

spiritual

Bormie invited

some

specific improvement in

challenging children to

present to greet and talk to their mothers, and spent
conversations with them. Third, due to the

opposition to bring out the worst in her.

Bonnie faced

Joumey, Boimie

opposition both in

episode at a fast-food restaurant and a chronic, deteriorating Trinity Church

employment situation.

Stirred

by our session on opposition, Bonnie changed

behaviorally, speaking kindly and honestly to the various difficult people
settings. Also, she did not leave Trinity Church,
circumstances.

others

as

Fourth, the Joumey spurred Bonnie

in the two

many would have done under similar
to pray

regularly and out loud with

including strangers during difficult circumstances. Similarly,

it motivated her to

testify how Jesus was changing her for the better Bormie cognitively leamed and
affectively experienced Jesus'
specific
she

session that

power in

prompted this

new

healing during the Joumey.
discovery. Rather,

experienced during certain Joumey prayer times

this prayer

conjuring calmness with others. Fifth,

She did not

name a

she mentioned the calmness

and how she

subsequently shared

Bonnie's devotional behavior

was
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improved because she was accoimtable to the Joumey group. Also, during the interview,
Boimie

expressed her shortcomings and deficiencies

Joumey, Bonnie

still felt

inadequate

in her

in the curriculum. At the end of the

knowledge of the biblical process of spiritual

growth as expressed in the gospel of Matthew. Also, she stmggled through the first few
sessions.

Watching, listening, and reading the ponderous genealogy at the beginning of

chapter one did not motivate her to adjust into the at-home study requirements.
addition, she stated that Session Sixteen, the final session,
session

was

disabled

was

very

In

disorganized.

by delays and by facilitator forgotten materials.

This

This session's

setting at the rehabilitation hospital was not conducive to a final evaluation and
celebration. Nurses

equipment and reports were on the table, and they rather mdely

intermpted the session.
Kirk offered three very clear and concise responses to the
most

significant leamings.

His earlier responses to

questions regarding his

questions fit well under these three

acting theses. First, through the Joumey traimng, he most significantly came to know his
task to be Jesus' witness and
between

a

servant to others.

bearing fmit and salvation. Affectively, he became convicted of the need to

effectively witness.

As

a

result, he took Evangelism Explosion training. Second, he
Kirk stated that the Matthew movie combined

experienced Jesus' deep love more fiilly.
with the

Cognitively, he realized the connection

gospel text produced an effect.

Through this seeking, hearing,

and

grown in this love. This greater

This combination made Jesus

come

alive.

feeling this dynamic Jesus, Kirk believed that he had

intimacy was put into practice and more deeply

experienced in his devotional life during the Joumey. Third, regarding personal change,
he believed that he sensed and
when inhibited

performed God's will more readily and willingly, even

by his own lack of gifts and feelings. According to Kirk, the Joumey

gave him additional

experiences of Jesus personally directing Kirk toward himself and

away from comfortable inhibitions. Kirk

impacting part of the Joumey training.

experienced the hospital

He stated that the

field

trip as the least

hospital itself overwhelmed
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him with memories from

a

very

painful time from his past.

he could not relate either the memory

During the Joumey,

or

two factors

the

He

session-specific

was so

overwhelmed that

reflections to Jesus.

sfrongly motivated Bill to change. According to

Bill, his wife's physical condition and the Joumey training group pushed him out of a

lazy Christianity. First,
into

a

Ruth's sickness

relationship with Jesus.

For

lead

primarily prompted him to seek to

example, during the fraining. Bill

compassion and explicitly shared his faith with certain high school

grew in his

students. Also, he

approached Kfrk about joining the Evangelism Explosion class. Second, aside
prompting Bill to witness, the Joumey fraining group was a welcome,
him. He stated that he

from also

support for

new

finally found people who shared his view on salvation. Also,

mentioned that the words and prayers of the group
was

people

encouraged to be more open,

were

from the heart. As

and he allowed himself to be vulnerable

a

he

result. Bill

during a very

challenging time in his life. Through this setting, certain effects emerged. According to
Bill, this group modeled authentic
Also, the group stimulated Bill to

leamings

and

places these notes

curriculum itself produced
Matthew is

an

excellent

prayer and motivated him to
a new

specific changes in Bill.

source to

writes down his biblical

Bill

came

to know that the

gospel of

experience Jesus. Although he taught the Tmthseekers
Bill most

through this on-the-job training. Also,
to

now

in folders. Within the context of these two factors, the

Sunday school class for many years.

opportune time

behavior. He

deepen his prayer life.

approach people

directly presented the gospel to them

Bill stated that he tmsted God

in their lives. The various

more

regarding the

settings for the Joumey

training encouraged this affective change.
Preliminary observations.
conclusions. Each of the

These assessments lead to

a

few tentative

participants made certain specific changes

from the mid to the

post-assessment points (see Table 1). Helen allowed the cognitive portrait of Jesus

deepen in affect. She became
She understood what Jesus

more

courageous,

compassionate,

expected more sharply and felt Jesus'

to

and less judgmental.

conunand to action
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more

Claire grew in

fully.

cognition of the biblical

by Jesus' command to repent, his
to feed the multitudes. She

grow them

both

on

was

the Mount, and his

applied these to her need to

lead

especially impacted

charge for his disciples

people to salvation and

through excellent teaching. Through this greater cognition,

a more

motivated and skilled teacher. Bonnie became

By mid-assessment, she
around her, and
more

Sermon

Jesus. She

using the Bible

more as

spiritual

Joumey.

affectively confident.

her standard,

reflecting on her past with these new leamings.

courageous and

at the end of the

was

more

in her interactions with

Claire became

seeing Jesus

As

a

at work

result, Bonnie

challenging people and

was

situations

Between the mid- and final assessments. Kirk became

more

readily adjusting and more obedient to what he had previously realized that Jesus wanted
of him.
more

Specifically, he felt compelled to grow in knowledge of Jesus and to develop a

intense

compassion for others, especially evidenced in leading them

into

a

saving

relationship with God. Overall, stimulated by the Joumey training group and his personal
situation. Bill increased somewhat in knowledge, developed a deeper compassion in his
character, and demonstrated a more bold witness.
Table 1

Changes

in

Participants

Name

Pre-Need

Mid-Growth

Post-Result

Bill

receive support

affect: wife's' ilhiess

boldness &

biblical reflection

confident &

compassion
Bormie

disciplined,

biblical

skills
Claire
Kirk

regularity
move

from comfort
zone

courageous

cognition
cognition, affect,

motivation & skill
&

flexible and

behavior

compassion

cognition & affect

compassion

greater flexibility
Helen
Note. Information

overcommitted

gathered pre, mid, and post-assessment.
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Observations:
The

Differentiating Cognitive, Affective,

preliminary results

deeper illustration.
each

The

fraining session.

from the assessments

following reflections

I have

sections,

a

In order to

session notes and recorded in

blue, red, and green

one

a

accomplish this task, I carefully went

notebook these

significant factors in separate

respectively. Although this
the

differentiation is

analysis does produce

results. In interaction with the assessment interview results, these

observations will
the

stands for correction and

directly from data I gathered during

imprecise with certain overlap among the categories,
helpful

now

attempted to dissect the information into cognitive,

affective, and behavioral factors.

through the

stem

and Behavioral Factors

help to expose the true cognitive, affective,

some

processed

and behavioral

changes in

participants (see Table 2).
Table 2
Intended and Actual Results

Type of Training
Session Didactic

Intended Results

Actual Results

cognition and application to

less

behavior

cognition,more
application, movie helpful to
both

Various Locations

On-The-Job

affective process of lesson
immediate incorporation of

cognition
Session Rituals
Homework

affective group building
be prepared for groups

at times distracted

overwhelming to some, very
helpful to others
little affective impact
Gospel of King very helpful

sessions

Cognition. Cognitive changes took place
individual at-home

in the

disciple-makers through the

study, the fraining sessions, and on-the-job fraining.

I identified

significant cognitive changes by means of their participation in and the duration of a
discussion and
a

by repetitions. Longer discussions with full

group

participation indicated

possible point of cognitive change. Also, cognitive growth was exposed when

participants regularly or even periodically repeated a previous learning.
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During Session One, the

group delved into Jesus'

questions, "Why was Jesus

led the way with two

led into

enough?" The group invested their time attempting to
result, they fleshed out the concept of initiation.

subsequent group discussion prepared the
the

temptation (Matt.

Didn't he have

temptation?

answer

these

I noted that Kirk's

group to understand this

4: 1-1 1). Kirk

As

questions.
questions

a

and

point of decision in

Joumey.
In Session

focused

on

Two, the participants wrestled with the mbrics of the 4MAT and

(Matt. 4:17). Except for Bonnie, the students responded with

the term repent

generalities and esoteric thoughts when the 4MAT demanded a case from their own lives.
I

challenged them to present a subjective

originally presented in the Roadmap, the

case.

Through the Didactic section,

group

processed well the term repent in its

surrounding context. They investigated the usage
understand its
the

use

in 4:17. I

gospel of Matthew.

than the immediate context,

context of

tendency was to interpret terminology through texts other

or

by means

contrast, Claire's inductive Bible

of preformed concepts and/or

feelings.

In

study training prepared her to begin within the context

of the biblical book. The group met my
to

of the term in Matthew 3 in order to

challenged them to interpret the term within the

Their

as

challenge by staying within the Matthean context

interpret repent. Together, they concluded that repent not only meant to tum from

but also to tum to the

new

life Jesus will teach. This

sins

requires a radical change.

During Session Three, the group responded well to an exercise on the discipline
of study and learned
breaks up the

a new

skill. As described in

discipline into

contrast to the lesson

plan,

four steps: repeat, concentrate,

I exercised the students in this

session's memory verse, Matthew 5:48.
need: the
were

Chapter 3

development of skills

for

of this paper, Richard Foster

comprehend,

discipline of study using the

Upon reflection, the exercise

a more

and reflect. In

met a

practical

objective interpretation of the text. They

becoming more familiar with Dr. Joy's 4MAT.

The exercise

on

the

discipline of

study enhanced this cognitive growth. This discipline helped them to avoid the reduction
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of the biblical text into

ambiguous generalizations or subjective opinions. Also, since

Claire and Helen

starting their on-the-job training in the following week, this skill

enabled them to

were

more

effectively guide their trainees in the process leading to a

meaningful application.
Also, the Sermon on the Mount was the focus text in Session Three. The material
was

very

overwhelming to the students.

session just in the Sermon. The group
students to receive

a more

Helen stated that

One cup is beautifixl

on

comprehensive view of the

the two cups,
to

an

Sermon

on

of our

help the

the Mount. I have

in the past. In essence, I lift up two cups.

use

the cup with holes to describe the

approach to God according to the sermon.

be filled up with God's

spend all

its exterior, but the interior is hidden and full of holes. The other

cup is clear without holes. I

their

could

I believe illustrations could

agreed.

developed such illustrations and used them

we

grace

I

on

can

actually pour water into

through a righteous relationship with us

overflow to others. In the future, the rubrics of this session should include

lecture

and

The other cup represents those who

righteousness to an overflow in doing.

representing God pouring his

religious leaders

a

longer

the Sermon with these illustrations.

Session Five
not sacrifice"

began in a bar.

(Matt. 9:13).

A

long and deep discussion developed on "mercy,

The conversation

was

deep because the local bar was the

setting in which the text and application came together for the participants. They

processed the difficulties of their week plus the bar setting through Matthew 9:1-13.
They also critiqued Trinity Church through these
was

calling Trinity Church and them

same verses.

They concluded that God

to show mercy, touch and associate with social

untouchables, and incur the wrath of society actually becoming scapegoats, lightening
rods like those with whom

they are called to minister.

Also, during Session Five, I gave them

briefly oriented them to it (see Appendix F).

an

outline of the book of Matthew and

The students received this framework well.

They were given a comprehensive overview that helped place the pieces into

a

structure.
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I considered

students to
my

presenting this outline earlier. However, I was attempting to challenge the

study the Bible inductively, leading to a framework.

predetermined

scheme

on

was

a

was

especially noteworthy.

I

pieces of text and the

4MAT

were

In the midst of Session
an

This didactic

losing the overarching structure amidst

processing of these

smaller segments. In the

future, the 4MAT could be adjusted to process larger segments of the

study method was

lectured, focusing

deeper overview of chapters one through ten.

very well received because the students

the many

impose

the students.

The Session Six didactic section
upon Matthew 9:36 within

I did not want to

text structure.

Seven, Claire vehemently stated that the inductive Bible

excellent

preparation for this course.

She attended

Kay Arthur's

Precept Ministries training seminar almost one year previous to the Joumey.

During Session Ten, Claire volunteered that she had not finished her homework.
Her statement

exposed to me that I was not holding the students

homework. Also, my
them to read

fiiture,

an

over

assignments from Bauer's book were not clearly defined.

the relevant sections in Bauer and

answer

assignment sheet that lists the relevant pages

attention to certain

accountable for

questions would greatly aid the

the many

doing
I wanted
In the

questions.

in Bauer and directs their

students. Also, such

clarity in the

assignment would encourage accountable completion of the work.
Also,
to favorite

a

discussion of the term faith

texts, such

as

Hebrews 12:1 and

the students to process the term faith first

gospels,

and

finally the other sections

During Session Eleven,
4MAT steps without my verbal

quickly moved away from the text of Matthew
feelings about what faith means.

I

challenged

through the text of Matthew, then the

other

of the New Testament.

I sensed that the students

were

ready to process all of the

promptings. They succeeded, demonsfrating that they

had mastered each of the steps.
The students shifted the focus of Session Twelve from my teaching

subject to Jesus' condenmation of the religious leaders

in

on one

chapter twenty-three. Trinity
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Church

was

the

group's "experience or case," as encouraged in the second step of the

They evaluated Trinity Church by means of this chapter. The

4MAT.

mastered and owned the 4MAT to the
In Session

Thirteen, I noted that the group continued to improve in the 4MAT, requiring
a

end of the 4MAT process, the accountable concrete

Speaking for the

group, Claire declared that this

understanding of Bible study.

beyond very general
An extemal

Matthew 24

discussion broke out

regarding the

application of Bible study to life.

application was

a

paradigm shift in her

Claire and Helen described the resistance to such

application among their own trainees.

one

now

degree that they were taking charge of the process.

less guidance and time. During Session Fourteen,

least

group had

One

particular trainee refiised to apply the text

maxims.

factor,

the Left Behind

(LaHaye and Jenkins).

series, motivated the group's interest

The group, with the

in

exception of Bill, had read at

book in the series. Several times, the group discussion almost abandoned the

Matthean text in order to discuss the Left Behind series. I
the text of Matthew, and to seek to

challenged them to stay with

comprehend the overarching stmcture of this

apocalyptic chapter. During the 4MAT, I taught an overview of the text that enabled
them to

analyze particularities in the context of the gospel. They attentively received this

teaching.

I did not introduce this extemal

factor, the Left Behind series, further into the

session. In the fiiture, if the group facilitator introduces the sessions with similar

motivating outside factors, the students' attentiveness will probably increase; however, if
the factor takes
A thesis

over

the discussion, the session will be disabled.

emerged from the experiential learning at the Just as I am Ministries.

the end of the session, I asked the group, "What life and death decisions do you
these

people have made, regularly make,

Kirk stated that the

or

will have to make?"

were

limited, and were faced with an ongoing threat of eviction. This was
Kirk and

sense

Speaking for the

people this ministry served lived in apartments,

group.

financially

a new

Helen, in particular, and a significant reminder to the others.

At

learning for
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During Session Fifteen, Bonnie impacted the
learning experiences

condensed the
She

spoke as

at Just as I Am

group with

a

summary that

Ministries and Memorial

Hospital.

follows:

Letting go of the old ways is very hard for these people because of
problems they face every day. Plus, they don't believe they can have what
others have attained. In addition, they are used to a sick routine, because
on one hand, its all they know. On the other hand, generations watch and
act in a vicious cycle, and they really do not want to change.
The group

was

very attentive to this statement, and were

quiet and reflective

for

some

time afterward.

Without

major sessions.

prior notice, I asked them in Session
Claire and Helen

Their students did not receive

Claire and Helen had

Quiet Time Bible
a

that his materials would be too

opening of this

Worksheet" in order to

joumey, project these

gospel

the text for their trainees

own

Although the entire

study, Helen and Claire indicated

overwhehning for their students.

final

session, I handed them

a

"Final Session/Final

into the fiiture, and anchor them in

publicly proclaimed

worship service (see Appendix K).

This method motivated the

quickly and thoroughly process and apply their experience of the training.

What

the

completed their

help them reflect upon their experience and leamings of the

commitments at the final
students to

as

copy of Bauer's book.

class stated the value of Bauer's materials for their

At the

The others could not

I believe that this factor enabled them to master the outline.

Claire and Helen chose the NIV

(Bunch).

verbally outline the

presented the outline in detail.

thoroughly and accurately reproduce the outline.
on-the-job training.

Sixteen to

were

the greatest

cognitive changes in the disciple-makers?

of Matthew, with the necessary decisions

minds. Even those who did not
of this outline and the decisions.

beginning with the

as

throughout,

was

An outline of

imprinted on their

effectively complete the training had a general

sense

Also, they had developed the inductive study skill of

immediate context in order to

interpret particular passages and terms.
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In

addition, they leamed about the conditions in which other social classes exist, and how

the biblical text

What

applies to

such

larger contexts.

produced the greatest cognitive changes

final Session Sixteen, Claire

in the

spoke the group's consensus.

disciple-makers? During the

The greatest

experience was the 4MAT process that produced an accountable,
However, Claire stressed the need fi)r students
leader loses effectiveness when he
Affect. The affective

affective elements

can

are

session

concrete

application.

partner for such accountability. The

she attempts to hold the entire group accountable.

the stimuli that solicit

an

emotional response. These

imprint knowledge on the mind and condition habit patterns.

Certain parts of the curriculimi did

sessions of the

or

to

learning

produce such emotional

responses.

Again,

since the

Joumey build upon one another, I present my observations from each

regarding affective changes.
During Session One, Bonnie wept over an impression from the Matthew movie.

In

subsequent weeks, the movie also produced emotional

Also, the

group

session, the

laughed during and enjoyed the memory verse

memory

verse

skits solicited

noteworthy was Session Five's

the movie would solicit

an

skits. In the

memory verse skit after the tense

emotional response in the

I noted in Session Two that the

more

deep sharing feelings.

as an

affect agent. I intended that

participants.

It

accomplished this

especially impacted.

home that
The

and Kirk in

naming of such emotions encouraged a fiirther and

Although the nursing home setting affected all the participants
was

following

study in the local bar.

example, during week two, Bonnie was joyous. Bill bothered,

awe.

Kirk

participants.

laughter and a release of tension. Especially

The curriculum established the Matthew movie

mission. For

reactions in the

He stated that he did not want to

come

in Session Four,
to the

nursing

evening, but he knew that he needed to be sfretched out of his comfort zone.

nursing home was a place of bad memories

the difficult memories associated with such

for Kirk, and several others mentioned

places.
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The bar

participants

in Session Five

were nervous

experiences,
made

setting

and

were a

and

discussed the

All of the

gabby. They told stories from their past tavern

very nervous,

Helen, Kirk, and Claire

significantly stirred the participants.

aware

The

easily distracted group.

of another social strata in

setting especially

Gibsonburg. They

dynamics of the ignorance and rejection of certain social

stratas in the

village. They attempted to picture the adjustments necessary at Trinity Church in order
to welcome

these

rougher people.

During Session Six, Boimie

shared how she put Matthew ten into

fast-food restaurant. Without cause,

used

insulting language.

prayed for them

and for

stated that she had

daily

responded outside of her usual angry pattern.

guidance

on

how to best address them. She

pray for them.

opposition in Matthew ten

on

life. Bonnie's

people threw sugar packets at her and

younger

already and would continue to

connected Jesus' words
in her

Bonnie

some

practice at a

with this

She

spoke to them

Significantly,

and

Bonnie

experience of opposition

sharing and the subsequent discussion deepened this

link

between text and behavior for the group.
As the visitation

reactions

emerged.

experiences were

Helen

shared in Session Seven, several

experienced some opposition both intemal

result, she did not give the Jesus movie to the

presented the gospel to a person, Bonnie

person. As I

became

nervous

noteworthy

and extemal. As

partnered with Bonnie

a

and

and babbled at times. The

intensity of the situation apparently solicited this response.
The

changes

Meeting Place experience

in the

participants.

The

in Session

following factors disabled the affect.

confused about the time and location, and
spouses for this

experience

was

Eight did not produce any affective

one was

not stressed.

missing.

Thus,

no

The students

were

The role of children and

spouses

or

children attended.

Claire, Kirk, and Helen seemed uncomfortable celebrating communion in this setting.

Finally,

the mood of the

overwhelmed.

participants

was

poor. One

privately shared a feeling of being
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When the

traimng group was forced to quickly produce

a

skit for

presentation on

Wednesday, they were greatly challenged. After showing the Matthew movie and

Ash

receiving general impressions, I focused the students

upon

Trinity Church, stating,

Trinity Church as a disciple called to deny itself, take up its'

"View

cross, and follow Jesus."

Then, I asked a question, "Now what is Jesus saying to Trinity Church?" Finally, I gave
them their
and

assigrmient, saying,

following Jesus."

"Tell the story of Trinity's self-denial,

that

cross

for first century

"Where's the Beef?" based upon the

Noting that following Jesus requires self-denial, they concluded

only through this condition will
The

cross,

hi response to this exercise, the students felt rushed and somewhat

perturbed with me. They constructed a skit entitled,
famous commercial.

taking up the

come

display on the table

the fixiit of new and

led to

a

developing disciples.

discussion about the

meaning of the cross

disciples and provided an excellent opening for Session Ten. During this

session, the preparation of a skit on Jesus' transfiguration greatly refreshed the

participants. They were very tired at the end of the pre-skit, 4MAT process. Also,
chitchat began

taking over the

session. The skit broke this pattern.

laughed during the preparation of the
felt how scared the
Jesus.

Significantly, through the skit, they actually

and how little these

xmplanned experience impacted the group in Session Eleven.

compassion to froubled kids,

snowballs. This

experience

position in the school, the
compassion for them.

led to

some

a

wife who

was

prolonged discussion with Bill

situation with the

high school students,

The snowballs and discussion

spoke

about his

teaching

and ways of showing

encouraged vulnerability.

and others also shared

Kirk

feelings. Ruth, Bill's

present, culminated this vulnerability as she shared her fears regarding her

upcoming shimt operation.

praying.

As Bill

teens hit the classroom windows with

spoke emotionally about his career struggles,

then

disciples really understood about

They finished Session Ten with exuberance.
An

about

disciples were

skit.

They heartily

The group

responded by gathering around her and
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By Session Eleven, I realized the stimulating effect of skits
wanted them to have the freedom to
I gave them

during this session,

a

on

the

I

participants.

creatively release their thoughts and feelings. Thus,

number of options in their

production of future skits.

They were permitted to act out the memory verse itself or include the immediate context.
They were

allowed to do this

acting out

desired, they were enabled to create

They chose to create
The Just

a

participants outside

If they

allegory or metaphor for the verse or context.

setting for

of their comfort

were

placed several
somewhat overwhelmed.

bar, this experience motivated all of the

previous

participants to

seek, and save those who

session in the

Session Fourteen

Kirk and Helen

zone.

Somewhat like the
see,

original or a modem setting.

metaphor based upon the text and its context.

I Am Ministries

as

an

in the

are,

as

they stated, "living on the edge

in

Gibsonburg."
The

hospital experience

On the retum

in Session Fifteen

trip from the hospital,

Three of the four

produced a concise and clear result.

I asked how the

hospital setting impacted them.

participants briefly and intensely responded, "Tmst in the Lord."

setting, particular Matthean text,

and intentional tmst discussions

result. The text dealt with Jesus

waiting on his Father to raise

discussion focused upon

The

helped produce this

him from the dead. The

tmsting God in the midst of a horrible

situation to deliver

us

in

God's opportune time.

Session Sixteen took
was

recovering.

Both the

place at the rehabilitation hospital where Bill's wife Ruth

setting and her presence during the

vulnerability among the participants.
the

The

Joumey influenced the students to

session, laughter broke

out as the

a

session

encouraged a

stmggle of Bill and Ruth for the duration of

greater compassion. Also, in the midst of this

disciple-makers remembered their previously

performed skits.
In

conclusion, elements of the curriculum motivated affective changes

participants.

What

were some

of the

more

significant stimuli?

The

following

in the

is

a

list
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from the first to the last of the sessions: the Matthew

movie; session settings; skits

in

general, but especially quick skits for performance; images; and, unexpected, extemal
stimuli. What overall,
each of the

long-term, primary changes did these curriculum stimuli solicit in

participants?

Due to Ruth's

condition. Bill became

very vulnerable in the

group and

experienced loving support. This experience stirred him to

in

and to

general

participate more

group's support when she
She grew in

a sense

was

in

Trinity Church.

In

a

of competence to

a more

similar way, Bormie felt the

confident demeanor

from and judgmental of different and difficult

people with a greater opermess

and

as

she

experienced the

Helen became less detached

She

people.

more

readily approached such

compassion. Through the curriculimi experience,

developed an ongoing determination to concretely apply what stuck in her heart

and to follow through. Kirk moved away from

legalistic, committed, obligatory

a

approach to self, family, church, and even career
from which to
affective

changes

approach these arenas of his life.

changes stimulate?

in the

This

He fraveled into

What

question mandates

new

an

a more

loving motive

habit patterns did these

investigation of behavioral

participants.

Behavior. Jesus

obey it" (Luke 1 1:28).
more

greater openness

vulnerable. She became less intimidated and defensive.

group's respect and appreciation of her life experiences.

Claire

a

stated, "Blessed rather are those who hear the word of God and

The

cognitive and affective culminate

habitual obedience to the interactive God is the

in behavioral

change.

A

goal. Behavioral changes in the

disciple-makers were especially produced through the individual, accountable,

and

specific applications determined during each session and checked on in the subsequent
session. Other behavioral
these

changes emerged during other parts of the sessions.

changes in my session notes,

and post-assessment surveys. I
sessions.

and

I recorded

they were evident in the previously analyzed mid-

begin with specific observations

Then, I evaluate the weekly applications.

changed in the participants behavior patterns,

I

and notes from the

basically ask,

and what

"What

exactly

specifically motivated these
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changes?"

Since these two

questions involve behavioral changes, the answers are

arguably more important than cognitive and affective resuhs.
During Session Three, I became
cause

you

for the

training.

I

aware

of the

potential problem absences could

placed the burden of action upon the group.

another. I

subsequent sessions.

training, Boimie had made

are

At the end of the

repeated this question during
up three sessions with

Regarding Bill, although we had corresponded electronically. Bill and I had not

worked

through the materials fi^om missed sessions.

motivated to make up missed sessions. Bonnie

climactic

point

He determined to

move

Bill

was more

hi the midst of Session Six, Kirk's desire to
a

asked, "What

going to do about absences?" After discussion, the resulting options were to do

make-up work with me or to tutor one

me.

I

was

motivated.

move out

out of guarded

apparently not very

of his comfort

zone

privacy and to share

reached

Christ at

work.

Kirk's
group

struggle with work became a behavioral issue

encouraged and challenged Kirk regarding his job.

his job in order to

serve

sacrifice because he
is

God in other

was

areas.

in Session Eleven. The

Kirk stated that he put up with

He believed that he endured the job

as a

tempted to pursue a more fulfilling career The group response

sufficiently summarized in a question, "How can God transform your job and be

glorified in it?" Also, Helen especially struggled with concrete application during this
session. She had trouble

moving from generalities to a greater specificity.

During the ride to the Just as I am Ministries, I pressed Helen and Claire

regarding their trainees' accountability for determined application.

Claire and Helen

chose to stress the 4MAT process

their students

not held

accountable for decisions made

their students
accountable
to my

leading to application; however,

were

during the previous

unfamiliar with the process that

session. Claire stated that

brings Bible study to such concrete,

application. They are used to and comfortable

challenge and our discussion,

were

with

generalities.

Claire and Helen committed to

give

out

In response

application
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reminder cards each week. Also,

during this Session Fourteen, I challenged Kirk to

develop a plan for his on-the-job training.
to recruit and initiate a class.

him. He

Later, I offered to

come

alongside of Kirk

use

what

Hospital, I challenged the group with several

they had attained,

a

in order to

help

statements

requiring

working knowledge of the 4MAT (see Appendix I).

The reflective silence in immediate response to these statements
the

when

or

subsequently accepted this offer

At Memorial
them to

Kirk stated that he did not know how

learning in this surgical waiting room setting.

After

exposed the intensity of

reading Matthew 26:31-35

together, I challenged the disciple-makers to self-critically reflect on the boasts of Jesus'

original disciples. They were very sympathetic with these initial disciples.
that Peter had not yet received the

consensus was

The group

Holy Spirit. Although as

disciple-makers they had received the Spirit, they must beware of boasting. They really
do not know what
to have the

69-75

they would do in similar situations. They must pray and prepare daily

strength to withstand such

situations. Then, after

reading Matthew 2:47-56,

together, I pointed out the dichotomy between the words and actual
The students

early disciples.

applied the dichotomy to their own

divided attention in devotions

and

and inevitable

retaliatory actions (Kirk). Finally and climactically,
own

a

fi-om her former job. She

what others said about

In her response, Bormie

God

patience.

time of silence.

image

of

God?" Helen shared

an

stayed with many long and boring tasks no matter

leaving it. She greatly relied on God during the duration of this

job.

This

I cast the

experiences of entombment waiting upon God to deliver them

(see Appendix I). The central question was, "Will you wait on

a

in reference to

turning the other cheek rather than making room for vengeful thoughts

Jesus' tomb and their

experience

lives in various ways:

(Helen), procrastination when faced with a strong spiritual

impression (Bonnie), forgiveness of self when make mistakes,
workplace,

deeds of these

emphasized her move fiom

a

hurried

mentality to a wait-on-

change began with her Emmaus Walk retreat in the past year

Kirk, who

was

After

struggling with the question in reference to his vocation
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and job,

bluntly stated,

"God will take

care

"How do you know God wants you there?" Helen

of you

there;

we can

make choices

"

Through the evaluative nature of Session Sixteen many changes

participants
the

were

exposed.

I

responded,

in the

challenged them to verbally express how they would move

Joumey training experience into more regular practice in their lives. Helen

responded that she

would

integrate the principles, especially the cognitive outline and the

4MAT process, into what she
stated that he would

was

already doing in the church and community.

actually take the Evangelism Explosion training in June 2001. Also,

he said that he had shifted firom the
of God. The

Joumey as obligation to

Joumey taught him to focus

to cut out other

on

what he

was

good, but not God-prompted, activities,

brought him a great victory through the Joumey.
positive desire

and less out of a

He

hi addition. Kirk stated that God

was

acting much more out of a

guilt-prodded obligation.

Claire
She

saying that her summer schedule

know very

specifically how to apply the training at this point.

deeply leam evangelism and discipleship.

want to

we

evaluated the fulfillment of these
with the Tmthseekers

before he could evaluate. Bonnie
lead others to Christ. I want to

to
more

Evangelism

fall.

goals.

Bill

keep motivated."

leam Matthew thoroughly
and to

place this

enough to

previously stated,

"I

Sunday school class." Now, Bill

formerly stated,

developed some of these skills.

disciple better,

seem

Bonnie committed to

mentioned that he still had thirteen weeks of training with this

goal to

qualified this general

Joumey began, the participants stated their overall goals. During

effectively share

that she had

less decisive. She

In response, I mentioned Kirk's

Explosion training in June and his evangelism class in the

Session Sixteen,

was

very erratic. Claire did not

statement,

was

desire to do it out of a love

a

called to do at the moment and

hoped to integrate the training into her summer schedule.

When the

Kirk

Sunday school class

"I want to leam
At this later

evangelism skills to

point, Bonnie reflected

Claire believed that she had fiilfilled her
share it. Kirk wanted to

evangelize and

intention in to action. At the end of the

Joumey,

Kirk
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mentioned that he

formerly could
the

gospel

was

not

visiting more effectively. According to his wife Helen, he

and would not do such visitation. Like Claire, Helen

of Matthew

so

thoroughly that she

that she had

accomplished this goal.

Also

during Session Sixteen,

decisions

the

patterns and

be

to

leam

could transfer it to others. She believed

participants evaluated and reflected upon the

they made each week and how well they followed through.

excellent exercise that

hoped to

This

was an

helped the trainees to recognize certain detrimental behavioral

challenged to practically deal with them.

I

provided a written

week-by-week account of their determined applications and how they followed through
on

these

(see Appendix L).

for action. Bill
in the

After

reflection, they shared their discoveries and decisions

planned to follow through with the troubled kids he mentioned so often

application.

Claire stated that she tended to say

do part of it. She believed that she needed

with

complete follow-through.

during the Joumey.
faithful to the

She gave

small

things

in front of her,

Helen stated that she

Kirk believed that he

applications

stated and the

ambiguous or overly general

was

absent in the data. I circled

a

object from witnessing to

I circled what

absent

or a

students to

more

not

they did

meeting

During the Joumey, Bill

personal

matters with his sick wife

and

finally to his Sunday school class. The personal matters were the

and

clearly stated. This data evidences that Bill's

most

was

follow up

number of Bill's statements about

with troubled kids, checked four sessions, and stmck four.
moved his

for the

follow-through.

statements. I checked when

primarily follow through and made a strike mark when they were
statement

very

especially in her family.

began with Bill, reading through each week and noting pattems.

done and underlined

was

kept looking outside of her

previously leamed during the Joumey to look

I evaluated this written account of the
I

only

improved on her follow-through

examples of certain people.

She had

and

measurable, do-able, and smaller applications

Boimie noted that she

application decisions.

family for applications.

something big each week

most

emotionally

significant behavioral growth
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came

in

regards to

generalizations

Also, Bill moved firom

his interaction with his sick wife.

about how he followed up

on

his

applications to more specific

statements.

Bonnie had few circles

or

underlines, four checks, and eight slashes. These

strikes indicate that Bonnie's data was rather
Bonnie

was

incomplete.

The available data

implied that

usually very specific in her applications and regularly followed through.

objects for application were her household, family, and herself Significantly,
followed

Her

she

through by forgiving a relative and peaceably dealing with an episode with

strong opposition.
Claire received several underlines and five checks. Claire tended toward

generalizations in application and partial fulfillment.

She

progressively focused upon

others, her prayer life, and personal interactions during the Joumey. Claire's most

significant follow-through was when

she wrote

a

person in jail and continued the

correspondence.
Kirk's statements received

underlines. At times. Kirk
rather than

ambiguous

or

was

seven

too

checks,

general.

a

few circles, and

At these

sloppy in his application.

a

number of

points, he was almost parabolic

For

example, even after I pressed him

during Session Eight, Kirk would not specify how his "Follow Jesus" generalization

pragmatically applied in the next week; however, he was usually very specific

application statements and thorough in accomplishing them.

The

applications were primarily home, work, church, and personal
Helen also received
more

seven

checks and

concrete after the first two sessions.

a

in his

objects of his

devotions.

number of imderlines. Helen became

Thus, such ambiguous

statements

"proclaim Christ" and "dig deeper" moved into more specific applications

as

such

as

"invite

Tiffany to Sunday school." Also, she asked specific behavioral questions before
habitually responding to trigger situations and people. My evaluation of their responses
and the

centrality of this application-producing process

in the

Joumey pointed toward
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two amendments.

First, I need to

would result from them

symbolic interaction or situation

relationships and situations. Second,

application each week.

step. Greater accountability

defining a certain person or specific situation as their first step

toward fiilfiUment. This

extended into other

stress a more concrete first

could model what
I need to

can

be

deepen the general

A first step could lead to other concrete persons and situations in

progressive steps throughout the Joumey. Then, applications would not be dropped after
just one

week of expected

follow-through.
Summary of the Findings

Overall, the Spirit prompted changes within the participants through the
curriculum.

Through the group support. Bill became more settled in his caretaking role

and the behavioral

responsibilities associated with it. Through the curriculum, this

challenging curve in his
Jesus.
in

life

placed in spiritual context,

was

on

the

pilgrim path with

However, he did not accomplish his initial, publicly-stated goal. Bonnie improved

moving a sfrong spiritual impression into action.

in Session Sixteen.

toward difficult

She

publicly recognized this growth

Also, Bonnie became less impulsive and defensive in her behavior

people.

Her

success

in two

significant cases continued to motivate and

deepen this behavior. Helen became less scattered and more focused in her behavior

Although she only slightly improved in her concentration during devotions,
more

regular and less spasmodic

agreement with Kirk. Also, she

in devotional

practice due to an accountability

was more concrete

ambiguous in her application of the biblical text to
faithfiil in her

behavior

and

specific and less general and

life. In

addition, she

by not spreading herself too thin. She refused to participate
more

focused in her behavior. She

written account of her stated
more

was more

follow-through. Finally, Helen demonsfrated her growth in focused

Claire also became

her to be

she became

in

new

activities.

emotionally responded to the

applications and follow-through.

This account motivated

clear, specific, and accountable in her application of spiritual impressions

to her behavior This

new

behavior

was

reinforced

through the memory of her faithful
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follow-through with the woman in jail.
sensitive to the

release

a

more

flexible in his pattems and

Spirit's impressions that led to adjustments of schedule.

pattem of ambivalent thinking. He started to view his job

Also, Kirk began
the time to
his

Kirk became

began to

field for mission.

to realize that his job's fmancial benefit and mundane nature gave him

participate more in the church mission.

career to

as a

He

sit in the

With less ambivalence, he allowed

waiting room until God moved him.
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CHAPTERS

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Evaluation and
At this

Table

point, the data

is

Interpretation of the

Data

prepared for a final evaluation and interpretation (see

3).

Table 3

Degree of Change in Participants

Name

Cognition

Affect

Behavior

Catalyst

Bill

3

4

4

Botmie

5

5

4

group support
4MAT

& small group

Kirk

4

3

4

session settings

Claire

4

4

3

4MAT

Helen

4

4

4

Note.

Most

Ranking on

1-5 scale with 5

4MAT &

settings

highest.

Change Provoking: Uniting Cognitive, Affective,

and Behavioral Factors into

Conclusions

Whereas in

Chapter 4, 1 sought to

affective, and behavioral categories,

processed evidence
of two

into

questions. First,

some

what

I

differentiate the data

now

seek to unite this

substantial conclusions. I

were

through the cognitive,

now

accomplish this unity by means

the outcomes in the group

together and in the

particular individuals? Second, precisely how did the curriculum
The Journey training
but to

categorized and

affect these outcomes?

produced the following conunon results

varying degrees. Through the Joumey, the participants moved

individuals to

a

community. They became vulnerable to one another,

in the
from

participants,
a

collection of

shared their deep

thoughts and feelings, and freely expressed their emotions. By means of experiential
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learning, they came to know that discipleship is a biblically-marked joumey,
decisions

along the

They left the training with the Matthean outline,

way.

a

with

contextual

approach to the biblical text, and the 4MAT process imprinted on their minds and hearts.

They had a deeper compassion and increased confidence

with which to reach out and

disciple others.

willing to adjust their behavior

to

With this

cognition and affect, they

were

greater fulfill this disciple-making mission. They were
Each individual

condition and from my
initial need

was

to

more

emotions. He

was

initial needs

were

willing to change.

experienced particular and significant changes

from their initial

perception of their original needs through the curriculum. Bill's

receive support. He did receive the

became much

more

open and vulnerable to the group,

group's encouragement.

He

readily sharing his thoughts and

less didactic and clinical in his interactions with the others. Boimie's
addressed.

became

more

She had

successfiilly

Through the home study and session 4MAT process,

she

disciplined in study and had developed new biblical interpretation skills.
led her first small group. Her boundaries with difficult and

demanding people had sfrengthened without sacrificing her compassion. Overall, Boimie

deeply felt the group's

love and

comprehensive competence.
and feel its precepts
existence.

appreciation.

She felt

more

From this

able to

accurately study the Bible,

through her many experiences,

Through her new stmcture

habit pattems, she exuded

a more

of a

more

and

more

reflective attitude and

procedure.

faithfiil

improved from her initial

more

proficient at prioritizing.

Her

actively compassionate and less detached and judgmental. This

compassion especially emerged as
4MAT

more

focused and less scattered in her behavior.

She committed herself to fewer activities and became
open and

illusfrate

faithfiiUy apply the imprint to her

confident demeanor. Helen

condition. As stated above, she became

aura was more

foundation, she developed a

she

processed certain session settings through the

Claire somewhat fulfilled her initial need. She

consistency with daily devotions.
her skills in the 4MAT. She

Claire grew

sought to

see

slightly improved in

primarily in focus as

textual

she

diligently refined

applications that were more concrete
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and

specific. Also,

she became

more

through with these applications.
The

concerned with her faithfiilness in

Kirk needed to

move

following

fiirther out of his comfort

zone.

Joumey training fiilfilled his need, yet he did not improve in his ability to lead a

small group

for Kirk. Overall, Kirk did

not met

various facets of his life to become

Life for Kirk became less
Jesus. As

a

result of this

a

particular situations

more

was

Kirk allowed the

integrated around an increasing compassion.
more a

love-kindled

pilgrimage with

change. Kirk was more flexible in his approach to the
in his

approach to people, social settings,

and their

and conditions.

The Joumey curriculum
Certain parts of the curriculum

change.

above, this training objective

experience significant changes.

collection of duties and

contingencies of life and more bold

behavioral

As described

through on-the-job training.

As

a

impacted these participants and produced these results.
were more

significant agents of cognitive, affective,

major part of the at home study,

the

Gospel of the King prepared the ground for change (Bauer).
and Matthew movie itself stimulated

change. The

and

questions found throughout
The various session

4MAT process

settings

helped develop and

produce this change. Through the performance of memory verses, tension was released
and this

change was expressed.
The

accountability for change.
reinforced this
As the

that I

The

session-concluding follow-ups

insured

on-the-job training deepened this development and

change for three of the five participants.
facilitator, I mediated the curriculum to the participants. Overall, I believe

encouraged positive change

needs of the group and

in the

participants through my flexibility to both the

particular individuals.

I

especially demonstrated this growth-

enhancing flexibility during the sessions themselves. My weakness as facilitator was

primarily evidenced in administrative matters outside of the particular sessions
Least

Change Provoking
Certain parts of the curriculum did not enhance and

change.

These neutral

or

detrimental factors

were

within

perhaps even discouraged

particular sessions and the
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sessions

generally. Also,

some

elements concerned the framework for the

Joumey,

implicating both the congregation and facilitator
Certain session

example,

the

public

settings and plans did not encourage growth.

restaurant

Communion. Also, the
Just
at

as

setting was inappropriate for the celebration of

regular session agenda along with the demanding special duties

the mission made the session

needs of the
The
official

Spirit"
More

plan untenable.

In

addition, the session plan involving

disciples was not relevant to preexisting groups and the particular

participants.
general session plans had elements with little significance and meaning. The

opening and closing were bogged down with busy work.
in the

The

"Prayer to the Holy

opening and the concluding cross walk represent this problem in particular

generally, the various pieces of the opening ritual did not flow together well. The

song, Bible verses, and prayer did not flow

requirements.
the

outstanding

plan was overloaded for the week involving the field trip to the

I Am mission. A

the discernment of new

For

At the end of the

closing ritual

was

together but felt like a random collection of

sessions, the participants and facilitator were tired, and

typically modified and mshed, focusing upon the accountability for

previous specific commitments. Also, the enacted plans de-emphasized or even skipped
some

potentially change-enhancing elements.

individual ritual

crosses were

not

provided.

For

These

example, the mbrics-mandated, small,
crosses

could have intensified the

experience and increased the meaning of the particular general decision during the

closing of each session.

More

cmcially, the stipulated group process transferring the

experience to on-the-job traimng plans did not occur due to time limitations

session

within the sessions.

The framework for the
with
was

Joumey broke apart at the end. The problems associated

on-the-job training caused this breakage.

too

result

The initiation and

fraining of new groups

demanding for the two participants without previously established groups.

was

demotivation among the

The

participants and me as facilitator, with incomplete
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and uncelebrated closure to the
groups for

training.

training continued into the

The

The final

worship was

in May, but three of the

summer.

congregation was minimally invested in the Joumey training. They were

well informed. I

prepared the way with the church leadership and congregation through

speeches and literature. Yet, they had not internally or extemally invested in the mission
of the

training. They were not convinced of the disciple-making paradigm for Trinity

Church. Also,

they had a limited investment in the participants. Except for one, the

disciple-makers were
the

newer

to the

congregation and officially non-members.

In

addition,

congregation was not ready to participate in the training. Many of the established

members
did not

initially invited to participate refiised to do so.

participate in the on-the-job training.

established
their

a

few noteworthy

leadership

exceptions, the

membership was generally indifferent but not hostile to the participants and

Joumey training.
As

facilitator, I reacted to certain congregational and individual issues in

detrimental ways. For
final

With

Most of the church

example,

worship, and an indefinite

I allowed

end to the

congregational indifference, the delay in the
on-the-job training to demotivate me.

As

a

result, I did not provide adequate recognition of and celebration for the participants.
Also,

I

was

inconsistent

attention. For

a

regarding certain stmctural

major example,

During other similar times,
In Conclusion:

I

was

matters that

neither clear nor

required regular

regular regarding assignments.

I did not mediate well the curriculum.

Juxtaposing Two Sets of Criteria

Overall, the intended products were disciple-makers who experienced and
reflected

a

larger, deeper picture of Jesus on a growing intemal frame

character, and witness. The above conclusions

are

based

on

of knowledge,

the criteria of cognition,

affect, and behavior Cognition involves the process of information gathering and
retention in the

participants.

Affect focuses upon what motivates the

subjects and

impacts others. Behavior exposes the habit pattems of action in those investigated.
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Earlier

presentations

character,

of theology and literature

and witness. The two sets of criteria

cognition are essentially

were

are

analyzed by means

intercormected.

synonymous. Character is the

of knowledge,

Knowledge

general thesis that holds and

describes the

specific interplay of information, motivation, and action within the

participants.

Witness is their affect

in their lives, and involves the
skills.

on

and

others that reflects the

growing influence of Jesus

development of a broad range of lifestyle-evangelism

Juxtaposing the cognition, affect, and behavior-based conclusions above with the

knowledge, character, and witness founded theological standards of Chapter 1, the result
remains identical. The
increase their intemal
means

disciple-makers did change. They allowed the Spirit to

stir and

picture of Jesus through the knowledge frame piece. Especially by

of the 4MAT in the context of group interaction,

they came to know God's

inviting voice more clearly. They placed their faith and action beyond their comfort
zones

and made

grew in

adjustments in the thinking, behavior, and lifestyle.

a

result, they

positive influence, more fiilly manifesting God's presence in the world.
Implications

The
on

As

of the

Findings for Discipleship Literature

Joumey study contributes to the revision of the existing body of knowledge

discipleship theory,

process, and

much of the literature involves

an

praxis.

unclear

As stated in

Chapter 2, the problem with

meaning of "discipleship."

In

Chapter 2, 1

attempted to sort out and comprehensively categorize the myriad of understandings of
and

approaches to discipleship.

results

uphold the necessary,

What

exactly does the Joumey study contribute?

cenfral role of an

Bill's interaction in the group

was

interacting Holy Spirit.

affective and

produced change.

program-focused curriculum would have eliminated Bill
the

study lifted up the

stmcture of the biblical text

explained below, discipleship theory,

process, and

as

from the

text can and should be

example.

strictly

course

of study.

Also,

the stmcture for the curriculum. As

praxis can emerge internally from

within the text itself The theoretical results of literary and

approaches to the biblical

A

For

The

specifically narrative critical

directly cormected to the process and
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I^axis

of discipleship. David

Thompson generally presents a similar comprehensive,

inductively-based method in his book,

Bible

demonstrates the connection in much of her
workbooks. David Bauer

in his

Study That Works. Kay Arthur
popular inductive seminars and biblical

specifically applies the

participant impacting work. Gospel

data from the 4MAT method used in

a

of the

link from inductive

King. However, especially due to the

group context, this present

impacts participants and more fiilly bridges theory and practice.
text of the

study more deeply

In

addition, from the

gospel of Matthew, an understanding of discipleship as a process emerged.

cormected this
work

study to application

I

Matthew-based, process understanding with a theology of the Spirit's

through the biblical text to produce a clearer,

found in much of the literature. Thus,

more

encompassing definition than

discipleship is a Spirit-led process in which

disciples encourage the Spirit to deepen their intemal picture

of Jesus.

Finally, the

Joumey produced a balanced discipleship that touched upon the categorized range of

understandings and approaches.
textual stmcture, and the
in proper context. As

Cmcial in this balance

was

the

pivot, which was the

cognition which maintained the boundaries that kept experience

explained below, I attempted to integrate the best literature

discipleship category of theory,

process, and

praxis

into the

in each

Joumey curriculum. This

integration is a contribution to the existing knowledge of discipleship.
This

study was initiated inductively.

text. It allowed a

did not

definition of discipleship

It

began with the

stmcture of the Matthean

to emerge from the stmcture of the text. It

begin with an extemal hypothetical stmcture, dissecting the text for proof

experiential fraining surrounding this stmctural
not move

his

disciples from

a

points of decision.
of the senses, and
stmctural

The

nucleus is honest to the text. Jesus did

literal classroom to classroom

Discipleship with Jesus involved the total

The

person,

or

weekly class to class.

engaged all their senses, and led to

Joumey training was conducted in varied settings, engaged most

required text-based decisions.

theory with comprehensive

field

This

practice.

training pulled together inductive,
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The
on

the

Journey's experiential training attempted to integrate the best of the literature

theory, analysis, and practice of discipleship. When looking over the existing

body of literature, the term discipleship is rather amorphous, ambiguous, and convoluted.
The

sources

A clearer

for these

confusing definitions vary from academic theory to field practice.

definition, with improved parameters for rational interpretation of theory and

praxis, would help.

I believe that my process definition contributes to this greater

As demonsfrated in the last section of Chapter

clarity.

2, 1 attempted to incorporate the

pivot determined best of these disciple training resources from the literature

into the

fraining in order to create a balanced discipleship. During the study, many of these
extemal

resources

readily segregated among the three frames of knowledge, character,

and witness. The unforced

evaluative function these
the

quality of this segregation was demonsfrated in the helpful,

separated materials served in the midst of the Joumey. During

fraining, the segregated materials

acted

address deficiencies in the curriculum's

as

three mirrors that

implementation.

As

helped me assess and

implied in Chapter 3, the

discipleship as cognition mirror was primary; however, I have chosen to deal
mirror
I

only after interacting with the

other

mirrors, discipleship

as

with this

character and witness.

begin sharing this interaction with the discipleship as witness materials. Then, I express

it

through the discipleship as character literature. The healthy relationship with God

comes

before

reproduction of disciples.

commandments

(22:37-40).

Love God

Jesus

basically stated this in his two greatest

first, then love neighbor by making disciples.

Finally, I uphold the prime mover of the discipleship process, knowledge.
The materials
in

Chapter 2,

regarding discipleship as witness formed the third mirror.

under this

evangelism, and social

As stated

primary category are three subcategories: leadership,

action.

During the study, the various scholars behind these

subcategories intermixed forming one, comprehensive mirror. Coleman's exposition of
Jesus' method of reproducing

disciples is the framework for this mirror

Galloway form the mirror itself Maxwell

sfresses

more

the

one-on-one

Maxwell and

interaction, with
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the leader

as a

mentor His

presentation tends to be more secular (21 Irrefutable).

Galloway emphasizes the role of the leader in evangelistically-oriented small

groups.

Maintaining an outward, evangelistic focus, he avoids small group discipleship

collapsing into an overly-introspective therapy (Small Group 66-70).
this category
failed

as

impacted the study. According to Maxwell's and Colemen's standards,

the facilitator to

of mentoring

The material from

(I do it;

you

I

adequately demonstrate and delegate. Galloway's definitions
are

with

me) and monitoring (you do it;

I

am

with

you) put this

deficiency into sharper focus (Leadership Building 36). Especially regarding the
curriculum's

on-the-job training, I jumped from modeling to delegating without

adequately mentoring and monitoring the participants. Also,
of discipleship in terms of social action. The Just

as

barely touched on this subcategory of discipleship.
souls
the

over

global

Sider and

the

physical and emotional needs

and social

I Am

This

this mirror

ministry setting in Toledo

ministry sfressed the care of

of daily life. Also

regarding social justice,

perspectives of discipleship were not addressed.

Campolo that

stress

exposed a lack

The materials of

discipleship in terms of social justice could correct this

inadequacy in the curriculum's implementation.
The

practical spiritual formation materials of Foster and more theoretical work of

Willard formed the second character mirror. Foster seeks
and fraditions in

spiritual

a

balance among

formation and among the broader Church

2-5). His contribution to the mirror

is similar to

an

disciplines

(Smith and Foster

umbrella. The inward, outward, and

corporate disciplines form the handles and stem of the umbrella. The covering is the
fraditions from the Church's

history: contemplative, holiness, charismatic,

activistic, and evangelical (2-5).

To

some

social justice

degree, Foster's umbrella keeps Christian

experience in the context of the Church's tradition. Willard emphasizes that
contemporary Christians lack and
any social fransformation. The

handle. For

must

develop holy habit pattems

as

the foundation for

Joumey training lacked some significant qualities of the

example, fasting and solitude were

within the Matthean text and could have
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enhanced the

training. Also,

the

qualities of the charismatic and,
As

a

training did not sufficiently emphasize the covering
as

mentioned

directly above, social justice traditions.

result, potentially change-prompting worship experiences during the training

lacking both
include

a

in the schedule and in

were

quality when planned. Yet, the Joumey training did

noteworthy exercise based upon Foster's elucidation of the spiritual discipline

of study. As stated in

Chapter 4, this

exercise

helped refocus the participants on the text

itself
These first two mirrors balance
extremes. On

one

hand,

a

one

another because

dangers exist in the

rather exclusive witness form of discipleship does not

produce

healthy, balanced disciples. Leadership and evangelism principles and processes can
peripheralize the necessity of an essential relationship with God and place themselves at
the center Christians

reproduced?

can

win friends and influence

Are Christian leaders and

people, but what exactly is

evangelists producing disciples of themselves,

expertly loaded down with the principles of and processes for supposedly successful

personal character formation and church growth?
have vital
fixate

on

relationships with the living Christ? Also,

material and

transformations. As

a

praxis, losing site
result of such

another praxis-centered program,

experts who
character

Are

are

an

of the

they making disciples who also

an

excessive social action stress

can

necessity of God for lasting

extreme, the Joumey curriculimi could become

producing socially interactive but self-encapsulated

isolated from God. On the other hand, if disciples

overemphasize

formation, they could detach, cloister, and peripheralize themselves from the

broader social

arena

and disable their

Joumey curriculum does

not

potential positive influence upon it. Already, the

emphasize evangelism,

which is the most

important

interaction of the Christian with the world. The curriculum did not address the stated
need of two

participants,

Bonnie and Kfrk, for such fraining. Thus,

upholds the evangehcal fradition, evangelism

could

although Foster

easily become buried under the

other facets of spiritual formation and the Christian fradition. Likewise,

evangelism

many

is
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not central

As

enough in Watson's program.

curriculum could become another

a

result of this extreme, the

Joumey

hyper-introspective, self-absorbed exercise.

The stmcture of the Matthean text itself upholds the

necessity of both mirrors

in

a

dynamic tension. First, Jesus is literally with the Christian always, and disciples must
fully depend upon him (Matt. 28:20). Although principles and process can be gleaned
from the text, Jesus carmot be reduced to

a

collection and

projection of such things.

Second, Jesus directly invited disciples to come and follow him and later commanded the
Eleven to go and make
conversion.

disciples (4:19; 28:19). Disciples are first made through

Evangelism caimot be reduced to just one

discipleship. Significantly,
had

not

one

of the

people interviewed for Joumey participation

directly led a person into a relationship with God.

some

among many factors in Christian

degree Coleman, Kermedy, and others,

As

a

corrective, Hyles, and to

must be heard. Such

people emphasize

discipleship primarily as soul-wirming by means of a sharp presentation of doctrine
requiring an immediate decision.

In

conclusion, leadership and evangelism-focused

discipleship biblically can help focus and move the essential spiritual

formation

disciplines toward reproduction. Thus, Foster's disciplines of spiritual formation can be
more

deeply invigorated with intentional

spiritually-stirred,

processes to

reproduce through the agency of a

second-commandment order to make

disciples.

Finally, the first mirror is composed of the materials upholding discipleship as
These materials could

knowledge.
curriculum

as a

mirror could

perhaps view aspects of the teaching method and

distraction from the effective

negatively evaluate the

impartation of knowledge. Those

students. The

Bormie, Bill, and Kirk could not well articulate
response, such a

and

cognitive

place it into practice.

stress could

For

an

participants in the small

groups led

by

outline of the Matthean text. In

uphold other methodologies to impart knowledge

example, Kennedy's Evangelism Explosion training is

very didactic in the classroom but demands immediate

field.

in this

application and practice

in the

Perhaps through such a method, the Joiuney participants would have had a better
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knowledge of the Matthean text and the skills to teach it. However,
may have

lagged without the

group interaction and 4MAT

Within the curriculum

any

Those who

leading to application.

study discipleship must take notice

Joumey study greatly uphold the necessity of 4MAT processes

comprehensive, rationally-stractured theory,

process, and

Limitations of the
This

growth

itself, the modified 4MAT upheld and primarily moved

knowledge into character and witness.
that the results of the

character

for

praxis of discipleship.

Study

study has several limitations requiring correction.

These limitations

especially regarded on-the-job training and orientation of the participants to the
materials. These corrections could

participants. Then,

produce more informed, competent,

their focus would

the curriculum itself As

a

move

and confident

away from the facilitator and

more

toward

result, others could more readily adjust and reproduce this

curriculum.
The

problems with the on-the-job fraining are thoroughly described above.

Briefly stated, these problems

involved

recmiting and initiating small

groups; the

development of thorough lesson-plans; participant feelings of inadequacy and of being
overwhelmed; and insufficient curriculum overview and on-the-job orientation and

supervision by me as the facilitator
The

disciple-makers were not adequately oriented to undertake the curriculum.

The deficiencies

causing this condition are thoroughly identified above. Generally

stated, they involved a lack of clarity regarding assigrmients, the
groups, the text's

overarching stmcture and points in the

Other problems include the
movie and the

names

stmcture

of those in small

requiring decision.

incomplete viewing and processing of the Matthew

inadequate processing of the

Sermon

on

the Mount

(Matt. 5-7).

Addressing DeHciencies
The
itself

good news is that these limitations

They all

can

be

overcome.

are

not

major flaws

in the curriculum
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following suggestions address these deficiencies

The
most

beneficial

place

Joumey training.
experience

for

on-the-job training is

on-the-job training.

concurrent with the other

This assertion stems from both the

of Evangelism

in

The

aspects of the

study itself and the longer-term

Explosion fraining (Kennedy 7).

The small groups for

on-the-job fraining could be formed before the Joumey fraining begins. The "Subjects"
section of Chapter 3,

presently used in Session

groups, could be moved to

The intention of this
to evaluate the

a

Six to discem candidates for the small

pre-Joumey, orientation

meeting of the disciple-makers.

meeting would be to discem who

spiritual health of those

would remain with the present

in

should be in the small groups and

preexisting ones.

The small group

Roadmap and not begin until after

during Session Six the disciple-makers

training

Session Six. Then,

could define their small group missions

using the

Disciple-Makers Focus Sheet (see Appendix P). Also, they could produce lesson outlines
for their small group

fraining. Thus,

Session Six would

properly initiate

the

disciple-makers into their on-the-job training and infroduce them to weekly plaiming
sessions.

Subsequently, the disciple-makers could meet weekly,

other than

during the disciple-maker fraining sessions,

for

in order to

one

hour,

at

a

time

produce lesson plans

and discuss then small groups.
An orientation session in which several additional lists would be

explained would help correct these deficiencies.
these

problems:

memory

verses

participants;

an

the

The

disciple-maker fraining sessions; the

outline of the stmcture of the

gospel

assignments.

list would

in Bauer's book and

small groups and their

of Matthew;

of decision for the group. Certain of these lists could

assignments

following lists would best address

weekly assignments, with relevant pages

for the

presented and

and, the weekly points

help in the following ways.

The

equip the disciple-makers to know and follow-through on their

The small group list would focus the

participants upon their upcoming

on-the-job fraining and interconnect them for mutual support. The stmctural outline

gives them the overview necessary to adequately prepare

for

on-the-job fraining.

The
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points of decision, reinforced with the
this

concluding rite

applications

in the

participants.

from the structure of the

small ritual crosses, could

Since these

deeply imprint

more

preestablished points are

textual

gospel, they could keep the individual applications

produced from the 4MAT more accountable to the text.
An additional session may be necessary to view and process the movie. The

illusfrations described above
Sermon

on

or more

sessions would

more

adequately deal with the

the Mount.

Unexpected Conclusions
Several

findings were unexpected. Regarding the first research question, I did not

discover any individual who
United Methodist Church.

met the

fiill

disciple-maker criterion among those at Trinity

Although several

candidates

helped disciples to

grow,

none

had

actually made a disciple themselves. Considering the

was

suprised that the compassion of the group significantly increased, especially within

Kirk and Helen. I had assumed that

opening of the training.

With

they were very compassionate

meaningless.

Since I had assumed that

rituals would facilitate

Also,

I

was

success

a

a

few

individuals at the

importance

sessions

were

their

in themselves

insignificance surprised me.

of specific, accountable

application for the

unexpected discoveries

of the modified 4MAT process. These

my

repetitious opening and closing

bonding to deeper meaning,

awakened to the

question, I

regards to the third research question, despite

shortcomings as facilitator, the rituals surrounding each
rather

second research

were

the most

cenfral.
Possibilities for Further

Study

Although the structure of the gospel of Matthew was well suited for this study, the
narrative structure of other

gospels may lead to

would fit under the joumey

designation,

could be used. If such studies

were

similar

projects. Mark, Luke,

and many of the

and John

change-producing methods

undertaken, they would critique this present study

and contextualize it within the genre of gospel

as a

stmcture for

discipleship. Perhaps
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such

inductively-initiated,

multifaceted studies into

discipleship could continue to branch

out, covering the various types of literature within both the Old and New Testaments.

Eventually a study on the

entire Bible

as a

text for

discipleship may emerge.
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APPENDIX A
A SPECIFIC ROADMAP OF THE SIXTEEN-WEEK JOURNEY
A

The
last

Sending

Forth

Worship. Sunday, 31

December

Trinity United Methodist Church community will gather for worship on the

day of 2000. They will recognize/affirm the pilgrims as disciple-makers. They will

set them

apart for the joumey. They will exhort the disciple-makers

training experience to the Trinity community.
and enhance the church's

The purpose of the

to

bring back the

training is to enliven

ability to impact the Gibsonburg community through

evangelism and to incorporate new believers through fellowship-nurtured discipleship.
hi response, these

disciple-makers will publicly declare that God is calling them to this

journey in order to
goals
the

fidfill this mission. Also,

they will declare their personal growth

and prayer requests. The fulfillment of these

goals and overall mission will require

identification, renunciation, and replacement of previous disabling,

distracting,

attitudes and behaviors. The

Both the

at least

pilgrim disciple-makers will request the

congregation's intercession for them with God
attitudes and habits, and

or

in order for them to see, let go of old

actually reach the goals.

Trinity Church and the disciple-makers on pilgrimage will realize the

significance of this last Sunday of the year 2000.

In the

Trinity Church commumty,

Holy Spirit is impregnating something new, disciple-makers with impact.

previous attitudes and behaviors,
In

a

sense, both

must be laid aside in order

Trinity Church and the disciple-makers are

Session One: Is Jesus for Real?

The first session reorients the
context of a

God himself Also,

the

things, the

product to emerge.

in the joumey

together.

Wednesday, 3 January

disciple-makers to the facts about Jesus

newly-initiated community.

testimony of five witnesses:

for this

Old

the

The selected text,

in the

chapters 1:1-4:16, gives the

genealogy, the angel, the Magi, John the Baptist,

and

during this initial session, the disciples spend more time learning and

practicing the details

of the

opening and closing ceremonies. During the

cross

ceremony.
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the

disciples must decide

if they will affirm these biblical witnesses. The group will

meet in the church hall in a circle at the base of the

without any tables.

chairs,

quickly become

more

Since

cross.

this

new

they will just begin the joumey, they will sit at the base
Come,

As the influential Christian

Follow Jesus.

Wednesday,

of this

10

As

a course

in basic

invited them to follow him in order to become fishers of people

apprentices.
decision for

In this

a

Jesus will

through the Lord's Supper.

communion

Church

as

as

individuals in

a

Supper will touch

in the

Holy Spirit

again to this

in the joumey; the bread represents this
in their midst. When the

partake, they will recognize Jesus' authority and give heed to
Just

regular

physically approached pairs of

He took the initiative. He will invite them

tmly will be with them, present

original brothers.

The

tangibly approach the disciple-makers

discipleship training and will provide for them

these

4: 19). The

disciple-makers will

Supper at the opening of the cross ceremony.

Similarly,

sustenance. He

(Matt.

time, and

The text will be Matthew 4:17-25. In addition to the

niunber of central themes in the text. Jesus

fishermen.

two at a

approach people and invites them to become his

session order which will focus upon just these few verses, the

upon

January

session, the disciple-makers will remember and reaffirm their

discipleship.

celebrate the Lord's

cross.

at several ritualized

points of decision (Finn 72, 74-75). Initially, Jesus came to four men,

to

ritual

discipleship, the early

demanding catechetical process confronted catechumens

ever-present Jesus continues

large

philosopher Dallas Willard states, discipleship must

deliberately chosen and pursued (291).

Church's

sit in

community of disciple-makers. Also, they

familiar with, oriented to, and unified around the

A Point of Decision:

be

They will

cross.

Through this arrangement, the disciple-makers will more

readily and fixUy enter communitas,
will

large ritual

it in

disciple-makers

a maimer

similar to

Jesus called sets of brothers, Jesus will call them to

training community within Trinity Church and the greater

community. During the prelude to the Supper, I will touch upon these themes

and their connection to communion. Also,

during this worship,

I will encourage the
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disciple-makers to remember a time when Jesus approached them,
invitation to

they accepted his

discipleship. During the cross ceremony that immediately follows the

Supper, the disciple-makers
through a question.

I will

will remake you into

this

and

will formalize their

more

personal

it away when

discipleship

ask, "Today, will you come and follow Jesus afresh,
faithfiil fishers of people?" With their affirmative

question, they will receive the first piece

to set up this

decisions for

previous

cross

at the

they are finished.

of their

personal

cross.

personal

cross

and to put

symbolizes the large ritual

cross.

standard for their

personal

In

presence with

make it real,

addition, they will concretely view a

progress in the joumey.

hopefiilly take the cross ceremony's message,

Overall, the Holy Spirit will

"We're

going to make it together," and

applying it to the individual's study time.
Session Three: Listen.

Wednesday,

17

January

During this session, I will present a blueprint of the kingdom from Jesus'
the Mount

from the

(Matt. 5-7).

After

deciding to

follow Jesus, his

disciplines of fishing to the discipline of study.

challenge. Fishermen
methodology,

I will

were

not

Sermon

disciples quickly adjusted

This

new

discipline was

a

typically rabbinic students. Using Richard Foster's study

challenge the disciple-makers to

blueprint deeply into their being.

Foster

move

the Sermon

teaching section will dominate the

on

essentially presents the discipline

through four terms: repetition, concentration, comprehension,
This

As

training process. Also, through this symbol, they will hopefiilly picture their

supportive community of disciple-makers.

on

to

I will instruct them

they focus on their personal crosses, they will hopefiilly remember Jesus'
them in the

that he

answer

opening of their home devotions and study,

The

so

session.

During the

the Mount

of study

and reflection

cross

(64-66).

ceremony, the

disciple-makers must decide if they will regularly listen to the living Jesus through the
disciphne of study. Through their daily inductive study of the Matthean text, they will
follow through
at

on

this commitment. The

large tables in a Sunday school room

disciple-makers will experience this blueprint

in the church. I will have

a

large chalkboard and
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sketch

pad in the front of the room.

The climate of this session will tend toward the

academic.
Session Four: Listen and Check Him Out.
This session will combine immediate

Wednesday,

24

January

experience and didactic teaching for a

potent reaction. After the opening ceremony, I will reintroduce the blueprint of the

kingdom from the
the

Sermon

on

the Mount. The

disciple-makers will accomplish this in

Sunday school room from the previous week. Then, they will fravel to the Gibsonburg

Health Care Center At this nursing home, the disciple-makers will
activities room for
will

a

begin together.

After this, the disciple-makers and I

quick and general orientation.
I will model effective

gather in the

conmiunication, respectfiil touch, and

meaningful prayer with certain residents. This activity parallels Jesus'

actions in

Matthew. Then, the

disciple-makers will go in pairs in order to do the same.

designated time,

will

continue
Sermon

our

on

we

regather in the activities room,

Gospel according to Matthew movie,

authenticating actions that immediately followed it (chaps.
nursing home,

we

cross

ceremony.

We will rewatch the

and Jesus'

5-7 and 8

will continue with the regular order for sessions.

return to the church for the

a

share the experience, and

study in this nursing center with greater determination.

the Mount in the

At

authority

respectively).

Finally,

we

At the

will

During this ceremony, I will challenge the

disciple-makers to place the teaching of the living Jesus into daily practice, especially
with those

our

society considers rather untouchable.
Session Five: Check Him Out. Wednesday, 31 January

As in the

and didactic
9:35. Then,

previous week's session, this session combines

experience

teaching. After the opening ceremony, we will watch Matthew 5:1 through
we

will fravel to

a

local bar.

things to eat and drink (nonalcoholic).
our

immediate

session. As described in the

and sirmers. At this

point

Hoy's Again.

In the

bar,

we

At the bar,

we

will conduct the

will get

some

remaining parts of

assigned text, Jesus ate and drank with tax collectors

in the text, the ever-present Jesus still exposes that both his
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disciples and our present disciple-makers carmot be pharisaical. They must have a mercy
that

compassionately interacts with the untouchables

will retum to the church hall for the

cross

in

society (9:9-13). Finally,

our

we

During the ceremony, the

ceremony.

disciple-makers will choose between interacting with untouchables through mercy or
detaching from them through judgment.
Session Six:

Try It Out Wednesday,

On-the-job training will begin aftw this
after Easter. Near the end of the
those whom
mission

The

session and

February

officially ends the Sunday

regular session order, the disciple-makers will choose

they will lead in discipleship.

(9:36- 11:1).

7

In the text, Jesus set

disciple-makers will

use a

apart the twelve for

trainee-choosing criteria derived

from the relevant section of Chapter 3 of this dissertation. The criteria will focus upon
newer

believers at

availability,

Trinity Church who evidence three major qualities: faithfiilness,

and teachability. I will

With the aid of this

Privately,

provide a list of those

who

regularly attend Trinity.

criteria, they will discem whom God is setting apart as their trainees.

each will conduct this discernment

silently

in the

Trinity United Methodist

sanctuary. After they all complete this discernment, the disciple-makers will gather
another.

together and share the names with one

Following a constmctive

discussion

regarding each potential trainee, the disciple-makers will again spread out in the
sanctuary, pray, and decide which persons from their list

Finally, during the week, the disciple-makers will
invite their

with these

participation,

new

and establish

recmits will take

one

preferably in homes or public places.
a

a

are

really called to the training.

contact each of these chosen

regular meeting time and place.

This

hour per week, outside of the church
The

trainees,

fraining

facility,

disciple-makers will introduce their trainees to

deeper relationship with Jesus by means of their own experience of Jesus through the

gospel
these
on

of Matthew. In other

newer

the

words, they will apply what they are learning as they frain

believers. These frainees will also

gospel

of Matthew as

a

use

the NavPress

Lifechange Bible study

daily workbook. Based upon our sessions together, each
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disciple-maker will modify the
order to

produce

group session set forth in the

Lifechange workbook in

meaningful and effective training time for their trainees

a more

(Halliday). During the cross ceremony, the disciple-makers must choose to trust that God
has set apart the trainees

on

their lists and to follow through by

means

of establishing

a

group this next week.

Session Seven:

14

Opposition. Wednesday,

February

During this session, the disciple-makers will actually experience resistance to the
presentation of Jesus' good news. As the disciples traveled with Jesus, they noted that
Jesus

opposed.

was

(1 1:2-13:58).
the

general

will orient,

I will

area.

He

prepared them for the dynamics of opposition in their lives

gather a number of Evangelism Explosion trainers from churches in

After the

opening ceremony, these Evangelism Explosion trainers and I

divide, and take the disciple-makers

disciple-makers will retum to the
With the
cross

on a

church hall, and debrief the

regular agenda. However, this session will

ceremony, the

1.5 hour

disciple-makers will

decide if they

are

Son of God.

commit to

dealing with this opposition from Jesus' strength.

Both

Lord's

You Give Them

people,

at the

Also, they must

Something to Eat. Wednesday, 21 February

begirming of this

and later four thousand

disciples, and they distributed

people.

it to the crowds

disciples would not view the hungry crowds

session. Jesus

5:45 p.m. in the party

room at

the

miraculously fed five

He broke the bread, gave it to his

(14:18-21; 15:29-39). However, these

from

a

kingdom perspective,

disobeyed Jesus' command to feed them (14:16-17).

Ohio.

During the

disciple-makers, their trainees, and their families will come together for the

Supper and a meal

thousand

and continue

tmly willing to face the

opposition to the proclamation of Jesus as the

Eight:

experience,

end late at 9:30 p.m.

inevitable

Session

evangelistic joumey. The

Meeting Place,

a

The

so

they

disciple-makers will gather at

bar and restaurant in

Gibsonburg,

They will celebrate the Lord's Supper at this restaurant, then order and eat. After

the meal, at 7 p.m., the

disciple-makers will promptly regather at the Trinity hall for the
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opemng and
cross

regular session order.

disciple-makers will be challenged to seek God

ceremony, the

God's

The text will be Matthew 14:1-16: 1 1.

perspective, conmiit to

During the

in order to

see

from

God's revealed way, and trust God to empower the

joumey.
A Point of Decision:

Deny Yourself, Take Up Your Cross,

and Follow Jesus. Ash

Wednesday, 28 February
Ash

Wednesday will be an opportune time

calendar for the

disciple-makers to face

one

take up their crosses, and follow Jesus. Ash

in the traditional universal Church

of the cmcial decisions to

deny themselves,

Wednesday historically initiates the Lenten

season.

The session

agenda will be composed of a brief version of the regular order and a

communion service with the

Trinity United Methodist Church community. First, the

disciple-makers will gather in the Trinity hall
modified group

regular time

for the

study. During the opening to this session and season,

cracifix with the
focus the

at the

open-handed, resurrected Jesus

disciple-makers

upon both Jesus'

opening and a

I will introduce

in the middle. This cmcifix will

a

help

joumey to death and his resurrection.

Through this symbol, they may more deeply realize that they are empowered to die to
themselves by means of the power of the resurrected, always with them, Jesus Christ.

Accordingly, the text will be Matthew
it in the normal
results of their

marmer

16: 1 1-28.

They will watch the movie and process

Then, they will produce

processing,

or

a

act out the text itself

skit based

more on

application, the

They will practice this

skit and

perform it during the worship that evening. Also, they will prepare to dramatically read
the text. The Ash

worship will
by intinction.
on a

Wednesday communion service will begin at 7:30

include

a

dramatic

reading of the text,

After the words of institution

communion table covered with

elements. I will exhort the

a

are

the

p.m. The order of

performed skit,

and conmiunion

spoken, the bread and cup will be placed

red cloth. A cmcifix will be

placed behind the

worshippers to come forward individually and partake but
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only after they have meditated upon the words, "Deny yourself, take
follow me"

(16:24).

With communion

dismissed in silence. The
silence.

They

will

completed and after a brief prayer, they
will remain in the sanctuary

disciple-makers

regather in the Trinity

the ceremony, I will confront them

hall at 8 p.m. for the

again with the choice.

take up your cross, and follow Jesus?" If the

responds,

he

or

she will receive the second

Session Ten:

Facing

During the opening

upon

a

covered with

a

During

truly deny yourself,

cross.

Wednesday,

7 March

one

introduced
in

a

on

Ash

Wednesday.

Sunday school

room

The

that will be

The crucifix will be at the center of a circle of tables. It will lie

chapel.

Bible, opened

ceremony.

"Will you

piece of their personal

disciples-makers will conduct the regular session
a

retaining the

hall, I will reintroduce the crucifix with the resurrected

Jesus at the middle. This crucifix is the

converted into

cross

will be

particular disciple-maker affirmatively

the Jerusalem Cross.

in the

up your cross, and

to the focus

red cloth. The

text, Matthew 16. This Bible will sit upon

more

specific text will be Matthew

a

table

16:21-18:35. Peter and

the other

disciples resisted receiving the cross of social rejection and suffering with a

childlike

humility and trust (16:22-23; 17:5, 24-27; 18:1-35).

wade into the whole
the

cross

meaning of the

ceremony, the

disciple-makers will
Will

Wednesday commitment.
expectation, take

up the

cross

Session Eleven:
In

cross, both the

question as

suffering as well

as

the

glory. During

remember and reaffirm their Ash

they deny their own self-serving perspective and

of suffering

empowered,

and follow the present Jesus?

Facing the Jerusalem Cross. Wednesday,

During the cross
in the

previous

ceremony, the

14 March

This session follows the
in

disciple-makers

will receive the

same

session.

Session Twelve: Remember the

days

disciple-makers will

format, this session will be similar to session ten. The text will be Matthew

19:1-20:34.

first

The

Cross�Stay Alert. Wednesday,

21 March

regular session format in the church hail. During their

Jerusalem, Jesus' disciples experienced what they humanly expected,

a
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victorious Jesus who silenced his
seemed

so

unreal to them. The

opposition.

Jesus'

predicted suffering and the cross
from the

disciple-makers will come

prosperous context of Gibsonburg, Ohio in which nominal

good people

are

considered Christians.

self-comfortable context is

an

illusion

economically

Christianity is popular and all

According to Dallas Willard,
(144).

In this context, the

such

a

disciple-makers will be

tempted to become dull in their disciple-making mandate.

The text will be Matthew

21:1-23:38.

disciple-makers with a

During the cross ceremony,

choice. Will

I will confront the

they stay with Jesus during the good and prosperous times,

slack off and remake Jesus into

a

slave of a comfortable

or

will

they

delusion, perhaps without even

realizing it?
Session Thirteen: Remember the Cross� Stay Alert

Again, this
Jerusalem,

Jesus

Wednesday,

session follows the normal order and takes

predicted the destruction of Jerusalem,

and his later retum in

glory as a judge.

face the

and its comforts into

a

place in the church hall.

In

prophecy fulfilled in AD 70,

He commanded his

in comfort and to remain alert for this sudden retum

disciple-makers will

a

28 March

disciples to resist wallowing

(24: 1-25:46). Again, the

temptation to make God's blessing of economic prosperity

self-serving idol. During the cross ceremony, they will again be

challenged to remain with Jesus during the good and prosperous times

as

well

as

the

tough and desperate periods.
Session Fourteen:

Stay with the Cross

This session will take

or

Run

Away. Wednesday,

place at a street mission in Toledo.

4

April

Due to their relatively

powerless and generally impoverished condition, the people the mission serves typically
face many mortal decisions.

Although these people have

and routines, the tentative nature of food, shelter,
them in
the

a

tense

Jesus'

original disciples also

They could not stay with the previous

regularity in their lives

medical, and monetary sources leaves

position; therefore, they face many more basic

general population.

crisis.

some

success,

faced

a

stressful decisions than

point of mortal

and

expecting only more of the

spiritual
same

in
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the immediate future, and follow Jesus to the

forced them

to

cross.

Jesus' arrest and

subsequent trials

despite the false self-perception and their boastful

decide. Therefore,

promises to Jesus founded upon this self-delusion, they ran away.

As Jesus

essentially

stated, their spirit was willing, but their flesh was weak. Similarly, the Trinity

disciple-makers must face the weakness
Even Jesus' initial

spirits.

fathom until

they faced

disciples

such

an

feared

bodies, minds, emotions, and

suffering and death more than they could

meet at the street

regularly face such choices. They will
The

own

existential choice.

Thus, the disciple-makers will

facility.

of their

set up the ritual

mission,

cross

regular opening will follow. Then, they will

in

a

a

place where people

rather stark

serve a

room

at the

meal to the mission's

guests, cleanup, and debrief the experience. Specifically to debrief, I will ask, "What life
and death decisions do you

that these

sense

people have made, regularly make,

Afterward, the disciple-makers

have to make?"

will

at the

foot of the ritual

they will complete the remainder of the regular session, including the video.
will be Matthew 26; 1-27:56. The
the Lord's

Supper by intinction.

cross

This

ceremony will

cross.

begin with a simple partaking of

opening is inspired by the Emmaus Walk retreat's

challenge the disciple-makers to self-critically reflect on the boasts of Jesus'
26;3 1-35). Also, I will confront the

between the words and actual deeds of these

will exhort them
own

issues

Mouw

unity between them will
could stir them
the joumey

to

came

a

reflect unaddressed middle-level

point or points of crisis.

abandon the joumey with the
a

such dichotomies in their

49-57). Left unrealized and imaddressed, the delusion of

unravel at

down to

initial

eariy disciples (26;47-56, 69-75). Finally, I

disparities between words and deeds

(Zahniser 44-55;

I will

disciple-makers with the dichotomy

prayerfiilly to realize and spiritually to address

lives. These

Here

The text

dying moment's commumon liturgy (Upper Room, Spiritual Director's 22-23).

disciples (Matt.

will

regather in the stark room for the

They will sit in plain chairs

remainder of the session.

or

life

or

These unaddressed issues

living Jesus. Specifically, I will ask, "If

death choice between Jesus and

one

other centtral
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person,

condition,

reflective

or

question,

condition,

or

thing, who

the

what would you choose?" After this exhortation and

or

disciple-makers will orally or privately name that one

person,

thing as they break off a piece of bread. After each disciple-maker names

this

potential idol

will

place the pieces

upon which

in

a

they already tend to fixate for control and meaning, they

basket. Next, I will hold the basket

as

I read the biblical text,

especially emphasizing the words of institution from Matthew 26:17-20.
will encourage the

At this

point,

I

disciple-makers to trust their resurrected Lord who promises to be

intensely present with each and all disciples, gathering and uniting them through the
fellowship meal, the Lord's Supper
obstacle

dip

it into the

common

Immediately following this praise

cup. In
song,

conclusion,

we

will

we

remove

will

any

piece from the

sing the Doxology.

complete the cross ceremony. During

Ceremony, the disciple-makers will reaffirm their commitment to die with Jesus

each

one

each

disciple-maker will

prepares to walk

across

late and rather

in this

the ritual

overcome

sfrength of the body of Christ.
a

bring them around even the largest

through his body of believers. Then, they will each

basket and

the

This Jesus will

The

cross.

the obstacles

At the

as

conclusion, I will affirm that

through the divine and communal

disciple-makers will take apart the cross and depart at

dangerous hour, considering the neighborhood.

This late

departure time

neighborhood context will more deeply groimd the session's meaning into the

psyche of the disciple-makers.
Session Fifteen:

Ready to Meet the Barren Cross. Holy Week, Wednesday,

11

During this session, the disciple-makers will experience burial with Jesus,
waiting on God for meaning.

In the

service became their tedious and

What if the

a

previous session, they will have completed a

meaningfiil, short-term, and basically token mission project. However,

symbolic

April

what if such

physically intensive long-term vocation?

disciple-makers had to do this apparently meaningless, perhaps redundant,

and

definitely humiliating task for the remainder of their lives?

job

like the famous dishwasher

saint. Brother Lawrence?

Even

What if they worked
more

overwhelming.

a
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what if they

into

a

were

isolated within

a

cubicle, having to feed immediately meaningless data

computer? Would they really wait

upon God for the

away to make their own? I will present these to
the

meaning or would they run

gather their thoughts

at the

opening of

liturgy in the church hall.
Immediately following,

vans

and travel in silence for

existential entombment, the

a

the

disciple-makers will compact themselves in a few

twenty-minute joumey. The destination will be

surgical waiting area of Memorial Hospital

a

place of

in Fremont,

Ohio. The focus text and movie segment will be Matthew 27:57-65. However, the

disciple-makers will also rewatch Matthew 26: 17-27:56
previous week's experience and choices. Also,

this

re

in order to be recoimected to the

watching occurs at a significant

time, in the midst of Holy Week from the fraditional Westem church calendar. The
retum to the

Trinity hall

Back at the
discuss the

will be in silence.

hall, during the cross

opening questions.
In essence, I will

ceremony, the

ask, "Will

you wait

God for the

evening.

the

sfrength of the body of Christ for the perseverance,

personal

on

your own?" Each

cross as a

on

or

briefly

question for

meaning and lean on

will you attempt to breakout of

disciple-maker will receive the third piece of their

symbol of their positive commitment.
A Point of Decision: Go and Make

The First

Disciples.

Wednesday after Easter,

Jesus' Great Commission and the

disciples

will

This discussion will climax in the decisive

the

the tomb

disciple-makers

18

April

promise of his etemal

presence

are

for all

past, present, and future (Matt. 28:16-20). This Great Commission and

�

promise will be the motivating mission and power for the training joumey of the
disciple-makers. During this final session, the disciple-makers

preparations to burst forth and continue to develop as
They will make remembrance of the sessions

previous thoughts and discussions,

on

more

will make the final

effective

the joumey.

disciple-makers.

They will

hear afresh the commitments

remember their

they made,

and receive
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accoimtability resources necessary to follow through on these

the motivation and
commitments.

Although the primary text will be

the Great

Commission, the entire resurrection

segment will be covered in this session (Matt. 28: 1-20). The disciple-makers will begin
in the

Trinity hall and remain there

for the duration of the

study

session.

gather in the sanctuary for the cross ceremony's opening worship;
will

experience again the Lord's Supper

celebrational than the previous

one.

in this

Then, they will

opening, they

This communion service will be

It will remind the

more

disciple-makers of Jesus' past

resurrection, his very real presence in the immediate context, and his promised future
feast with them

(27:29). Thus, the communion service will more deeply root the

disciple-makers

in their

God-given identity,

God's beneficent presence

sessions in their joumey
this summary to

disciple-makers will

together.

In the process,

form

a

comprehensive list of the

they will summarize each session,

critique the stated, given theme, and produce

a more

each session. In addition,

as

accurate title for

disciple-maker.

In order to

spiritual prioritization and concrete application of the results,

number of questions based upon Dr.
were

Today,

the

or

I will ask

on

the joumey?

part of a session in the joumey really sticks in your mind?

Why does that session or part of it stick in your mind?
What do you
How do you

sense

the

Holy Spirit is telling you through this memory?

concretely plan to first adjust to and then obey what the Spirit is

telling you? and.
What is the first

a

Joy's diagnostic questions:

major sessions

what session

in

they remember, they will discover the most significant

sessions and commitments for the group and for each
facilitate this

use

they will remember and name the commitments previously made

each session. Also,

What

meaning within the security of

throughout time.

supper, the

During this

purpose, and

step? ("Personal" 3-4).
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This process of summarization will thrust the

disciple-makers into

and

experience of the

fiiture action. After this process and my prayers

disciple-makers

sacrament, the

knowledge

preparing to distribute

will

serve

the bread and juice to

the bread to the other will

one

instituting the

another. The person

verbally name the previously identified

first step of this other. This distributor will pray for the other's faithfulness in

step and in making other steps necessary for obedience
Then the distributor will break off a

piece

to God who has

of bread and state, "The

taking this

given this insight.

strength of Jesus,

given for you!" Throughout this time, the disciple-makers will sing spontaneous
choruses. At the
and

move

conclusion, the disciple-makers will break down the

it to the sanctuary. There,

conunanded

a

very localized group of relatively uneducated

nations of the earth

Stemming from

(28:18-20).

Will you

He

now

I will

from the hall

ceremony. Jesus

men to

promised to be with them

his command, I will confront the

demanding a decision.

of the

they will complete the cross

cross

go forth to all the

in this next joumey.

disciple-makers with questions

challenge them regarding their primary, lifelong vocation:

be very deliberate in

making disciples through the dynamic presence

living Jesus?
Will you follow

through with them throughout their joumey so that they become

disciple-makers?
I will exhort them to

see

Will you seek to

Then,

no

the nations from the mountain

see

where Jesus wants you to

(28: 16):

go? and.

matter where he leads you, will you go there?

Also, emanating from Jesus' promise, I will declare Matthew 28:20 after each affirmative
decision. After each
cross,

disciple-maker crosses over the last jump point on the large ritual

chapters 26:1-28:15, he or she will receive the final,

personal

cross.

This

upper

symbolizes the completion of the joumey.

piece

of his

or

her
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A

Welcoming Back Worship.

The First

Sunday after Easter,

22

April

During this worship, the Trinity community will celebrate the completion of the

Holy Spirit will give birth to disciple-makers

joumey. Through Trinity Church,

the

will have

The

those
The

a

much greater

they set apart

impact.

for training.

who

community at worship will hear the testimonies

They will

listen to their stories of stmggles and

community will be thanked for their prayers. Also,

the

victory.

disciple-makers will

specifically state how they will put the training experience into regular practice for the
benefit of the

Trinity United Methodist Church and the Gibsonburg community.

of
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APPENDIX B
Likert Scale for Pre-Assessment Interview
strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

|

x_

[

x

[

x

[

x

[

x

[

s

[

x

[

x

{

x

[

i

He/she is consistent and competent in prayer.

|

x

He/she is consistent and competent in Bible

I

x

The person is able to lead

He/she wants to lead

a

person into

people

into

a

a

relationship with Jesus.

relationship with Jesus.

He/she knows the Biblical standards for

The person is

He/she

personal

salvatioa

growing through a strong relationship with Jesus.

can

articulate the

principles and/or process of this growth.

He/she is

cognizant of the Biblical portrayal of Jesus.

He/she is

aware

of the

He/she is

aware

of what encourages

He/she

can

impediments to personal growth.

growth.

articulate the difference Jesus makes in his/her

The person has

a

healthy devotional life.

study.

own

life.
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He/she is active in the

The person affirms the

He/she knows the

of Trinity Church.

Trinity Church mission.

Trinity Church mission.

He/she knows his/her

Comments:

fellowship

place in the Trinity Church and its mission.

[

X

[

X

[

X

I

X
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APPENDIX C

Letter to Potential

Participants

Dear Kirk and Helen:

Please consider the

possibility that God is calling you to the Joumey, a spiritual
which begins officially Sunday, December 3 1 and formally
leadership training
ends Sunday, April 22. The formal sessions are on Wednesdays from 6:25 until
approximately 8:30 p.m.
course

As

result of this

training, you will impact stmggling and newer believers with a clear
picture
living Jesus, encouraging them to get deeper with Him. The text for the
Joumey is the gospel of Matthew. Through this gospel, the Spirit confronts its readers
with points of choice that demand faith and action response. Aside firom regular
participation at Wednesday gatherings, the requirements include a weekly listening to
and reading of the selected Matthew text, recording what the Spirit shows you. Since the
Joumey begins Sunday, January 31,1 request that you "go to our Lord" and discern His
calling to this training. I request an answer before Saturday, December 30th.
a

of the

Love and Peace in Jesus!

Pastor Fritz
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APPENDK D
the

Publicity Informing

Congregation

about the

Journey

THE JOURNEY
The

Joumey is Pastor Fritz's Doctor of Ministry project

For the past three years, I have been

Seminary

in

Doctor

ofMinistry student at Asbury Theological
Wilmore, Kentucky. Now. I have written a final paper that requires me to
conduct research at Trinity Church.

WHO? Six to Twelve
The participants

people who

chosen

are

a

according

to

attend

Trinity United Methodist Church.

specific standards.

WHEN? Sixteen weeks,

beginning at Sunday worship on December 31, and
ending at Sunday worship on April 22. The classes will be on Wednesdays,
from 6:25 p.m. until approximately 8:30 p.m.
Certain sessions will require

WHERE? We will

more

time

usually begin

together.
and end at

Trinity United Methodist

Church.
At times, the Journey will take

us to

various

locations, such as Memorial Hospital, local

restaurants, and a Toledo street mission.

WHAT? A class
The

on

the

gospel

of Matthew.

gospel ofMatthew was written to help Christians know the

order to become

WHY?

more

To attaio

a

choices necessary in

serious with Jesus.

clearer

picture of the living Jesus

mission is to model the

in order to share it with others.

living Jesus and help people in

our community to come
Trinity's
into a deeper relationship with Him. A great way to fulfill our Trinity mission is to
receive this clearer picture from God and share it with our friends, neighbors, relatives,
and acquaintances.

HOW CAN WE HELP? Attend

worship and encourage the participants on
Sunday, December 31, and Sunday, April 22. Be present at the Ash
Wednesday worship, February 28. The participants will organize this
service. Also, when asked, please volimteer your time to these participants
who will teach you the gospel of Matthew during once a week, one hour
sessions~with time and day set for your convenience�from February 7
through April 22. / really need your help in order to make this Doctor ofMinistry
meaningful and productive activity for the Trinity United Methodist
^otstar- ^ritsy
.y&oe^ and^sacc' ui/^esas//

project into
Church.

a
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APPENDIX E
A

Sending Forth Worship

"The Journey"
journey that will transform us, so that we model
Him more and more. As we progressively model Him, we will seek to lead others into a
relationship with our Master. As others come into this relationship, ourfamilies,
community, nation, and world will be eternally changed into something so much better
Jesus

comes to us

and invites

us on a

GATHERING FOR THE JOURNEY

{Encourage

our

kids to

come

Children's Sermon; "The

(10:25)-"I Have Decided to Follow" #454
during the hymn}.

to the front pew

Joumey is

a

choice."

FELLOWSHIP FOR THE JOURNEY
Aimouncements

Joys and Concems;
Presentation of Pilgrims for the

Joumey
Joumey' s purpose
Commitment to the Journey's Purpose
Sharing of Personal Goals and Prayer Requests
Congregational Commitment� PFe send these pilgrims on the Journey to empower
the Trinity Church 's fulfdlment of our mission. Do you send them forth? Will you
encourage them through your words, prayers, and participation?
Ifso, respond, "We wilL
Pastoral Prayer
Statement of the

"

WORSHIP FOR THE JOURNEY

Prelude and the

Lighting of the Candles
*Opening Hymn "I am Bound for the Promised Land" #484
?Call to Worship (from 2 Corinthians 2:I4ff)
Lay Leader; But thanks be to God, who always leads us in triumphal procession in Christ

Congregation: ...and through us spreads everywhere
fragrance of the knowledge of him.
Lay Leader;

For

we are

saved and those who

Congregation:
Lay Leader;
Pastor; Let

are

aroma

of Christ among those who

are

being

perishing.

To those

...to those
us

to God the

the

perishing,

we are

the smell of death;

being saved, the fragrance of life.

pray...

*Congregational Prayer
Almighty God, You come to

us.

You call us,

beckoning

us

to

join

You in

a

glorious

journey! If we leave ourselves behind and go with You, our lives will make an
eternal impact. Oh God, we desire such significance. We want to be with You in
family, friends, neighbors and our world to be with You in
eternity. Therefore, Lord, today focus the eyes of our hearts�so that we see you

Heaven. We want

this

our
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clearly and correctly. Lord, encourage us today to say "yes** to Your Living
Presence. We choose right now to take today's step with You in Your journey.
*Gloria Patri.

"Glory be

to the

Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost."

OFFERING
*PRAISE GOD FROM WHOM ALL BLESSINGS FLOW
ENCOURAGEMENT FOR THE JOURNEY:

The Word of God Read.

{Exodus 34: 29ffand 2 Corinthians 3:12jf}

Claire Merkes
Preparation to Apply the Word of God
The Word of God Proclaimed
"Sight on the Joumey�Remove the Veil!"
FOOD FOR THE JOURNEY: The Lord's

Meditation Music
?CLOSING HYMN "We're

Supper

Lorie Brown

Marching to Zion"

#475

?PASTORAL BLESSING

Today 's First Step: What exactly are you going to do with
What is the first step? Who will help you follow through ?

what you

experienced?
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APPENDIX F

Book of Matthew Outline

1. How "real" is Jesus?

Checking Jesus out

Ch. 1-4

2. Come, Follow Jesus
point of decision

Since Jesus is "that

real," follow Him.

First crucial

Ch 4:12-end 4
3. See the

Blueprint of the Kingdom.

Sit down and listen

Ch.5-7
4. See what Jesus does

Travel with Jesus and be mentored.

Ch. 8-9.
5.

Prepare to

be sent

on

Learn to deal with the

mission

opposition

Ch. 10-13.

6. See

"reality"

from

Kingdom Perspective

Deal with it

using God's

power.

Ch. 14-15.

Deny yourself to follow Jesus
Second Crucial point of decision

Follow Jesus for who He is:
A. Don't

Ch. 16

B. Don't jump ahead

7.

drag behind

C. Don't tell Him what to do.
8. Watch Jesus silence the

powerful

Do not allow the "success"

spoil you.

Ch. 21-23.
9. Take note: Jesus is the final

judge

Breaking

ready at all

times. Do not presume

upon his grace.

Ch. 24-25.
10. The

Be

Will I endure

Point

prolonged suffering and

death for this Jesus?

Third Crucial Point of Choice
Ch. 27
11.

See, He really did rise from

the dead!

Therefore, go

and make

disciples.
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APPENDIX G

Facilitator Evaluation Sheet for the

Weekly

Sessions

-CIRCLE AROUND CROSS

week, those on the joumey will piece together the large symbolic cross in the Trinity Church
fellowship hall on Wednesdays at 6:25 p.m.
2. The song, "Sanctuary," will be rehearsed as necessary and sung (Thompson and Scruggs).
1. Each

3.

Then,

two

key Scripture memory passages,

memory.
4. After this, the prayer to the

2 Corinthians 3:18 and Matthew

16:24, will be spoken from

Holy Spirit will be recited from memory (Upper Room,

Fourth Day

48).

THE MOVIE

Joy's Questions
1

.

they feel about what they have seen?
especially uplifted them?

How do

What part

What part

really bothered them?

BELL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

personal experiences or "case" they have known well illuminates or otherwise connects with these
feelings? Then, they will identify and revisit the written text behind the troubling or uplifting
movie-conjured feelingS. In essence, they will ask, "What is the living Spirit trying to impress on me
through this feeling and experience in the arena of the biblical text?"
Paul Little's reflective questions will help them to deepen this application:
1 Is there an example for me to follow?
2. What

.

to avoid?

2. Is there

a

sin for

3. Is there

a

command for

4. Is there

a

me

obey?
promise for me to claim?
me to

5. What does this passage teach me about God
6. Is there a difficulty for me to explore?

7. Is there

BILL
BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

or

Jesus Christ?

something in this passage that I should pray about today (126-27)
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"What exactly will I do with these

spiritual impressions?"

They need to give a concrete description or plan of what they will do in their own lives.
1 They will need to apply what they have leamed to their person, to their thoughts, words, and deeds.
2. They will need to see applications in their families, work arenas, and recreational activities. They should
seek to see how it appUes to their church hves.
3. Also, they must describe how they will teach others, especially their trainees, what they have leamed.
.

The rubrics of this part of the session are as follows.
-First, they wll process through these questions during

�Then, they will share their results with the
�I will

they

challenge the group to

use

a

time of silence.

group.

the bibUcal text in order to

constructively interact

with each person

as

share

BELL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

MEMORY WORK

organize themselves into groups of two. They will orally practice the verse with one another.
each
Then,
couple will place meaningful motions to the words and will perform the memory verse to the
and
cheers of the entire group.
applauses
They will

BILL
BONNIE
CLAERE
KIRK

HELEN

THE DIDACTIC TIME
1.

During this

didactic

section with my aid.
They will together

2.

3.

time, the disciples will investigate the overarching, logical stmcture of the assigned

give a title to

each subsection.

Then, they will effectively evaluate the
A. To what

B. What

degree

does the memory

important textual theme

memory

verse.

verse cover

the

does the memory

logical

verse

stmcture

not include?

of this section?
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Didactic: Meaning and Application
disciple-makers will have prepared the ground for a fruitflil time of sharing.
1. First, they will offer their most significant questions stemming from their at-home study of the text.
group together seeks to answer the particular question from the text.
Now the

The

BILL
BONNIE

CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

2. After

this, each disciple-maker will share the most significant biblical passage

or

concept from the weekly

reading.
BILL

BONNIE

CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

3.

During this time, they will consider the following questions:
How has the Spirit brought meaning to me through this passage or concept?
What does God want me to do in response to the passage or concept and its meaning?
How will I share what I have leamed with others, especially the trainees I will teach
this week?

BELL

BONNIE

CLAIRE
KEEIK
HELEN

Application to On-The-Job Training
disciple-makers wall evaluate the results of their weekly sessions
These disciple-training sessions will begin after session six (materials included after week

Before the final

with the trainees.

cross

ceremony, the

six).
Also, they will seek to apply the present disciple-makers' session in order to develop a training plan for
hypothetical trainees. Considering the present session, the disciple-makers must ask themselves a few

their

questions in order to meaningfully target the trainees and to develop a tmly effective training plan.
following questions will empower this planning:
Based on today's session, where exactly does the Spirit want those you teach "to be"
when you finish?

The
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What do you want them to know?
How do you want them to behave?
What commitments do you want them to make?
What do

After

a

they need

to release in order to make these commitments?

few moments of consideration, each

disciple-maker will share answers with the group of

disciple-makers.
BILL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

CROSS CEREMONY
The

Closing Worship
cross.
closing worship
place
The disciple-makers will specifically thank Jesus for special experiences during the particular training
will take

1. The
2.

in

a

circle at the foot of the

session.
3.

They will remember the growth goals previously proclaimed at the Trinity worship on 31 December,
commitments made during this training session.

and

more recent

BILL
BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

particular session involves a decision, the disciple-makers will verbally affirm the correct choice.
shortcomings, and ask the others to pray for them during the week.
They

4. If the
5.

will confess their

BILL
BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

6.

They will

share the needs of the

Trinity Church community

7. Finally, the disciple-makers will join hands and conclude in prayer for one another, the
Methodist Church, the Church in the world, and for the Gibsonburg community.
Walking Across the Cross

Trinity United
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disciple-maker in training will walk upon the cross, jump over the gaps, and fall backwards into the
or her brothers and sisters. The message they will enact is, "We are going to 'make it' together."
Upbeat, Christian music will enhance the mood as they cheer one another forward as each one walks

1. Each
arms

2.

of his

upon the

cross.

3. At the end of the cross, the cross walker will tum around, cross his or her hands across the body, and fall
into the waiting arms of the disciple-makers. The arm readied disciple-makers will shout out, "Are you

ready?" After the aflBrming nod of the immediate participant, the group
4. After the person falls into their arms, all the
(Matt. 28: 19-20).

disciple-makers will

will

recite

yell, "Go for it!"
together the Great Commission

The Closing Ceremony
closing ritual will be brief and wall take place in a circle at the top of the cross. During this ritual, the
disciple-makers will put motions to the following phrases. They will recite, "Jesus loves me! Jesus loves
you! Jesus loves us together! Ready, go for it Go and make disciples of all nations" (Matt. 28: 18-20).
The

�
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APPENDIX H
Modified Facilitator Evaluation Form

(1/20/01)

CraCLE AROUND CROSS
1. Each

week, those

fellowship

hall

on

on

the journey will

piece together the large symbolic

cross

in the

Trinity Church

Wednesdays at 6:25

p.m.
will be rehearsed

2. The song, "Sanctuary,"
as necessary and sung (Thompson and Scruggs).
3. Then, two key Scripture memory passages, 2 Corinthians 3:18 and Matthew 16:24, will be
memory.
4. After this, the prayer to the

spoken from

Holy Spirit will be recited from memory (Upper Room, Fourth Day 48).

SHARING THE RESULTS OF AT HOME STUDY

First, they wll ofier their most significant questions stemming from their at-home study of the text They
have spent time praying, reading the text, and going through the study questions.
1.

BILL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

2. After

this, each disciple-maker will share the

most

significant biblical

passage

or

concept from the weekly

reading.
BILL
BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

THE MOVIE

Joy's Ouestions
1. How do

feel about what

they
they
What part especially uplifted them?
BELL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

have seen? What part

really bothered them?
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with these
personal experiences or "case" they have known well illuminates or otherwise connects
or
the
troubling uplifting
feelings? Then, they will identify and revisit the written text behind
movie-conjured feelingS. In essence, they will ask, "What is the living Spirit trying to impress on me
through this feeling and experience in the arena of the biblical text?"
Paul Little's reflective questions will help them to deepen this application:
1 Is there an example for me to follow?
2. What

.

to avoid?

2. Is there

a

sin for

3. Is there

a

command for

4. Is there

a

me

promise

me

to

obey?

for me to claim?

5. What does this passage teach me about God
a difficulty for me to explore?

or

Jesus Christ?

6. Is there

7. Is there

something in this pass^e that I should pray about today (126-27)

BILL

BONNIE
CLAIRE

KIRK
HELEN

exactly will I do with these spiritual impressions?"
description or plan of what they will do in their own lives.
give
They
1. They will need to apply what they have leamed to their person, to their thoughts, words, and deeds.
2. They will need to see applications in their families, work arenas, and recreational activities. They should
"What

need to

seek to
3.

see

how it

a

concrete

applies to their church lives.

Also, they must describe how they will teach others, especially their trainees, what they

The mbrics of this part of the session are as follows.
�First, they will process through these questions during

a

have leamed.

time of silence.

�Then, they will share their resuhs with the group.
�I will

they

challenge the group to use the biblical text in order to constmctively interact with each person as

share

BILL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

MEMORY WORK
of two. They will orally practice the verse with one another.
into
themselves
groups
organize
They
motions
to the words and will perform the memory verse to the
will
each
meaningful
Then,
place
couple
the
entire
cheers
of
and
group.
applauses
BELL

BONNEE

CLAIRE
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KIRK

HELEN

THE DIDACTIC TIME

I.

During this didactic time,

section with my aid.
They will together

2.

3.

the

disciples vnll investigate the overarching, logical structure of the assigned

give a title to each subsection.

Then, they will effectively evaluate the
A. To what

B. What

memory

verse.

degree does the memory verse cover the logical

important textual theme

does the memory

structure of this section?

verse not

include?

Didactic:

Meaning and Application
disciple-makers
prepared the ground for a fruitfiil time of sharing.
/. First, they will offer theirmost significant questions, biblical pas^ges, and concepts. Second, they will
re-name the concrete applications. Did the didactic modify or "sharpen" the application!
will have

Now the

BILL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

Application to On-The-Job Training
disciple-makers will evaluate the results of their weekly sessions
These disciple-training sessions will begin after session six (materials included after week

Before the final
with the trainees.

cross

ceremony, the

sbc).
Also, they will seek to apply the present disciple-makers' session in order to develop a traimng plan for
hypothetical trainees. Considering the present session, the disciple-makers must ask themselves a few

their

questions in order to meaningfijlly target the trainees and to develop a truly effective training plan.
following questions will empower this planning:
Based on today's session, where exactly does the Spirit want those you teach "to be"
when you finish?
What do you want them to know?
How do you want them to behave?

The
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What commitments do you want them to make?
What do they need to release in order to make these commitments?
After a few moments of consideration, each disciple-maker will share answers with the group of

disciple-makers.
BILL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

CROSS CEREMONY
The

Closing Worship
cross.
closing worship
place
The disciple-makers will specifically thank Jesus for special experiences during the particular training

1. The
2.

will take

in

a

circle at the foot of the

session.
3

.

They will remember the growth goals previously proclaimed at
commitments made during this training session.

the

Trinity worship on 3 1 December,

and

more recent

BILL

BONNIE

CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

4, If the
5.

particular session involves a decision, the disciple-makers will verbally affirm the correct choice.
confess their shortcomings, and ask the others to pray for them during the week.

They vnll

BELL

BONNIE

CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

6.

They will

7.

Finally,

share the needs of the

the

Trinity Church community

disciple-makers will join hands and conclude in prayer for one another, the Trinity United
Gibsonburg conmiunity.

Methodist Church, the Church in the world, and for the
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Walking
arms

2.

Across the Cross

disciple-maker training will walk upon the cross, jump over the gaps, and fall backwards into the
of his or her brothers and sisters. The message they will enact is, "We are going to 'make it' together."

1. Each

Upbeat,

in

Christian music will enhance the mood

as

they cheer one another forward

as

each

one

walks

upon the cross.
3. At the end of the cross, the cross walker will tum around, cross his or her hands across the body, and fall
into the waiting arms ofthe disciple-makers. The arm readied disciple-makers will shout out, "Are you

ready?" After the aflBrming nod of the immediate participant, the
4. After the person falls into their arms, all the
(Matt. 28: 19-20).

group will yell, "Go for it!"
disciple-makers will recite together the Great Commission

The Closing Ceremony
closing ritual will be brief and will take place in a circle at the top of the cross. During this ritual, the
disciple-makers will put motions to the following phrases. They will recite, "Jesus loves me! Jesus loves
you! Jesus loves us together! Ready, go for it Go and make disciples of all nations" (Matt. 28: 18-20).
The

�
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APPENDIX I
Session Fifteen:

Ready

to Meet the Barren Cross.

Holy Week, Wednesday,

11

April

WHILE IN THE VAN
1. The song,
2.

Then,

two

"Sanctuary," will be rehearsed as necessary and sung (Thompson and Scruggs).
key Scripture memory passages, 2 Corinthians 3:18 and Matthew 16:24, will be spoken from

memory.
3. After this, the prayer to the

Holy Spirit will be recited from memory (Upper Room,

Fourth

Day 48).

Then, I read: The former session took place at a street mission in Toledo. Due to
relatively powerless and generally impoverished condition, the people the mission
serves typically face many mortal decisions. Although these people have some regularity
in their lives and routines, the tentative nature of food, shelter, medical, and monetary
sources leaves them in a tense positiott Therefore, they face many more basic stressful
decisions than the general population. Jesus' original disciples also faced a point of
mortal and spiritual crisis. They could not stay with the previous success, expecting only
more of the same in the immediate future, and follow Jesus to the cross. Jesus' arrest
and subsequent trials forced them to decide. Therefore, despite the false self-perception
and their boastful promises to Jesus founded upon this self-delusion, they ran away. As
Jesus essentially stated, their spirit was willing, but their flesh was weak. Similarly, the
Trinity disciple-makers must face the weakness of their own bodies, minds, emotions,
and spirits. Even Jesus' initial disciples feared suffering and death more than they could
their

they faced such an existential choice.
Thus, the disciple-makers met at the street mission,
regularly face such choices.
fathom until

a

place where people

SHARING THE RESULTS OF AT HOME STUDY
1.

First, they

will offer their most

have spent time preying,
BILL

significant questions stemming from their at-home study of the text They
through the study questions.

reading the text, and going

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

2. After

this, each disciple-maker will share the

reading.
BILL

BONNIE

CLAIRE

most

significant biblical passage

or

concept from the weekly
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KIRK
HELEN
AT THE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

They will setup the ritual cross in a rather stark room at the facility. The regular
opening will follow. Specifically to debrief, I will aSk, "What life and death decisions do
you sense that these people have made, regularly make, or will have to make -both at
the mission and at the hospitalT We will gather in the stark room for the remainder of
the session. They will sit in plain chairs at the foot of the ritual cross. Here they will
complete the remainder of the regular session, including the video. The text will be
Matthew 26:1-27:56.
THE LORD'S SUPPER: The
Lord's

Supper by

ceremony will begin with a simple partaking of the
intinction. This opening is inspired by the Emmaus Walk retreat's
cross

liturgy (Upper Room. Spiritual Director's 22-23).
I will challenge the disciple-makers to self-critically reflect on the boasts of
Jesus' initial disciples (READ: Matt. 26:31-35).
Also, I will confront the disciple-makers with the dichotomy between the words
and actual deeds of these early disciples (READ: 26:47-56, 69-75).
Finally, I will exhort them prayerfully to realize and spiritually to address such
dichotomies in their own lives. These disparities between words and deeds reflect
unaddressed middle-level issues (Zahniser 44-55; Mouw 49-57). Left unrealized and
unaddressed, the delusion of unity between them will unravel at a point or points of
crisis. These unaddressed issues could stir them to abandon the joumey with the living

dying

moment's commimion

Jesus.

FROM HOSPITAL RUBRICS
on

During this session, the disciple-makers will experience burial with Jesus, a waiting
God for meaning. In the previous session, they will have completed a meaningful,

short-term, and basically token mission project.
However, what if such symbolic service became their tedious and physically intensive

long-term vocation?
What if the disciple-makers had to do this apparently meaningless, perhaps redundant,
and definitely humiliating task for the remainder of their lives? What if they worked a
job like the famous dishwasher saint. Brother Lawrence?
Even more overwhelming, what ifthey were isolated within a cubicle, having to feed
immediately meaningless data into a computer Would they really wait upon God for the
meaning or would they run away to make their own? This destination will be a place of
existential entombment, the surgical waiting area of Memorial Hospital in Fremont,
Ohio. The focus text READ will be Matthew 27:57-65.
This discussion will climax in the decisive

question for the evening.

In essence, I

will ask, "Will you wait on God for the meaning and lean on the strength of the body of
Christ for the perseverance, or will you attempt to break out of the tomb on your own?"
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Specifically,
between Jesus and

I will

one

ask, "If the joumey came down

other central person,

condition,

or

to a life or death choice

thing,

who

or

what would you

choose?"
KEY MOMENT

After this exhortation and reflective

question, the disciple-makers will orally or
privately name that one person, condition, or thing as they break-off a piece of bread.
After each disciple-maker names this potential idol upon which they already tend to
fixate for control and meaning, they will place the pieces in a basket.
Next, I will hold the basket

as

I read the biblical text, especially emphasizing the
point, I will encourage the

words of institution from Matthew 26: 17-20. At this

disciple-makers to tmst their resurrected Lord who promises to be intensely present with
each and all disciples, gathering and uniting them through the fellowship meal, the
Lord's Supper This Jesus will bring them around even the largest obstacle through his
body of believers.
Then, they will each remove any piece from the basket and dip it into the
common cup. In conclusion, we will sing the Doxology.
Immediately following this praise song, we will complete the cross ceremony.
During the Ceremony, the disciple-makers will reaffirm their commitment to die with
Jesus

prepares to walk across the ritual cross.
At the conclusion, I will affirm that each disciple-maker will

as

each

one

the divine and communal

obstacles

of the

overcome

the

of Christ. The

through
strength
body
disciple-makers will take apart the cross and depart at a late and rather dangerous hour,
considering the neighborhood.
ON THE TRIP BACK

Joy's Ouestions
1. How do they feel about what they have
What part especially uplifted them?

seen? What part

really bothered them?

BILL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

personal experiences or "case" have they known well illuminates or otherwise connects with these
feeUngs? Then, they will identify and revisit the written text behind the troubling or uplifting
mo\de-conjured feelmgs. In essence, they will ask, "What is the living Spirit trying to impress on me
through this feeling and experience in the arena of the biblical text?"
Paul Little's reflective questions will help them to deepen this application:
1 Is there an example for me to follow?
2. What

.

2. Is there

a

sin for

3. Is there

a

command for

4. Is there

a

promise for me to

me

to avoid?
me

to

obey?

claim?
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5. What does this passage teach me about God
6. Is there a difficulty for me to explore?
7. Is there

or

something in this passage that I should

Jesus Christ?

pray about

today (126-27)?

BILL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

"What

exactly will I do with these spiritual impressions?"
They
give
description or plan of what they will do in their own lives.
1. They will need to apply what they have leamed to their person, to their thoughts, words, and deeds.
2. They will need to see applications in their families, work arenas, and recreational activities. They should
seek to see how it applies to their church hves.
3. Also, they must describe how they will teach others, especially their trainees, what they have leamed.
need to

a concrete

The mbrics of this part of the session are as follows.
�First, they will process through these questions during

a

time of silence.

�Then, they will share their results with the group.
�I will challenge the group to use the biblical text in order to

they

constmctively interact with each person as

share.

BILL
BONNIE

CLAIRE
KIRK

HELEN

ACCOUNTABILITY FROM TWO WEEKS AGO "CONCRETE APPLICATION"

FINAL PRAYER FOR EACH OTHER (CHURCH PARKING LOT).
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APPENDIX J
A Point of Decision; Go and Make
The

Change

Disciples

in date:

Jesus' Great Commission and the

promise of his etemal

presence

are

for all

disciples ^past, present, and future (Matt. 28:16-20). This Great Commission and
promise will be the motivating mission and power for the training joumey of the
�

disciple-makers. During this session, the disciple-makers will make the final
preparations to burst forth and continue to develop as more effective disciple-makers.
They will make remembrance of the sessions on the joumey. They will remember their
previous thoughts and discussions, hear afresh the commitments they made, and receive
the motivation and accountability resources necessary to follow through on these
commitments.
Comments

on

this Introduction. Was it

accomplished?

The Session:

Although the primary text will be the Great Commission, the entire resurrection
segment will be covered in this session (Matt. 28:1-20).
1 The disciple-makers will begin in the Trinity hall and remain there for the duration of
the study session.
The Change in Location:
.

THE MOVIE

Joy's Ouestions
1

.

How do

What part
BILL

feel about what

they
they
especially uplifted them?

have seen? What part

really bothered them?

BONNIE

CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

personal experiences or "case" have they known well illuminates or otherwise connects with these
feeUngs? Then, they will identify and revisit the written text behind the troubling or uplifting
movie-conjured feelings. In essence, they will ask, "What is the living Spirit trying to impress on me
through this feeling and experience in the arena of the biblical text?"
Paul Little's reflective questions will help them to deepen this application:
1 Is there an example for me to follow?
2. What

.
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avoid?

2. Is there

a

sin for

3. Is there

a

command for

4. Is there

a

promise for me to

me

to

me to

5. What does this passage teach
6. Is there
7. Is there

difficulty for

obey?

claim?
me

about God

explore?
something in this passage that
a

or

Jesus Christ?

me to

I should pray about

today (126-27)?

BILL

BONNIE
CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

"What exactly vyill I do with these spiritual impressions?"
They need to give a concrete description or plan of what they will do in their own lives.
1. They will need to apply what they have leamed to their person, to their thoughts, words, and deeds.
2. They will need to see applications in their families, work arenas, and recreational activities. They should
seek to see how it applies to their church lives.
3. Also, they must describe how they will teach others, especially their trainees, what they have leamed.
The mbrics of this part of the session

are as

follows.

�First, they will process through these questions during
�Then, they will share their resuhs with the group.
�I will

they

challenge the group to

use

a

time of silence.

the biblical text in order to

constmctively interact with each

person

as

share

BILL

BONNIE

CLAIRE
KIRK
HELEN

2. Then,

they will gather in the sanctuary for the cross ceremony's opening worship;
-CIRCLE AROUND CROSS

A. We will

piece together the large symbolic cross. (Using masking tape)

B. The song,

"Sanctuary,"

will be rehearsed

as

C. Then, two key Scripture memory passages,
spoken from memory.

D. After

Day 48).

necessary and sung

(Thompson and Scmggs).

2 Corinthians 3:18 and Matthew 16:24, will be

this, the prayer to the Holy Spirit will be recited from memory (Upper Room,

Fourth
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opening, they will experience again the Lord's
Supper. This communion service will be more celebrational than the previous one. It
will remind the disciple-makers of Jesus' past resurrection, his very real presence in the
immediate context, and his promised fiiture feast with them (27:29). Thus, the
communion service will more deeply root: the disciple-makers in their God-given
identity, purpose, and meaning within the security of God's beneficent presence
throughout time.
3. THE LORD'S SUPPER: in this

A.

During this supper, the disciple-makers will:
1) form a comprehensive list of the sessions

in their joumey

together.

2) In the process, they will summarize each session, use this summary to
critique the stated, given theme, and produce a more accurate title for each
session.

3) Also, they will

remember and

name

the commitments

previously

made in each session

4)In addition,

as

they remember, they will discover the most significant
disciple-maker.

sessions and commitments for the group and for each

spiritual prioritization and concrete application of the results,
will ask a number of questions based upon Dr Joy's diagnostic questions:
What were the major sessions on the joumey?
In order to facilitate this

BE.L

HELEN
KIRK
CLAIRE

BONNIE

Today, what session or part of a session in the joumey really sticks in your mind?
BELL

HELEN
KIRK

I
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CLAIRE
BONNIE

Why does that session or part of it stick in your mind?
BILL

HELEN
KIRK
CLAIRE
BONNIE

What do you

sense

the

Holy Spirit is telling you through this memory?

BILL

HELEN
KIRK

CLAIRE
BONNIE
How do you

concretely plan to first adjust to and then obey what the Spirit

you?
BILL
HELEN

KIRK

CLAIRE
BONNIE
What is the first
BILL
HELEN
KIRK

CLAIRE

step?

is

telling
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BONNIE

This process of summarization will thrust the
disciple-makers into fiiture action.

knowledge and experience of the

instituting the sacrament, the
disciple-makers will serve the bread and juice to one another.
1) The person preparing to distribute the bread to the other will verbally
name the previously identified first-step of this other.
B. After this process and my prayers

2) This distributor will pray for the other's faithfiilness in taking this step
making other steps necessary for obedience to God who has given
this insight.

and in

3) Then the distributor will break off a piece of bread and state, "The
strength of Jesus, given for you!"
4) Throughout this time, the disciple-makers will sing spontaneous
choruses.
Comments
down the
cross

on

this not

cross

happening:

fi-om the hall and

At the

move

conclusion, the disciple-makers will break
There, they will complete the

it to the sanctuary.

ceremony.

very localized group of relatively uneducated men to go forth to
all the nations of the earth (28:1 8-20). He promised to be with them in this next joumey.

4. Jesus commanded

a

Stemming from his command, I will confront the disciple-makers with questions
demanding a decisioa
A. I will challenge them regarding their primary, lifelong vocation:
Will you now be very deliberate in making disciples through the dynamic presence of
the living Jesus?
BELL

HELEN
KIRK

CLAIRE
BONNIE

through with them throughout their joumey so that they become
disciple-makers?
Will you follow
BILL

HELEN
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KIRK
CLAIRE
BONNIE
I will exhort them to

see

the nations from the mountain

(28:16):

BILL
HELEN
KIRK

CLAIRE
BONNIE
Will you seek to

see

where Jesus wants you to

go?

BILL

HELEN
KIRK

CLAIRE
BONNIE

Then,

no

matter where he leads you, will you go there?

BILL

HELEN
KIRK
CLAIRE

BONNIE
B.

Also, emanating from Jesus' promise, I will declare Matt. 28:20 after each

affirmative decision.

happening: After each disciple-maker crosses over
the last jump point on the large ritual cross, chapters 26:1-28:15, he or she will receive
the final, upper piece of his or her personal cross. This symbolizes the completion of the
C. Comments

joumey.

on

this not
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5. PUTTING INTO PUBLIC TESTIMONY: A
Comments

on

the

change

Welcoming Back Worship.

in date:

During this worship, the Trinity community will celebrate the completion of the
joumey. Through Trinity Church, the Holy Spirit will give birth to disciple-makers who
will have a much greater impact. The community at worship will hear the testimonies of
those they set apart for training.
A. They will listen to their stories of stmggles and victory.
BILL

HELEN
KIRK
CLAIRE

BONNIE
B. The

commimity will be thanked for their prayers.

BILL

HELEN

KIRK
CLAIRE
BONNIE
C.

Also, the disciple-makers will specifically state how they will put the training

experience into regular practice for the benefit of the Trinity United Methodist Church
and the Gibsonburg community.
BILL

HELEN
KIRK
CLAIRE
BONNIE
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APPENDIX K
THE FINAL SESSIONTHE FINAL WORKSHEET

Reflections

What

were

Today,

the

major sessions

what session

Why does

or

that session

What do you
How do you

sense

the

on

on

the

Journey Together

the joumey?

part of a session in the joumey really sticks in your mind?

or

part of it stick in your mind?

Holy Spirit is telling you through this memory?

concretely plan to

first

adjust to

and then

obey what the Spirit

is

telling

you?
What is the first

step?

Projections for the Future Journey
Will you

the

now

be very deliberate in

making disciples through the dynamic presence of

living Jesus?
Will you follow through with them

throughout their joumey so that they become

disciple-makers?
See the nations from the mountain
Will you seek to

Then,

no matter

see

(28:16):

where Jesus wants you to

go?

where he leads you, will you go there?

Accountability through Public Statement
Worship
will
celebrate the completion of your
the
this
community
Trinity
worship,
During
will
the
give birth to you as a
Holy Spirit
joumey. Through Trinity Church,
disciple-maker who will have a much greater impact. The community at worship will
hear your testimony, you whom they set apart for training.
A. They will listen to your stories of stmggles and victory.
B. The community will be thanked for their prayers.
C. Also, you will specifically state how you will put the training experience into
regular practice for the benefit of the Trinity United Methodist Church and the
Gibsonburg community.
Anchoring Commitment

in

A Welcome Back
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APPENDIX L
OVERALL GOALS
BILL

What I will do;

Effectively share with the Truthseekers Sunday school

class.

What I did:
BONNIE
What I will do: Leam the

evangelism

skills to lead others to Christ.

Keep

motivated.
What I did:
CLAIRE

What I will do: Leam to work with Fritz.

What I did:
KIRK

What I will do:

Evangelize and disciple better and get it done.

What I did:
HELEN

What I will do: Leam Matthew thoroughly, that she could share it with others.
What I did:
SPECIFIC GOALS
5

January. 2001

BILL

What I will do: He mentioned

young man at the school is heading down the
wrong road. He will take him to dinner and talk with him. Two girls in a very hard class.

But, will

a

start with the guys first.

What I did: Keith vented with me;

one

of the group

acknowledged Bill as a

believer
BONNIE
What I will do:

Anyone who

comes

through the door will hear there is a living

Jesus. She will attempt to share with them. Dawn and her alcoholism
What I did: Comered Scott again; God put him in front of her.

came

to her mind.

CLAIRE
What I will do: She stated that the greatest treasure is etemal life; witness
in regular conversations. She will visit the woman in Wood County jail.

What I did: Claire wrote the letter but did not visit the jail.

more
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KIRK
What I did: Handled

and

love to his

family.
something with Melissa very well. Showed kindness, love,

What I will do: Show

more

patience according to Helen.

HELEN

What I will do: She will
These

people

work around

really do

proclaim Christ when God puts someone in front of her.
"pop up." She needs to be prepared, and more sensitive to God's

me.

What I did: She spent time with little Jacob. She
12

January.

played with him.

2001

BILL

What I will do: He stated, "Lord, make

me a

fisher of men." He

spoke with Keith

and his crew; he allowed Keith to vent his anger toward God.
What I did: ABSENT 1/20.
BONNIE

people

What I will do: She will go to the nursing home as Spirit moves her. Confront
about thefr use of prescription drugs; she can witness about this. Also, she will

witness to those who feel

frapped.

What I did: ABSENT 1/20
CLAIRE

What I will do: She will

spend more time

with God in prayer in the

she may know what he is saying.
What I did: She was not very consistent, but she did have

a

momings that

great prayer time

on

Thursday.
KIRK
What I will do: He has taken and will

Evangelism Explosion training
an

in order to be

complete the Joumey training and
disciple-maker. He is here tonight;

a

immediate obedience to God. He will talk more about Christ.
What I did: He did not speak up with non-believers because he did not have

opportunity. However, with believers

he did

this is
an

speak up because the opportunity arose.

HELEN

What I will do: She will

for

dig deeper when she studies, especially in preparation

few weeks. She will look things up more.
on-the-job fraining
What I did: She was persistent in study and did take more time.
in

a

20 .January. 2001

BILL

What I will do: ABSENT
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What I did:
BONNIE
What I will do: ABSENT
What I did:

CLAIRE
What I will do: Look at self first before

What I did: She

was

mixed

looking at others.
in her obedience to looking at others first.

KIRK

What I will do: She will put

morning devotions into regular practice without

procrastinatioiL
What I did:

Except for one day,

he did his devotions.

HELEN

What I will do: She will re-read the Sermon
of key

points

in

kingdom living.

on

She will teach these

the Mount. She will make

points

to her

kids

"along the

a

list

way"

this week.
What I did: She did share the Sermon with the kids; however, she did not outline
the Sermon
25

January.

2001

BILL

What I will do: The door to Keith is closed. I will attempt to meet and talk with
the three girls in the group.
What I did: The

girls would not meet with him, but he spoke with them.

BONNIE
What I will do: I
to

me.

She has

a

am

willing to take into my home the peope that the Lord brings

desire to reach the unreachable.

What I did: Yes, this week she

brought Krista into her home for a time.

CLAIRE
What I will do: Use

key verses when confronted with need to trust God for

situations/feelings.
What I did: She did this, and

experienced a peace.

KIRK

a

What I will do: He will go again with Bormie or Fritz to the nursing home; this is
step of faith because the place is outside of his comfort zone.
What I did: He did not go because he was working at night. No opportunity.

HELEN
What I will do: She will

use

key verses to deal

with "concrete situations."
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What I did: She used the "faith of the centixrion" passage and followed
2

February.

through.

2001

BILL

What I will do:

Regarding the girls at the school, he will wait on the Lord's
timing
peace in this waiting.
What I did: He did follow through and experience this peace.
and seek

a

BONNIE
What I will do: She will reach out to anyone the Lord puts in her way who needs
to talk and with whom she needs to speak.

What I did: She faced strong opposition at Arby's restaurant. They were
fun of her, but she went over and spoke to them clearly, but kindly (in love).

making

CLAIRE
What I will do: She will first answer the questions that the person in the jail
asked her. Then, she wants to have a regular Bible study with woman.
What I did: Claire has not written her responses to the questions.
KIRK

What I will do: Kirk desires to show compassion to the Pharisees, but wonders
how to accomplish this.
What I did: He looked at

chapter nine

in Matthew and

pondered the reasons
people turned away from Jesus. He does not want to just "write people off but to
understand why they do not follow him. After a week of pondering. Kirk senses that the
Pharisees were more concerned with appearances than the faithful; they wanted to stay
in their comfort zone. He was really focused upon the passage, "I desire mercy and not
sacrifice."
HELEN

What I will do: She will remember the

"mercy,

not sacrifice" verse all

week, and

avoid the judgmental attitude.

What I did: She
9

really did not

see

those

people who tempt her to judge them.

February. 2001

BILL

What I will do: At school. Bill will look for the open doors and let his light shine
when the opportunity arises. He will specifically meet with the resistant girls on next

Sunday night.
What I did: No response.
BONNIE
What I will do: She will
a

keep preaching and teaching even when

brick wall. She will persevere in

a

difficult task

as

she says, "Bonnie

she

can

experiences

do this!"
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What I did: Yes, "Bonnie did!"
CLAIRE
What I will do: No matter where she

when

is, including in church, she will speak up

Spirit prompted.
What I did: Yes, she did

speak up in difficult places this

week.

KIRK

What I will do: He is

training,

an

preparing for and actually going to Evangelism Explosion

experience that will take

him out of his "comfort zone."

What I did: Yes, he did prepare for this

traimng during the week.

HELEN
What I will do: Helen states, "In our church. Christian people do not reach out
and now we have these people in our midst who are searching. If they cannot find what

they are seeking at Trinity, they will quit or go somewhere else." At this point. Kirk
brought up that we must pray that the Lord of the harvest will prepare the way for us to
work with these people in study groups.
What I did: Helen did regularly pray to the Lord regarding these seeking people,
regarding our attitude and approach to them.
17

February. 2001

BILL

What I will do: He will

give the Jesus movie to

some

people

in town

.

First, he

about Jesus. Then he will share with Mike and Keith. He will do

will tell the three

girls
pizza place in town.
What I did: Bill did give out one tape this week.

this at the

BONNIE

First, Boimie will allow those who need to hear to heal and rest
(especially Dawn). Then, she will come at them with the Word of God.
What I will do:

What I did:

ABSENT 2/23

CLAIRE
In

What I will do: She will outline all of this text in order to prepare for
doing this, she will place her "treasure" in Jesus.
What I did: She

began an outline

of the

opposition.

gospel of Matthew.

KIRK
What I will do: He will prepare for

opposition by going back through the earlier

chapters.
What I did: He did his review and

earlier

chapters.

HELEN

study of the kingdom of God term in the
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What I will do: She desired to invite

parents

What I did: She did invite
23

Tiffany to Sunday school and Tiffany's

to church.

February.

Tiffany to church.

2001

/failed to hold them accountable for the commitments

on

28

February.

BILL

What I will do: Bill
response,

we

stated, "I will not get as upset with Ruth (his wife)."
immediately gathered around Bill and prayedfor him.

In

What I did:
BONNIE

What I will do: ABSENT
What I did:
CLAIRE

What I will do: She will "trust Jesus more," but she is not

sure

where to

begin.

What I did:
KIRK

What I will do: He stated, "Follow Him." This
even

was as

clear

as

Kirk could get,

afterfollow-up questions.
What I did:

HELEN

What I will do: She will tum her attention to

girls' questions, especially regarding

dealing more deliberately with her

kids who do not behave.

What I did:
28

February.

On Ash

2001

Wednesday, February 28, we produced a skit from Joy 's questions.
accountability were not produced.

Commitments for
9 March. 2001
BILL

What I will do: When he is afraid this week, he will remember that
God's hands.
What I did: Bill and Ruth went

BONNIE
What I will do: She
the heart, manifested

must

we are

in

through a week of tests, but he did not "feel

forgive her brother; she

by curbing her tongue.

must continue to

fear!"

forgive from
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What I did: ABSENT 3/16

CLAIRE
What I will do: She want God to increase her
in prayer.

struggles

faith,

so

she will invest

more

time

Specifically, she will get up and have prayer time each day. Also, when she
with application, she will write down and really think about it.

What I did: She

improved, having at least a little

prayer time each

day this week.

KIRK

What I will do: He desires to be
have

a

quality

What I did: He did not have this
one

of these

"slipped

more

faithfiil. He will arise earlier that he may

devotional time.

days,

On

early morning devotional time for two days.
evening. He stated that he had

he had the devotional time in the

back from the

previous

week."

HELEN
What I will do: She will continue to be open to those people God places in front
of her. She will speak up when she needs to. / brought up that Helen is connecting kids
andfamilies to theAWANA program.
What I did: She gave Jesus movie

follow-up materials to Julie R., an unchurched
person with many struggles. She was less pushy and more sensitive toward Julie than the
previous week. She does not want to be "too pushy" with people.
16 March. 2001
BILL

What I will do: He will treat the young people at school as Christ freated others.
Also, regarding the older people in the church. Bill stated that if they spend on
themselves and not others, then something is wrong. He gave the example of a
benevolence used to

buy drapes for the older Sunday school room,

but the deceased

donor would have wanted the money to go elsewhere.
What I did: He did freat the young people as Jesus freated them.
BONNIE

What I will do: ABSENT 3/16
What I did:

CLAIRE
What I will do: She will face her "little

Jerusalems,"

not suck-in

on

herself, but

trust the Lord that he will take care of her as he opens her eyes to the needs of others.

What I did: She faced her

challenging work situation this way and succeeded.

KIRK

What I will do: When he is at work, worrying about his career, he will focus
God. / pressed him for more specifics. Would he pull out the Bible, pray? He gave
affirmative answers to these questions but did not give a detailed response.
What I did: He did this at work, except

one

time when he "blew

up."

on
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HELEN
What I will do: She will

analyze situations, asking "Am I serving myself or them;

what is my motive?"
What I did: She felt very sick this week, took care of herself, and just did what
she had to do. Kirk affirmed that she did not feel sorry for herself
23 March. 2001
BILL

What I will do: He will stress outreach with his class. He will attempt to take the
forms that exist and stretch them into outreach.
What I did: ABSENT 3/30
BONNIE
What I will do: She

was

not

led to

anything in particular.

What I did: ABSENT 3/30
CLAIRE
What I will do: She will listen
no

more.

Also, she will do whatever she is led to do

matter what the task.

rarely

What I did: She prepared her Matthew study more in advance. However, she
had a morning quiet time this week because she was so tired.

KIRK

What I will do: Kirk stated, "Woe to Kirk. He needs to clean the inside."
Specifically, he will study in order to be filled ynih "good stuff," especially to have

good

stuff at work.
What I did: He

was

filled with

"good stuff," both at home

and work. Helen

confirmed this.
HELEN

What I will do: She must beware of becoming like the
She must take
as

an

undivided time of prayer and Bible

objects of Jesus' woes.
study, communicating with God so

not to fall into the woes.

What I did: She did not do her best this

week; she did

some, but not

daily.

30 March. 2001
/ did not obtain

asnwers

to

the

accountability question during this session and the

subsequent one.
BILL

What I will do: ABSENT
What I did:

BONNIE
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What I will do: ABSENT
What I did:

CLAIRE
What I will do: Deal with her "find

irmnediate situations and

people by

means

someone

else" attitude

of immediately

during certain
addressing the situatiort

What I did:
KIRK

What I will do: He pondered, "Am I using my talents the way I am supposed to?
/ challenged the group to meditate on the words of the third servant in Matthew 25. I
warned them about burying the year and one-halfof wages in fears and excuses.
What I did:
HELEN

What I will do: She

upheld investing the personal in the giving of things.
feels the need to to be more like Boimie, finding the need in the community and
personally addressing the people.

She

What I did:
10

April. 2001

BILL

What I will do:

ABSENT

What I did:
BONNIE

What I will do: She will pray more,
What I did:

placing fully all issues

in God's hands.

CLAIRE
What I will do: She will allow God to do in her all that he wants to do; she felt
rather "entombed," with much to do. The feeling ofentombment was facilitated in the

hospital waiting room setting.
What I did:
KIRK

What I will do: He will trust in the Lord until
What I did:
HELEN

What I will do: She will
What I did:

study more regularly.

he. Kirk, gets

out of the tomb.
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APPENDIX M

OVERALL GOALS WITH SELF-EVALUATION
At the end of each session, you were challenged to put Spirit-given impressions into
concrete actions. Please read through the following, both the commitments of the
as well as your own. Correct or clarify if necessary. Fill in the blanks with
what you did and/or failed to do. At the end of this document, describe patterns that
you notice in yourself and in the others. Also, after meditating on the contents of

others

this document, what is the Spirit attempting to say to
going to do about it? What is the first step?

you?

What

exactly

are

you

BE.L

What I will do:

Effectively share

with the Truthseekers

Sunday school class.

What I did:
BONNIE
What I will do: Leam the

evangelism skills

to lead others to Christ.

Keep

motivated.
What I did:

CLAIRE
What I will do: Leam to work with Fritz.

What I did:
KIRK
What I will do:

Evangelize

and

disciple better and get it done.

What I did:

HELEN
What I will do: Leam Matthew

thoroughly, that

she could share it with others.

What I did:
SPECIFIC GOALS
5

.January. 2001

BILL

What I will do: He mentioned a young man at the school is heading down the
with him. Two girls in a very hard class.
wrong road. He will take him to diimer and talk
But, will start with the guys first.
What I did: Keith vented with me; one of the group acknowledged Bill as a

believer.
BONNIE
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Anyone who

What I will do:

comes

through the

door will hear there is

Jesus. She will attempt to share with them. Dawn and her alcoholism
What I did: Comered Scott again; God put him in front of her.

a

came to

living

her mind.

CLAIRE
in

What I will do: She stated that the greatest treasure is etemal life; witness
regular conversations. She will visit the woman in Wood County jail.

more

What I did: Claire wrote the letter but did not visit the jail.
KIRK

What I will do: Show
What I did: Handled
and

patience according

love to his

family.
something with Melissa very well.
more

Showed

kindness, love,

to Helen.

HELEN

What I will do: She will
These

people really

work around

do

proclaim Christ when God puts someone in front of her.
"pop up." She needs to be prepared, and more sensitive to God's

me.

What I did: She spent time with little Jacob. She

played with him.

12 January, 2001
BILL

What I will do: He stated, "Lord, make me a fisher of men." He
and his crew; he allowed Keith to vent his anger toward God.

spoke with Keith

What I did: ABSENT 1/20.
BONNIE

people

What I will do: She will go to the nursing home as Spirit moves her. Confront
use of prescription dmgs; she can witness about this. Also, she will

about their

witness to those who feel

trapped.

What I did: ABSENT 1/20

CLAIRE
What I will do: She will spend
she may know what he is saying.
What I did: She

was

not very

more

time with God in prayer in the

consistent, but she did have

a

momings that

great prayer time

on

Thursday.
KIRK
What I will do: He has taken and will complete the Joumey fraining and
Evangelism Explosion fraining in order to be a disciple-maker. He is here tonight; this is

immediate obedience to God. He will talk more about Christ.
What I did: He did not speak up with non-believers because he did not have an
opportunity. However, with believers he did speak up because the opportunity arose.
an
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HELEN
What I will do: She will
for

on-the-job traimng

in

What I did: She
20

January.

a

dig deeper when

she

few weeks. She will look

was

studies, especially iii preparation
things up more.

persistent in study and did take more time.

2001

BILL

What I will do: ABSENT
What I did:
BONNIE

What I will do: ABSENT
What I did:
CLAIRE
What I will do: Look at self first before

What I did: She

was

looking at others.
looking at others first.

mixed in her obedience to

KIRK

What I will do: She will put

morning devotions into regular practice without

procrastination.
What I did:

Except for one day, he did his devotions.

HELEN

What I will do: She will re-read the Sermon
of key

points

in kingdom

living.

on

She will teach these

the Mount. She will make

a

list

points to her kids "along the way"

this week.
What I did: She did share the Sermon with the

kids; however, she did not outline

the Sermon.
25

January.

2001

BILL

What I will do: The door to Keith is closed. I will attempt to meet and talk with
the three girls in the group.
What I did: The girls would not meet with him, but he spoke with them.
BONNIE
What I will do: I
to

me.

am

willing to take into my home the peope that the Lord brings

She has a desire to reach the unreachable.
What I did: Yes, this week she brought Krista into her home for

a

time.

CLAIRE
What I will do: Use

situations/feelings.

key verses when confronted with need to trust God for
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What I did; She did

this, and experienced a peace.

KIRK
What I will do; He will go
a

again with Bonnie or Fritz to the nursing home; this is

step of faith because the place is outside of his comfort zone.
What I did; He did not go because he was working at night. No

opportunity.

HELEN
What I will do; She will

use

key verses to deal

with "concrete situations."

What I did; She used the "faith of the centurion" passage and followed
2

through.

February. 2001

BILL

What I will do;

Regarding the girls at the school, he will wait on the Lord's
timing
peace in this waiting.
What I did; He did follow through and experience this peace.
and seek

a

BONNIE

What I will do; She will reach out to anyone the Lord puts in her way who needs
to talk and with whom she needs to speak.
What I did; She faced strong opposition at Arby's restaurant. They were
fim of her, but she went over and spoke to them clearly, but kindly (in love).

making

CLAIRE

What I will do; She will first

questions that the person
asked her Then, she wants to have a regular Bible study with woman.
What I did; Claire has not written her responses to the questions.
answer

the

in the jail

compassion to the Pharisees,

but wonders

KIRK

What I will do; Kirk desires
how to accomplish this.
What I did; He looked at

to show

chapter nine in Matthew and pondered the reasons

people turned away from Jesus. He does not want to just "write people off' but to
understand why they do not follow him. After a week of pondering, Kfrk senses that the
Pharisees

were more

in their comfort

concerned with appearances than the faithfiil;

zone.

He

was

really

they wanted to stay

focused upon the passage, "I desire mercy and not

sacrifice."
HELEN

What I will do; She will remember the

avoid the judgmental attitude.
What I did; She really did not

see

"mercy,

those

not sacrifice" verse all

week, and

people who tempt her to judge them.
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9

February.

2flflt

BILL
What I will do: At school. Bill will look for the open doors and let his light shine
when the opportunity arises. He will specifically meet with the resistant girls on next

Sunday night.
What I did: No response.
BONNIE
What I will do: She will
a

keep preaching and teaching even when she experiences

brick wall. She will persevere in a difficult task
What I did: Yes, "Bonnie did!"

as

she says, "Bonnie

can

do this!"

CLAIRE
What I will do: No matter where she

when

is, including in church, she

will

speak up

Spirit prompted.
What I did: Yes, she did

speak up in difficult places this

week.

KIRK

What I will do: He is

training,

an

preparing for and actually going to Evangelism Explosion

experience that will take him out of his "comfort zone."
training during the week.

What I did: Yes, he did prepare for this
HELEN

and

What I will do: Helen states, "In our church. Christian people do not reach out
have these people in our midst who are searching. If they carmot find what

now we

they are seeking at Trinity, they will quit or go somewhere else." At this point. Kirk
brought up that we must pray that the Lord of the harvest will prepare the way for us to
work with these people in study groups.
What I did: Helen did regularly pray to the Lord regarding these seeking people,
regarding our attitude and approach to them.
t7 February. 2001

BILL
What I will do: He will

give the Jesus movie to

some

people

in town.

girls about Jesus. Then he will share with Mike and Keith.
this at the pizza place in town.
What I did: Bill did give out one tape this week.
will tell the three

First, he
He will do

BONNIE
What I will do: First, Bonnie will allow those who need to hear to heal and rest
(especially Dawn). Then, she will come at them with the Word of God.

What I did:
CLAIRE

ABSENT 2/23
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What I will do: She will outline all of this text in order to prepare for
In doing this, she will place her "treasure" in Jesus.
What I did: She began an outline of the gospel of Matthew.

opposition.

KIRK

What I will do: He will prepare for

opposition by going back through the earlier

chapters.
What I did: He did his review and

earlier

study of the kingdom of God term

in the

chapters.

HELEN

What I will do: She desired to invite
to church.

parents

What I did: She did invite
23

Tiffany to Sunday school and Tiffany's

Tiffany to church.

February. 2001

/failed to hold them accountable for the commitments

on

February 28.

BILL

What I will do: Bill stated, "I will not get as upset with Ruth
response, we immediately gathered around Bill and prayedfor him.

(his wife)."

In

What I did:
BONNIE

What I will do: ABSENT
What I did:
CLAIRE
What I will do: She will "trust Jesus more," but she is not
What I did:

sure

where to

begin:

KIRK
What I will do: He stated, "Follow Him." This
even

was as

clear

as

Kirk could get,

after follow-up questions.
What I did:

HELEN
What I will do: She will tum her attention to dealing more
especially regarding kids who do not behave.

deliberately with her

girls' questions,

What I did:
?� r�.hriiarv.

2001

Wednesday, February 28, we produced a skitfrom Joy 's questions.
Commitments for accountability were not produced.
On Ash
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9 March. 2001

BILL
What I will do: When he is afraid this

week, he will remember that we

are

in

God's hands.
What I did: Bill and Ruth went

through a week of tests,

but he did not "feel fear!"

BONNIE

What I will do: She must

forgive her brother;

she must continue to

forgive

from

the heart, manifested by curbing her tongue.
What I did: ABSENT 3/16
CLAIRE

What I will do: She want God to increase her faith, so she will invest more time
Specifically, she will get up and have prayer time each day. Also, when she

in prayer

struggles with application, she will write down and really think about it.
What I did: She improved, having at least a little prayer time each day this week.
KIRK
What I will do: He desires to be

have

a

faithful. He will arise earlier that he may

quality devotional time.
What I did: He did not have this

one

more

of these

"slipped

days,

early morning devotional time for two days.
evening. He stated that he had

On

he had the devotional time in the

back from the

previous week."

HELEN

What I will do: She vnll continue to be open to those people God places in front
speak up when she needs to. / brought up that Helen is connecting kids

of her She will

to the AWANA program.
What I did: She gave Jesus movie follow-up materials to Julie R., an unchurched
person with many struggles. She was less pushy and more sensitive toward Julie than the
previous week. She does not want to be "too pushy" with people.

andfamilies

16 March. 2001

BILL

Also,

What I will do: He will treat the young people at school as Christ treated others.
regarding the older people in the church. Bill stated that if they spend on

themselves and not others, then something is wrong. He gave the example of a
benevolence used to buy drapes for the older Sunday school room, but the deceased
donor would have wanted the money to go elsewhere.
What I did: He did treat the young

BONNIE
What I will do: ABSENT 3/16
What I did:

people as Jesus treated them.
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CLAIRE
What I will do: She will face her "little Jerusalems," not suck-in on herself, but
trust the Lord that he will take care of her as he opens her eyes to the needs of others.
What I did: She faced her challenging work situation this way and succeeded.
KIRK

What I will do: When he is at

work, worrying about his career, he will focus
God. I pressed him formore specifics. Would he pull out the Bible, pray? He gave
affirmative answers to these questions but did not give a detailed response.
What I did: He did this at work, except one time when he "blew up."

on

HELEN

What I will do: She will

analyze situations, asking "Am I serving myself or them;

what is my motive?"
What I did: She felt very sick this week, took care of herself, and just did what
she had to do. Kirk affirmed that she did notfeel sorry for herself
23 March. 2001
BILL

What I will do: He will stress outreach with his class. He will attempt to take the

forms that exist and stretch them into outreach.
What I did: ABSENT 3/30
BONNIE
What I will do: She

was

not led to

anything in particular.

What I did: ABSENT 3/30
CLAIRE

What I will do: She will listen
no

more.

Also, she will do whatever she is led to do

matter wiiat the task.

prepared her Matthew study more in advance. However,
rarely had a morning quiet time this week because she was so tired.
What I did: She

she

KIRK

What I will do: Kirk stated, "Woe to Kirk. He needs to clean the inside."
Specifically, he will study in order to be filled with "good stuff," especially to have

good

stuff at work.
What I did: He

was

filled with

"good stuff," both at home and work.

Helen

confirmed this.
HELEN
What I will do: She must beware of becoming like the objects of Jesus' woes.
She must take an undivided time of prayer and Bible study, conununicating with God so
as

not to fall into the

woes.

What I did: She did not do her best this week; she did some, but not

daily.
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30 March. 2001
/ did not obtain

asnwers to

the

accountability question during this session and the

subsequent one.
BILL
What I will do: ABSENT
What I did:
BONNIE
What I will do: ABSENT

What I did:
CLAIRE
What I will do: Deal with her "find

inmiediate situations and

people by

means

someone

else" attitude

of immediately

during certain
addressing the situation.

What I did:
KIRK

What I will do: He

pondered, "Am I using my talents the way I am supposed to?
/ challenged the group to meditate on the words of the third servant in Matthew 25. I
warned them about burying the year and one-halfof wages in fears and excuses.
What I did:
HELEN

upheld investing the personal in the giving of things.
feels the need to to be more like Bonnie, finding the need in the community and
personally addressing the people.
What I will do: She

She

What I did:
10

April.

2001

BILL

What I will do:

ABSENT

What I did:

BONNIE
What I will do: She will pray more,
What I did:

placing fixUy all

issues in God's hands.

CLAIRE
What I will do: She will allow God to do in her all that he wants to do; she felt
rather "entombed," with much to do. The feeling of entombment was facilitated in the

hospital waiting room setting.
What I did:
KIRK

What I will do: He will trust in the Lord until

he. Kirk, gets

out of the tomb.

What I did:

HELEN
What I will do: She will

study more regularly.

What I did:
PA TTERNS I SEE IN MYSELF (after

meditating on this document):

PATTERNS I SEE IN THE OTHERS:
1.

2.
3.
4.
What is the
Wliat

Spirit attempting to

exactly

are

you

say to

you?

going to do about it?

What is the first

step?
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APPENDIX N
Post-Assessment Evaluation

The person is able to lead a person into

Specifically,

how did the

He/she wants to lead

Specifically,

a

how did the

The person is Rowing

Specifically,

He/she

can

Joumey training

Specifically,

how did the

Journey training

how did the

L

contribute to this?

|_

contribute to this?

principles and/or process of this growth.

Journey training contribute

to this?

He/she is cognizant of the biblical portrayal of Jesus.

Specifically,

x

contribute to this?

personal salvation.

Joumey training

articulate the

�_

to this?

through a strong relationship with Jesus.

how did the

Strong Disagree

relationship with Jesus.

He/she knows the biblical standards for

Specifically,

relationship with Jesus.

Journey training contribute

people into

how did the

a

strongly Agree

Joumey training contribute

to this?

l_
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He/she is

aware

Specifically,

He/she is

He/she

growth.

Joumey training contribute to

this?

articulate the difference Jesus makes in his/her

how did the

The person has

Specifically,

Journey training contribute to this?

of what encourages

how did the

can

Specifically,

impediments to personal growth.

how did the

aware

Specifically,

of the

a

Journey training contribute to

healthy devotional

how did the

own

this?

life.

Joumey training contribute

to this?

He/she is consistent and competent in prayer.

Specifically,

how did the

Journey training contribute

to this?

He/she is consistent and competent in Bible study.

Specifically,

how did the

Journey training contribute to

this?

He/she is active in the fellowship of Trinity Church.

Specifically,

how did the

Journey training

contribute to this?

life,

t-
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The person affirms the

Specifically, how did

He/she knows the

Specifically,

Trinity Church mission.

the

Journey training contribute

He/she knows his/her

Journey training contribute

S

|

X

{

x

to this?

Trinity Church mission.

how did the

I

to this?

place in the Trinity Church and its mission.

Comments:

What

were

the most

significant parts

Joumey training for you?

of the

A. What did you "come to know"?

B. What did you

C. How did you
What

were

the least

and each part of the

"experience"?

"change"?

impacting parts
sessions)?

B. What parts of some

of the

Journey training for you (I will

A. Which sessions?

or

most sessions?

go

through the sessions
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APPENDIX O
Evaluation of Trainee Sessions
1. Generailnformation:
A. How many

B. How

training sessions

long were your sessions?

C. How many

participated?

D. How regular

2. What

were

occurred?

the most

were

your trainees in attendance?

significant parts

of your sessions with the trainees?

A. What did

they "come to knov/'?

B. What did

they "experience"?

C. How did they

3. How did your

"change"?

Joumey training impact these signficant sessions?

A.

Regarding what they "came to know"?

B.

Regarding what they "experienced"?

C.

Regarding how they "changed"?

4. What

were

the least

5. How could your

impacting parts of your training sessions?

Joumey training have better served your training sessions?
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APPENDIX P

Disciple-Makers

Focus Sheet

Session 2/9/01

THE INTENDED OUTPUT

YOUR GROUP MISSION:
YOUR MISSION AS GROUP LEADER:

YOUR OBJECTIVES: After

reading through the "SUBJECTS" section, what qualities is

the

in your trainees?

Spirit seeking to develop

THE POTENTIAL INPUT

YOUR POTENTL\L TRAINEES: To what

degree are they FAITHFUL, AVAILABLE,

TEACHABLE?
THE PROCESS LEADING TO THE INTENDED PRODUCT

WHAT IS THE TIME FRAME FOR THE TRAINING?
WHAT IS THE CLEAR INITIATION INTO THE PROCESS?
WHAT IS THE CLEAR CONCLUSION FOR THE PROCESS?
WHEN ARE YOUR SESSIONS? WHEN WILL THEY BEGIN? WHEN WILL THEY
END?

BASED UPON THE MISSION AND OBJECTIVES, WHAT EXACTLY ARE THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TRAINEES?
HOW WILL THE TRAINEES BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE?
WHAT ARE SOME SYMBOLS AND RIIUALS THAT ENCOURAGE SUCH

FOLLOW-THROUGH?
WHAT ARE SOME RELATIONAL MEANS TO HELP THEM FINISH THE

TRAINING WELL?
WHAT SETTINGS WILL YOU USE FOR THE TRAINING? DURING WHAT PLACES
IN THE TEXT WILL YOU TAKE THEM TO A "DIFFERENT SETTING?"

WHAT TYPES OF TEACHING METHODS WILL YOU USE TO DEVELOP YOUR

TRAINEES?
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APPENDIX Q
On-the-Job

Training

On-the-job training was a major part of the curriculum process, with the general
goal

of changing the

cognition, affect, and behavior of the participants. The specific

intention of on-the-job

gospel
As

of Matthew

as a

training was
tool for

to enable

discipleship.

implied in the text of the dissertation,

disciple-makers to effectively use the
This

objective was only partially fiilfilled.

several factors diminished the outcome. As

facilitator, I did not provide sufficient guidance for the on-the-job training. Also,

I

was

probably overly flexible when faced with the overwhelmed feelings of certain
participants.

In

requirements

stirred this overwhelmed reaction in these

addition,

certain extemal conditions

The Formation of Groups for

fiilfilled the

plan in Session Six was dramatically altered.

participants already had established groups.

objective of on-the-job training.

their class until after their

Claire and Helen

study.

participants.

Training

The discernment and recmitment

Three of the five

amplified by curriculum

After Session

own

were

The other two

Two of these three most

delayed the formation of

Joumey training was officially completed.

the leaders of a

previously established women's Bible

Six, they invited a few new people to participate. They began their

training at the curriculum specified time, Mondays in February,
Bill

was

the leader of a

with six

participants.

Sunday school class, and they became his trainees. Bill also

began the training of his class

in

Febmary.

Both Kirk and Bonnie did not recmit and initiate their groups until after the

Joumey training
them
an

to

adult

was

recmit those

officially finished. During Session Sixteen, I began to challenge
they mentioned

in this

trainee-disceming session. Although he was

Sunday school teacher. Kirk did not want to tum his Sunday school class into the

training ground.

In

subsequent weeks, he

did not

produce a list of recruits or a plan for

recmitment. In my 1 May 2001 notes, I stated that Kirk

was

very

quiet when confronted
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with

I made

implementing the Joumey.

sensed that I needed to

come

some

suggestions

was

overwhelmed and could not

including a class, during the Joumey. Similarly, Botmie
Joumey. She recmited but did not begin her class

May 2001,

1 recorded that Boimie had

disabled her from
interview on 14

was

At

our

I

As

begin a new thing,

very overwhelmed

during

imtil later. In my notes, dated 1

physical, personal,

beginning her group.

and career

challenges that

semi-stmctured, mid-assessment

March, Boimie clearly stated to me that she knew herself well and could

not soak in the materials and

I

altering the curriculum.

alongside and guide Kirk into the on-the-job training.

stated above. Kirk said that he

the

for

training and implement them at the same time.

In response,

permitted both Kirk and Bonnie to wait until the completion of our group training and

to

begin their training immediately after the Joumey worship on 22 April. They did not

begin until late May.
The

Experience

of the

Groups

As the facilitator of disciple-makers, I

Joumey materials to

suit their

challenged the participants

particular training groups.

was

the

five

was

regular and consistent in agenda and participation.

only one that was concurrent with the Joumey training. They

conducted thirteen sessions of 1-1 1/2 hours duration with three

irregular attendees.
and Helen chose

using a form entitled.

(see Appendix O).

Claire and Helen's group
Their group

adapt the

At the conclusion of their

training, I conducted a semi-stmctured interview with these
Evaluation of Trainee Sessions

to

This group

a common

was

mixed in age, with

only one

regular and three
newer

believer. Claire

Bible for their group, the MV Quiet Time Bible

(Bunch).

During the interview, Claire and Helen stated that they would use this resource again.
The

questions in this study Bible prepared the trainees for the discussion in the training

sessions.
the

Each of their sessions

weekly assigned readings

opened with prayer,

from the

gospel

Matthew. At the conclusion of their thirteen

followed

by quick questions about

of Matthew. Then,

they watched the movie

sessions, the group had viewed the entire
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movie. After the movie,

Befr)re

an

they discussed significant questions from the movie or readings.

extended time of prayer, their group

experienced.

As the

attempted to apply what they had

Joumey progressed, Helen and Claire placed more

application session and challenged their participants

participant

in

particular,

a more

established

to more

sfress

this

on

specific application.

believer, stmggled against this

One

stress. She

habitually spoke in platitudes, making general applications

for all

people and avoided

dealing concretely with her own life. During the interview,

Claire and Helen stated that

through on-the-job training they themselves grew into specifically applying the spiritual

impression from the movie and text to their lives.
and Helen stated, "no
Bill

one

really wanted to

adjusted his fraining to fit his

discovered that the Matthew movie

indifferent, and some

were

was

At the end of each

in

class. For

not

example. Bill

aiding his teaching.

rather hostile toward it.

Febmary presenting them

relevant Matthean texts. However, the

the

They were

general

the Matthean material. For
the

fraining.

example,

The class

was

began his training with his

outline of the

an

were

upcoming sessions and

affected

by Bill's

was

specific classes

present. Bill

The cup

was

interview. Bill noted

dirty on the inside but clean on

in Matthew to the

discussion ensued. Also, Bill related how a discussion

and about

attempted to stay with

in the Evaluation of Traiimees

applied the relevant texts

quickly

informally interviewed three members of his

When he

impact of a symbolic cup on his class.

the outside. Bill

Bill

confused about the format and content of the

direction of their

stated that he

Also, Bill mentioned that the class

subsequent sessions

absences. I discovered these effects when I
class.

Claire

as

leave the session."

initially resisted his opening but eventually adjusted to it.
Sunday school class

session,

symbol,

and

a

deep

developed from his text-based

questions on forgiveness. Overall, Bill conducted approximately twenty-one fraining
sessions, of forty to fifty minutes duration, and with
The order that

began well with the outline

was

an

average of fifteen

rapidly challenged as Bill

participants.
wrestled

teaching the class with taking care of his wife's physical needs. However, Bill sensed
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that the class did
for this

experience Jesus more than was superficially apparent.

experience was

toward Matthew's

Kirk's

Kirk's
the

hardening Bill perceived among certain members of the

a

on-the-job training did

not come

and the

introductory class on 20 May were

together well. First,

subsequent classes

one new

believing family of four,

Also, these latter sessions

were

adult and teen mix did not lead to

It began in

one

teen

family of four and one

growth. Although

struggled to participate and were

Several of the

himself, missed at least one Sunday due to vacations. Also,
nor

I could be present. The

break in momentimi. As

a

result,

and facilitators. In contrast. Kirk

outlines, and the

room was

of the teens.

several of the students themselves

the class occurred between the

mid-May and ended in mid-June.

neither Kirk

In contrast, the

present. Even during the first class, this

the tension, all of them

apparently inhibited. Second,

three adult

plagued with erratic attendance, with only two or three

present. The final session had only

overcome

absent of the

were

the attendance of

composition varied. The composition of

females, three senior high teenagers, and one junior high teenager.

attempted to

class

portrait of Jesus.

eight-week class was irregular,

second and

The evidence

participants, and Kirk
a

Sunday was skipped when

subsequent lack of attendence evidenced this

the class had

well

was

spring and summer seasons.

a

demotivating effect on both participants

prepared.

I noted that he wrote session

organized for the particular sessions.

session outlines, I noted that Kirk

was more

the structure of the Matthean text. Also, he

dynamics, the visual of the large ritual

When I reviewed his

cognitively oriented and accurately presented
significantly used questions, small

group

cross, and the Matthew movie to convey this

information. Within the classes themselves, I noted that Kirk grew from being stuck in
an

informational quiz mode

personal experiences.

to more

dynamically interacting with the

I recorded this

students

through

growing edge in my 20 May and 27 May notes.

subsequent sessions, I clearly recollected Kirk's growth into this new, very significant

teaching dynamic.

In
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Bonnie's class

was

composed of three students, two female, a mother and her

teenage daughter, and

one,

unrelated, older male. She began the training in early June

and

19

completed it on

August for a total of ten sessions of approximately

were

session, and the

others had

two

very

August, Boimie stated that
was

much

as a

motivated to

more

The older male missed

regular in attendance:

duration. The three

perfect attendance.

1 1/2 hour

In

an

result of the on-the job

only one

informal interview

on

12

training, the older male participant

study the Bible. Also, she excitedly said that the female

participants had become much more bold in the public expression of their faith. Bonnie
was

very

expressive and enthusiastic.

Bonnie's class stressed the affective
in

challenging settings

them

the

cognitive criterion.

discomforting tasks.

For

reflections upon her

In the 23

August evaluation,

on-the-job training.

Her

movie

placed them

example, Bonnie had
in

Bonnie stressed two concepts in her

participants experienced Jesus' suffering

compassion through the Matthew movie and challenging settings.

Aside from this

stimulus, the mother especially suffered when she tasted congregational

opposition during the above-mentioned field exercise
most

She

experience opposition by means of attending a Trinity worship service

unbecoming clothes.

and

and gave them

over

in

Trinity's worship service. They

significantly experienced and shared compassion in a nursing home setting.

Through the on-the-job training, Bonnie's participants changed in different ways.
motivated after the

mother became much

more

interacted much

in the group. The teen

more

speaking up and sharing her faith.
poem for the

For

The

opposition exercise. Subsequently,

she

daughter became much more bold in

example, the daughter wrote

a

Christ-centered

Trinity newsletter. Significantly, both Bonnie and the older male were

prompted to gain more biblical knowledge. Overall, through on-the-job training, both
Bonnie and her
this

participants became more compassionate toward others. They evidenced

compassion in their more deliberate listening to others and seeking a deeper

understanding of others by means of the Bible. According to Bonnie's session outlines.
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which I reviewed, Bonnie's sessions

were

affectively oriented, stressing the participants

feelings and experience.
Conclusions
Since

on-the-job training was a crucial part of the curriculum,

must be drawn for

job-training.
team with a

emphasis. Claire and Helen experienced the most successfiil on-the

What

were

the factors in this fiilfiUment of the

disciple-makers were

experience but felt inadequate.
very

a

Although
new

a

Before the

Joumey,

a

fit their group.

small group. Kirk had

he often stated to

me

some

that he needed

in order to lead small groups. Also, Claire and

involved in

few

more

people.

A time to

recruiting and starting new groups. Bonnie

experienced the overwhelmed feelings associated with this adjustment.
an

older

couple joined the

people in his Sunday school

members of his class, the set
New

adjusting materials to

preexisting group but deliberately included a

emotionally adjust to the task is
and Kirk

and

alone. Bonnie had not led

specific, step-by-step guidelines

Helen had

objective? They were

history of working together. They already knew when and how to plan,

cormecting at length before the study session,
The other

certain conclusions

class

group.

along the

way. Bill did not

According to my informal

interview of a few

dynamics of the class hindered Bill's training attempts.

people may have helped open them to new training.

successfiil on-the job

deliberately include

Bonnie had the second most

training experience. Despite the inhibiting factors mentioned

above, Bonnie generally fiilfilled the objective. Aware of her limitations regarding
biblical

cognition and her strengths regarding experiences and emotions, Bonnie wisely

focused her class
field

on

the Matthew movie for both

cognition and affect and the various

settings for affective support of this learning.

The evidence

was

in her

They exited the process with specific affective and behavioral changes.

effectively use the gospel
and Kirk fulfilled the

teaching outlines

of Matthew

objective.

and used

a

Kirk

as a

tool for

discipleship.

To

a

participants.

Bonnie did

lesser

degree. Bill

accurately adapted the Joumey curriculum into

variety of teaching methods.

He

personally grew in affect.
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as

he became

a more

flexible and

dynamic teacher. However, the tense mix of ages

irregular attendance of the participants

was

soil conducive to

not a

Also, the missed Sunday and seasonal change deterred growth. As

discipleship objective was only partially fiilfilled.
situation. Bill also created

a

general

spiritual growth.
a

result, the

In the midst of his

overview of his sessions and

and became

a more

Like

challenging family

produced specific

teaching plans for each session. Through this cognitive exercise. Bill

knowledge of the text.

grew in his

Kirk, he tested a number of teaching methods

versatile teacher,

his wife's condition limited Bill's

so

he

and

on

own

his class

affectively grew. However, the challenge of

impact on his

class.
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APPENDIX R
The

Original

Order for Each Session

Although each training session with the disciple-makers will have unique
features,
will

all of the sessions will have

a

piece together the large symbolic

Wednesdays at 6:25

as a

gather around the

the barren

cross

cross

in

a

an

the joumey

Trinity Church fellowship hall on
cross

will prepare the individuals to

opening liturgy.

a

special purpose.

The

The

newly reformed

circle. The ever-present Jesus,

(Thompson and Scmggs).

The song.

Sanctuary,

as

represented by

intended

to become more

joumey.

Like him,

ever more

like the

will be rehearsed

The words in the refrain of

sacredness of the sessions, the overall joumey, and to the

carved

on

will be the center of their communitas, the power at the heart of their

throughout the entire joumey.

and sung

in the

group set apart in sacred time for

into sacred time will be initiated with

group will

group

cross

p.m. The constmction of the

further realize themselves
move

regular order Each week, those

goal.

as

necessary

"Sanctuary" point to the
The

disciple-makers are

living Jesus whom they experience throughout the

they are to become a sanctuary, holy as God is holy and spiritually

into the

image of Jesus. Then, two key Scripture memory passages,

Corinthians 3:18 and Matthew 16:24, will be read and
from memory. These

verses

2

spoken aloud and in later sessions

respectively represent the goal

of spiritual

growth in

knowledge, character, and witness and the self-denying means to this spiritual growth

(see pp. 8-22).
oral

After

reading in the

will connect the

joumey.

God's

this, the

prayer to the

first sessions

Holy Spirit will be recited from

(Upper Room, Fourth Day 48).

memory after

This traditional prayer

disciple-makers to God's larger, universe-renewing purpose
Holy Spirit alone

lead them in God's

will be able to fire the

world-renewing work. This

disciples'

prayer will

hearts and

for their

effectively

help to motivate this

community of disciple-makers to complete the joumey well.
After this

initiation, the relevant section of

movie will be shown.

Although they will

The

Gospel according to Matthew

have read, studied, and listened to the

assigned
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part of the gospel during the week, this movie will challenge both their eyes and
will confront their

ears

and

is in their midst.

personal image of the truly present Jesus who

Immediately following the movie, the group of disciple-makers will process this
experience. They will ponder questions steirmiing from

Dr Don

questions (Joy, "Personal" 3-4). These questions will be
1. How do

What part

they

feel about what

they have

as

Joy's diagnostic

follows:

seen? What part

really bothered them?

especially uplifted them? and

2. What

personal experiences or "case" have they known well

otherwise coimects with these

illuminates

or

feelings?

Then, they will identify and revisit the written text behind the froubling or
As

uplifting movie-conjured feeling.
themselves

questions about their feelings and experience.

"What is the
the

this

arena

they personally reflect on these texts, they will
In essence,

ask

they will ask,

living Spirit trying to impress on me through this feeling and experience in

of the biblical text?" Paul Little's reflective

questions

will

help them to deepen

application:
1

.

Is there

an

example for me to follow?
to avoid?

2. Is there

a

sin for

3. Is there

a

command for

4. Is there

a

promise for me to claim?

me

me

to

5. What does this passage teach

obey?

me

about God

or

Jesus Christ?

difficulty for me to explore? and,

6. Is there

a

7. Is there

something in this

Then, they must

answer a

passage that I should pray about

today? (126-27).

question that grounds the resulting insights into daily

living pattems. They will basically ask, "What exactiy will I do with these spiritual

impressions?" They need to give a concrete description or plan of what they will
their
to

own

lives. In order to create

a

comprehensive plan,

apply insight to the various arenas

in their

the

do in

disciple-makers must seek

lives, including their own selves. They will
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need to

apply what they have leamed to their person, to their thoughts, words,

They will

need to

see

applications in their families,

activities. They should seek to

how it

see

and deeds.

work arenas, and recreational

applies to their church lives. Also, they must

describe how they will teach others, especially their trainees, what they have leamed.
The mbrics of this part of the session

these

questions during a time

group. I will

challenge the

interact with each person
discover the

of silence.

group to

as

are as

use

they share.

they will

process

through

Then, they will share their results with the
the biblical text in order to
The

changes they need to make

incorporating these changes into the

follows. First,

goal

will be for each

constmctively

disciple-maker to

in their lives and to follow

through by actually

stmcture of their character and the

pattems of their

daily lives.
Next, the group will practice the memory verse of the week. This part of the
session will refocus the group from the
the

transcending, unifying biblical

two.

particulars of the text and of personal feeling to

theme.

They will organize themselves

They will orally practice the verse vAth one

another.

Then, each couple will place

meaningfiil motions to the words and will perform the memory verse
and cheers of the entire group.

motions attached to the
words. The

Memory work will

primary words

performance

and

in the

verse

enhance the

to the

applauses

leaming process. Ritual

will enhance the

accompanying applause will

into groups of

meaning of the

refresh the group,

preparing

them for the next part of the session.

During this didactic time, the disciples will investigate the overarching, logical
stmcture of the

assigned section with my aid. They will together give a title to each

subsection. Then,
the memory

they will effectively evaluate the memory verse.

verse cover

the

logical

stmcture of this section? What

To what

degree

important textual

theme does the memory verse not include?
Now the

disciple-makers

sharing. First, they will

will have

offer their most

does

prepared the ground for a fiuitful time of

significant questions stemming from their
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at-home study of the

from the text. After this, each
passage

or

together seeks to answer the particular question

text. The group

disciple-maker will share the

most

significant biblical

concept from the weekly reading. During this time, they will consider the

following questions:
How has the

Spirit brought meaning to me through this

What does God want

me to

passage

do in response to the passage

or

or

concept?

concept and its

meaning? and.
How will I share what I have leamed with

others, especially the frainees I will

teach this week?
Before the final
their

cross

ceremony, the

weekly sessions with the frainees.

Session Six. A few

questions

will

disciple-makers will

These

help the

evaluate the results of

disciple-training sessions will begin after

group to

effectively evaluate:

exactly did you want the frainees "to be" at the end of the particular

Where
session?

degree did they get there?

To what

What did yOu want them to know?
How did you want them to behave?

What did you want them to commit to

What is

or

defray from?

working well to get them there?

What is not

working well

in these sessions?

How

can

you enhance what is

How

can

you

modify

Also, they will seek

or even

to

working well? and.

eliminate what is not

working well?

apply the present disciple-makers'

session in order to

develop a training plan for their trainees. Considering the present session, the

disciple-makers
trainees and to
empower this

must ask themselves a

few

questions in order to meaningfiiUy target the

develop a tmly effective fraining plan.

planning:

The

following questions will
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Based

on

today's session, where exactly does the Spirit want those you teach "to

be" when you finish?
What do you want them to know?
How do you want them to behave?

What commitments do you want them to make? and.
What do
After

a

they need to release in order to make these commitments?

few moments of consideration, each

disciple-maker will

share

answers

with the

group of disciple-makers.

The session will conclude with the
down of the

cross.

Each session will be

experience of Jesus.
Jesus. Most of the

A clear

senses

a

cross

ceremony,

including the final break

little joumey into communitas

opening will initiate the session,

will be

training joumey with

a

engaged during the joumey.

through a group

A dramatic

closing will

symbolically pull together the results of the session, will stir and prepare the participants
to

effectively disciple their students,

fragmenting arenas
The

of their lives

closing worship will

and will motivate them to

impact all

the

diverse,

through the unifying power of the Holy Spirit.
take

place in a circle at the

foot of the

cross.

The

disciple-makers will specifically thank Jesus for special experiences during the particular
training session. They will remember the growth goals previously proclaimed at the
Trinity worship on 3 1
session. If the

December and

particular session involves

affirm the correct choice.
pray for them

more recent

They will

a

during this training

decision, the disciple-makers will verbally

confess their

during the week. They will

commitments made

shortcomings and ask the others to

share the needs of the

community. Finally, the disciple-makers will join

Trinity Church

hands and conclude in prayer for

one

another, the Trinity United Methodist Church, the Church in the world, and for the

Gibsonburg community.
Each

disciple-maker in training will

fall backwards into the

arms

of his

or

walk upon the cross, jump

over

her brothers and sisters. The message

the gaps, and

they will
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enact

mood

is, "We are going to 'make it' together." Upbeat, Christian music will enhance the
as

they cheer one

the cross, the

cross

another forward

as

walker will tum around,

fall into the waiting

arms

shout out, "Are you

ready?"

of the

each

cross

disciple-makers.

After the

his

walks upon the
or

her hands

The arm-readied

cross.

across

the

body,

and

disciple-makers will

"Go for it!" After the person falls into their arms, all the

yell,

will recite

together the Great Commission (Matt.

of community and bonds the

At the end of

affirming nod of the immediate participant, the

group will

sense

one

disciple-makers

28: 19-20). This tmst fall enhances the

meaning of disciple-making from the lone, walking

individual to the group. Church context.

The
cross.

closing worship will be brief and will take place

During this worship,

phrases. They will recite,
Ready,

the

disciple-makers will put

"Jesus loves me! Jesus loves

go for it~Go and make

disciples of all

nations"

in

a

circle at the top of the

motions to the

you!

following

Jesus loves

(Matt. 28:18-20).

us

together!

This short

closing ceremony will uphold the disciple-making mission itself and will reinforce
communitas context with the

ever-present Lord Jesus necessary

to fiilfill it.

the
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